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An Underidentified Model Approach to Budget
Implementation in Nigeria
Okezie, Stella Ogechukwu
Department of Accounting
Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo, Ogun State, Nigeria
Okezie, Goodluck Nwokoma
Department of Economics, Banking & Finance
Babcock University, Ilisan-Remo, Ogun State, Nigeria
gokezie4@gmail.com
Abstract
In Nigeria, budget implementation is in practice developed around the concept of income
dictating expenditure. This implied that as long as there was income, there would be
expenditure. Available literatures are scarce on underidentification as it concerns budget
implementation. However, the review consisted of the two divides of the merits and
demerits of underidentifcation. This was particularly as it concerned the measurement of
important models, constraining the functional flow etc and negative degree of freedom,
uncertainty, respectively. The OLS method was adopted to analyze the multiple
regression involving Real Gross Domestic Product (RGDP), Recurrent (REXP) and
Current Expenditure (CEXP). The underidentified model was RGDP = f(REXP,CEXP)
Findings showed that the coefficient of REXP was 0.257, while that of CEXP was (0.077).
The R2 was at 97%. The t-test had H1 accepted for REXP, but for CEXP, H1 was rejected.
The H1 was accepted for the F-statistic test, which implied that the two explanatory
variables were relevant in the regression model. The functions REXP, CEXP = f(RGDP)
were expensive in favour of expenditure and led to deficit budget. But the underidentified
equation used in this study, constrained expenditure to increase at a rate that was
respectable to the slow pace of RGDP. In comparison to each other, expenditure
increased faster than income.
Key words: Budget implementation, underidentificaion
JEL Classification: C5: C51 and H6: H61, H62.
1.

Introductory background
One of the central issues widely discussed in accounting, finance and by government
is having access to resources to finance necessary progarmmes and prompt service
delivery (Aruwa (2009). There are also concerns on how to mobilize and manage
resources to create an enhanced system of accountability and transparency of financial
transactions where little or no variance exists between government revenues and
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expenditure, hence, the need for a budget. Budget as a term is a common word in
vocabulary of most individuals, corporate bodies and government alike. Management at
all levels whether public or private make use of budget as a guide to achieving
predetermined goals and objectives. Orebiyi and Ugochukwu (2005) define budget as a
plan quantified in monetary terms, prepared and approved by appropriate authorities
prior to a defined period of time, usually showing planned income to be generated and /or
expenditure to be incurred during that period and the capital to be employed to attain a
given objective.
Every government is under a constitutional obligation to make a budget every fiscal
year. Ohanele (2010) asserts that the budget is the most important economic policy
instrument for the government. It reflects a government's social and economic policy
priorities. The budget is a blueprint that should translate policies, campaign promises,
political commitments and goals into decisions on how government funds would be
generated and to what use it will be put. For the formulation of a sustainable fiscal policy
and economic growth, a well functioning budget system is vital. The budget system and
process in any country is central in determining the extent to which it has open,
democratic and participatory system of government. The need for a basic understanding
of the budget cycle is essential for a meaningful engagement with the budget process. In
Nigeria, the specific objectives of the national budget include; the enhancement of
production and productive capacity, increase and improvement in capacity utilization in
the manufacturing sector and local sourcing of raw materials through targeted incentives,
alleviation of poverty, creation of jobs and promotion of industrial peace and reduction of
inflation.
There are several serious problems in the Nigerian budgeting process indicated by the
magnitude of budget variances over the years, Aruwa (2009). These problems often
impede budget implementation. In Nigeria, inadequate information and transparency on
budget issues have consisted a clog in the wheel of effective budget implementation.
Every year, Nigerians hear of trillions of naira budgeted by the various tiers of
government, they are however at a loss at the end of the year as to where the monies were
directed. Budgets that were described as laudable usually had an end result of decreased
standard of living for the average Nigerian. Other observed problems include
inappropriate economic objectives and commitment to delivering the objectives, nonalignment of economic objectives with budgetary allocations and much more. Therefore
within the context of fiscal operations of the Government, when budgets are not
implemented appropriately it often results to deficits financed through the internal and
external borrowings and taxes, increased government expenditure and a general decline
in real output of the economy. Thus one crucial issue confronting the Government is the
proper implementation of approved budget to create a sustainable balance or surplus
budget that will enhance economic growth and development. This paper therefore
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becomes imperative having identified the issues mitigating proper implementation of the
budget, a thorough appraisal of the budget process, implementation and control in
Nigeria becomes justifiable.
Identified versus Underidentified Functions
In Econometrics, “an equation is identified if no linear combinations of structural
equations exist that are identical to that particular equation” (Vogelvang, 2005: 221).
Such structural equations are built on existing economic theories. Therefore,
identification consists of the conditions that identify the relationship that exists in an
economic theory. (Maddala and Kim, 2000). Economic theories are designed to operate
in the long-run, rather than the short. Humans however, exist both in the short and longrun curves of the empirical expression of economic theories. It means that the conditions
that identify an economic theory may not be empirically true. This is because
unidentified short-run economic theory relationships may be empirically active in
human experience. Thus, it becomes relevant to explore whether underidentification of
economic theory can hold true in an empirical sense in the experience of budget
implementation in Nigeria.
Identification problem arises from the model specification of the functionality of a
relationship which is captured from an economic theory (Koutsoyiannis, 1977), in which
case, a regressand is substituted for a regressor. For instance, instead of the general
regression equation the function may be written as (Mahajan, 2005). The problem is
that underidentified functions lead to the derivations of inconsistent and biased
estimates. (Dong, 2012). Consequently, the estimate from a well identified budget
implementation function may be unreliable in the Nigerian experience, because, a
underidentified function of budget implementation suggests that the average Nigerian
have a higher propensity to spend 'government money' generously than to exercise
prudence over its expenditure. However, (Hu: 2008), concludes that people always have
a higher probability of telling the truth than of misreporting.
Identified versus Underidentified Functions
In Econometrics, “an equation is identified if no linear combinations of structural
equations exist that are identical to that particular equation” (Vogelvang, 2005: 221).
Such structural equations are built on existing economic theories. Therefore,
identification consists of the conditions that identify the relationship that exists in an
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economic theory. (Maddala and Kim, 2000). Economic theories are designed to operate
in the long-run, rather than the short. Humans however, exist both in the short and longrun curves of the empirical expression of economic theories. It means that the conditions
that identify an economic theory may not be empirically true. This is because
unidentified short-run economic theory relationships may be empirically active in
human experience. Thus, it becomes relevant to explore whether underidentification of
economic theory can hold true in an empirical sense in the experience of budget
implementation in Nigeria.
Identification problem arises from the model specification of the functionality of a
relationship which is captured from an economic theory (Koutsoyiannis, 1977), in which
case, a regressand is substituted for a regressor. For instance, instead of the general
regression equation Y = f (X), the function may be written as X = f (Y). (Mahajan, 2005).
The problem is that underidentified functions lead to the derivations of inconsistent and
biased estimates. (Dong, 2012). Consequently, the estimate from a well identified budget
implementation function may be unreliable in the Nigerian experience, because, a
underidentified function of budget implementation suggests that the average Nigerian
have a higher propensity to spend 'government money' generously than to exercise
prudence over its expenditure. However, (Hu: 2008), concludes that people always have
a higher probability of telling the truth than of misreporting.
Theoretical reasoning
The generalized Method of Moments (GMM) can be used to study the identification of
an econometric model. Thus, from E( φt)α = 0. Where

α = K + 1 - dimensional

unknown parameter vector in the null space of the population matrix E( φt) , where φt is
a correlation coefficient by K + 1 matrix derived from the data. The Maximum rank of
matrix E( φt) is max(r,K + 1), and the matrix is identified when E( φt) is one
dimensional, (Arellano, Hansen and Sentana (2009), which is representative of a unique
structural function that has no other forms (Vogelvang, 2005: 221). For the matrix to be
underidentified, then E( φt) < K, thus, the E( φt) will be more than one dimensional.
This means that rather than the selection of a unique element from the parameter space,
there exists another solution α*, which is not proportional to α, hence α* = 0.
In a system of equations, the system is underidentified if one or more of its equations are
Page
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underidentified. (Koutsoyiannis, 1977). Three concepts are used in identification. First,
generic. This is related to a linear model. Second, empirical, usually indicated by a
negative error variance (Newson, 2012) and third, economic, which cover the economic
interpretability of the coefficients of an identified structure. (Maddala and Kim, 2000).
Generic and empirical identifications are not appealing to this reasoning. This is because;
they are statistical and numeric figures which may not be verifiable in the real facts of
life. The third has the relevance of the possibility of correct syntheses and application. So,
while generic and empirical identifications may present statistics that may be spurious
and deceptive, economic identification lends itself to interpretations that can adjust or
nullify the economic theory that led to the statistical output. On the other hand, human
behaviour which economics typifies is erratic and intractable. So, from this point,
statistics is likely to be unreliable and thus, requires a second look.
Theoretical framework
In practice, in the national accounts of Nigeria, expenditure is a function of Real Gross
Domestic Product (RGDP). This means that it is changes in RGDP that determines
changes in income. This understanding is what is implied in national budget. However, in
appraising budget control in Nigeria, a look at RGDP being a function of expenditure
becomes relevant. This will supply numeric outputs that can be used to explain changes
in expenditure and what effect that has on the depletion or savings of the RGDP.
Functionally, budget is defined in three stages:
S1: balanced budget: RGDP = expenditure
S2: deficit budget: RGDP < expenditure
S3: surplus budget: RGDP > expenditure
The interest here is in S2, where RGDP is less than expenditure. For this to take place,
national expenditure must have changed more rapidly than the RGDP. This implies that
expenditure > RGDP or that RGDP is a function of expenditure. This is the basis for the
underidentification model adopted in this study.
The hypotheses for the paper are as follows: H0: β1 and β2 = 0, which implies that
changes in REXP and CEXP have no significant impact on RGDP and H1: β1 and β2 ≠ 0
Which means that changes in REXP and CEXP have significant impact on RGDP.
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Hypotheses and relevant tests will be used evaluate the model.
The f-statistic will be used to test the validity of the entire multiple regression model,
while the t-distribution will be used to test for the validity of the coefficients of REXP
and CEXP. The decision rules are given as Tcalculated > Ttabulated = reject H0 and
Tcalculated > Ttabulated = accept H0. (Groebner, Shannon, Fry and Smith, 2011: 387).
Also, Fcalculated > Ftabulated = reject H0 and Fcalculated > Ftabulated = accept H0 . (Koutsoyiannis,
1977: 147). Since H1 gave no direction, a two-tailed test will be used. To achieve this, the
t-test will be applied.
2.

Literature Review
Budget is the principal instrument of fiscal policy used to encourage stable growth,

sustainable development, prosperity and optimum employment in the economy Rotimi
(2011). Gwegwe (2010) is of the opinion that Nigeria produces the best annual budget in
the whole of sub-Saharan Africa. This assertion he says cannot be doubted because the
nation is blessed with an intimidating array of top class financial experts in the Central
Bank of Nigeria (CBN) Ministries of Finance, Panning and Budget. This huge advantage
should have helped to drive Nigeria up the ladder of developing nations. Nonetheless,
over the years, poor budget implementation by the executive arm of government at the
three tiers of government has sabotaged key public infrastructure like transport, power,
and communication among others. This sad development has led to an increase in cost of
running business in Nigeria over the years. As a result, foreign investors have been scared
away and multinational companies are relocating to neighboring countries. Closely
observing the nation, it appears that the Nigerian political class is yet to appreciate the
relationship between effective budget implementation and national development on one
hand and constitutional democracy on the other.
The above situation calls for this underidentification of budget implementation, so as to
place a constraint to the functional flow of income and expenditure of the country.
Underidentification is not a new concept in the process of econometric analyses for
foreign authors. However, there has not been much literature on it. Due to other possible
structures of a function, underidentifcation introduces the possibility of uncertainty in
the findings of studies (Carson and Murray, 2012). Since conclusions are drawn from the
findings, such conclusions must be treated carefully. This means that such findings and
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conclusions must be critically evaluated. (Gustafson and Greenland (2005) have
suggested that constraints must be placed on parameters of the model, so as to attain
consistent inference derived from realistic model. (Kenny (2013) agrees with this
position and claims that the underidentified model place some sort of constraints on the
data, as a result, the testing of underidentified model can be used to test important
parameters. But on the contrary, if the model is underidentified, it will have negative
degrees of freedom, thus, the hypotheses cannot be tested. This means that the findings
and conclusions of the study may not be trusted (Newson, 2012). Some empirical
findings and conclusions will show underidentification in action.
Multidimensional structures of utility imply underidentification. This can be modeled by
using Structural Choice Models. This approach leads to deeper insight into consumer
decision-making and choice (Rungle, Coote and Louviere, 2011). The choice of a
consumer is dependent on individual preference. This is why in (Gevrek (2009), who
studied interethnic marriage in immigrants' economic integration in the Netherlands, it
was found that those who chose to marry natives had wage premium of eight percent.
Aside from labour and wage preferences based on marriage choice, (Finken (2009)
concludes that in politics decision makers know about the importance of their political
performance relative to the policy of their counterparts in border countries, this means
that the strength of the incumbent politician is reduced by increased economic similarity
between the localities.
3.

Methodology of Study
This consists of the explanation of data source, its scope and description. It also
specifies the underidentified model of budget implementation and finally the data
analyses. Secondary data were obtained from the Statistical Bulletin of the Central Bank
of Nigeria from 1989 to 2008. The data are characterized by the following variables: Real
Gross Domestic Product (RGDP), Recurrent Expenditure (REXP) and Capital
Expenditure (CEXP).
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Table A:Regression data on Nigeria for RGDP, REXP
and CEXP (N'Million)
Year

RGDP

REXP

CEXP

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

236,729.6
267,550.0
265,379.1
271,365.5
274,833.3
275,450.6
281,407.4
293,745.4
302,022.5
310,890.1
312,183.5
329,178.7
356,994.3
433,203.5
477,533.0
527,576.0
561,931.4
595,821.6
634,251.1
674,889.0

25,994.2
36,219.6
38,243.5
53,034.1
136,727.1
89,974.9
127,629.8
124,491.3
158,563.5
178,097.8
449,662.4
461,600.0
579,300.0
696,800.0
984,300.0
1,032,700.0
1,223,700.0
1,290,201.9
1,589,270.0
2,117,400

15,034.1
24,048.6
28,340.9
39,763.3
54,501.8
70,918.3
121,138.3
212,926.3
269,651.7
309,015.6
498,027.6
239,450.9
438,696.5
321,378.1
241,688.3
351,300.0
519,500.0
552,385.8
759,323.0
960,900.0

Source: CBN, 2008 Statistical Bulletin, Golden Jubilee Edition. Pages: 96 99 and 117 118.

Model specification
Nigerian expenditure is usually grouped into recurrent and capital expenditures. The
regression equation is given by RGDP = f(REXP, CEXP) or RGDP = β0 β1REXP
β2CEXP + µ, where: β0 is the intercept term or the autonomous RGDP that can be
realized without REXP and CEXP; β1 and β2 are the coefficients of REXP and CEXP,
respectively; RGDP is the dependent variable; REXP and CEXP are the independent
variables and

is the error term that captures other factors that can cause changes in

RGDP that are not included in the equation.
The a priori expectation is negative coefficients. Since RGDP finances the two levels of
expenditure. It is then expected that if REXP and CEXP are increasing, the RGDP that
drives them will be decreasing, also, when REXP and CEXP are decreasing, then RGDP
will be increasing, in the sense that it RGDP will not be depleted.
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4.

Data Analysis and Discussion
The empirical equation as RGDP = 260700.72 + .257 (REXP) - .077 (CEXP);

(Berenson, Levine and Krehbiel, 2004: 489); R2 = .967 or 97%, Adjusted R2 = .963 or
96%; Tcalculated for REXP = 10.580; Tcalculated for CEXP = -1.344. From the t-distribution
table, Ttabulated = 2.101. Since two-tailed test is used, then Ttabulated = 2.101/2 = 1.0505.
(Lind, Marchal and Wathen, 2005:328)
T-distribution tests:
Test for REXP: Tcalculated = 10.580 and Ttabulated = 1.0505,
Tcalculated > Ttabulated = 10.580 > 1.505, so H0 is rejected.
Test for CEXP: Tcalculated = -1.344 and Ttabulated = -1.0505,
Tcalculated < Ttabulated = -.344 > -1.505, as a result, so is accepted.
F-statistic test:
The f- statistic is given as 245. 779 (see the appendix). To check the f-table, first,
thedegree of freedom is given as: v1 = numerator = k 1 = 2 1 = 1 and the v2 =
denominator = N k = 20 2 = 18. Therefore, the Ftabulated = 4.41. from these values,
Fcalculated > Ftabulated = 245.779 > 4.41, thus, the H0 is rejected.
Discussion of findings
Since the model is a multiple regression equation, the f-statistic is used to measure the
total validity of the model. In its test, the was rejected. This implies the acceptance of
This indicates that the variances between RGDP and REXP and CEXP are significant.
Therefore, increases in the REXP and CEXP deplete the RGDP. This will eventually lead
to budget deficit; which requires a supplementary budget to finance. Further, the
relevance of the REXP and CEXP in the model is implied in the small difference between
the R2 (97%) and the adjusted R2 (96%). Though the R2 is higher, but the difference of
1% means that the two independent variables are very relevant in the equation.
The empirical equation showed that the coefficient of REXP is .257. The positive sign
does not meet the a priori expectation. This means that in regards to REXP, money is
spent because it is available. It is possible that the budget is not adhered to. Also, the items
that make up the REXP such as administration, economic services and transfers are open
to serial leakages, due to corrupt practices. On the other hand, the CEXP met the a priori
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expectation of a negative sign. While this does not mean that it may not lead to budget
distortion, it has an inherent structure of control, due to bulk budget dispensing and the
physical evidences of the budgeted items.
Policy framework
The constraint placed on the underidentified model is that the recurrent and the capital
expenditures determine the real GDP. This means that expenditures change before the
income changes. Technically, it implies that only real expenditures are made. When
income dictates changes in expenditure, then every available income may be expended
because of its dependency on expenditure. The Nigerian Government may make
expenditure depend on income by making expenditure to be influenced by other factors
other than the income that finance it. This policy is more relevant for the recurrent
expenditure, because, it is positively correlated to income.
In Nigeria, extra budgetary expenditures are not the exceptions. This is because
availability of income seems to encourage more expenditure. This flow does not
recognize that the volatility of expenditure is faster than the rate of change of income.
Thus, deficit budgeting should become an offense in Nigeria, because it is not possible
with income depending on expenditure, that expenditure can outrun income, since
income will be expended by rate of change dictated by expenditure.
Human behavior is intractable. Thus, the result of well identified model may be rendered
spurious by human preferences and choice. This is very true in this study because, budget
are prepared and implemented by human beings. In the past, independent budgetary
committees in the country have not been successful. Consequently, budget monitoring
committees and economic intelligence units should be situated in the office of the
Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC). This will encourage optimal use
of allocated funds for timely completion of projects according to specifications.
5.

Conclusion
The constraint placed on the underidentified model is that the recurrent and the
capital expenditure determine the real GDP. This means that expenditures change before
the income changes. Technically, it implies that only real expenditures are made. When
income dictates changes in expenditure, then every available income may be expended
because of its dependency on expenditure. When this is the case, changes in expenditure
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will not be caused by changes in income. Consequently, an expenditure item is
determined exogenous to income. The practice of deciding on an expenditure item
because of the income to finance it is available has led to serial deficit budget experiences
in Nigeria.
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Abstract
Nigeria, a developing country habitually, employs money supply as a way of augment
government revenue. This study employed time series dataset, over the period 19802010, to investigate the nexus among money supply, budget deficit, interest rate,
exchange rate and inflation in Nigeria. Empirical findings of the study showed that the
relationship between inflation, budget deficit, interest rate and the lag one of inflation is
negative while the relationship between inflation and exchange rate was positive. Also,
inflation rate in the preceding period did have significant impact in the succeeding
period. The policy implication of these was that since all the estimated variables are
monetary phenomena, adequate monetary policy should be employed to balance the role
that money supply plays in budget deficit, interest rate and consequently moderate
inflation in stabilizing the economy.
Keywords: Money supply, laffer curve, budget deficit, inflation, interest rate.
JEL Classifications: E40, E51, E52.
1.

Introduction and Background
Nigerian economy has experienced consistent acute fiscal (budget) deficit and
relatively high inflation since 1980s. Various governments/regimes had increased public
expenditures without corresponding increases in taxes, which equivocally had led to
'double digit' rate of inflation. Inflation adversely affects ability to make optimal
decisions; and consequently, exerts negative effects on the growth rate of the economy.
Fiscal deficit was at the forefront of macroeconomic adjustment in the 1980s; in both
developing and industrial countries. It was blamed in large part for the assortment of ills
that beset developing countries during the decade: over indebtedness, leading to the debt
crisis that began in 1982; high inflations and poor investment and growth performance
(Easterly, William R., Paolo Mauro and Klaus Schmidt-Hebbel 2005). Deficit finance has
been on the increase for sometimes in Nigeria and seigniorage has always been used by
successive administrations to monetise it. Theoretically, three major ways of financing
government expenditures are taxes, debts and money supply. Countries make different
choices to finance their deficits, partly because they differ in the extent to which other
means of finance are available (Ibid). The nexus among deficit finance, money supply,
interest rate and inflation is a global issue. Various studies indicate a strong correlation
between budget deficit and inflation; a few others found no evidence to confirm that
budget finance is a major catalyst of inflation (Chimobi and Igwe, 2010).
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Literature on inflationary finance such as Friedman (1971), Sergeant and Wallace (1981)
among others gave rise to a laffer curve. The Laffer curve shows that in general, there are
two steady-state equilibria. There are essentially three alternative explanations of high
inflation within this approach. A first explanation considers that the economy is on the
“efficient” part of the Laffer curve and therefore inflationary trend is associated with
larger seigniorage (this is clear in the analysis presented in Sergent and Wallace (1981).
The second argues that the economy might be stuck at an equilibrium that lies on the
“wrong” side of the Laffer curve (Fischer and Modigliani, 1978), budget deficits in this
case are not the main explanation for inflation.
From a fiscal stance, the government can increase the revenue from seigniorage by
reducing the rate on inflation. The common feature of these two views is that they
consider high inflation as a stable long-run equilibrium. The third explanation sees high
inflation as an unstable phenomenon (Kiguel 1985), whose main cause is the attempt to
raise seignoirage in excess of the maximum warranted by the demand for money.
According to this approach, once the economy reaches this point, inflation jump or
accelerates and eventually reaches hyperinflation levels (Kiguel, 1985). To determine
which of these approaches is the most relevant to explain the actual behaviour of a
particular economy depends on whether the long-run fiscal deficit is greater or smaller
than the maximum long-run revenue from money creation.
Traditional economic analysis takes the behaviour of policy makers, in particular the
behaviour of monetary authorities as exogenous, but most economists agree with the
view that inflation is a monetary phenomenon in the sense that there would be no inflation
in the long run without sustained increases in money supply. This leads to the obvious
policy statement that long-run price stability can be achieved by limiting the rate of
monetary growth to the long-run real rate of growth of the economy. Although, some
works have been on inflation, budget deficit, hyper-inflation and money supply etcetera;
this study is an extension as it includes many variables as regressors of inflation.
This paper assesses the relationship between inflation (explained variable); fiscal deficit,
interest rate, budget deficit, exchange rate and money supply (explanatory variables)
between1980-2010. The choice for that period is due to the fact that Nigeria's debt crisis
and austerity measures suggested by International Monetary Fund (IMF) took their woes
on the economy.
Apart from the introduction and background, the paper is organized as follows: the next
section offers a review of related studies; empirical model and data are described in
section three. Section four presents and discusses the results while the final section
features conclusion.
2.

Related Literature
Lack of a strong positive correlation between the size of budget deficit, money
supply and the rate of inflation is a commonplace in the literature. Meridor (1998) shows
in the case of Israel in 1980 that the rate of inflation increased from about 130% to about
400% in 1984, government budget deficit to GNP ratio shows a small increase from 17%
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to 19%. Likewise, money supply to GNP ratio rose only from 2.9% to 2.9%. Sergeant and
Wallace (1981) also lent credence to it in the European hyper-inflation of the 1920s.
Eckstein and Leiderman (1992) results show that the ratio of money supply to GNP is
an increasing function of the rate of inflation. This is in contrast with the notion that
inflation rates in Israel in the mid-eighties exceeded the revenue-maximizing rate. The
reason for the differential seems to be difference in econometric approaches. Eckstein
and Leiderman (1992), using estimated and observed parameters found that money
supply rises with the rate of inflation. The simulated relation between money supply and
the rate of inflation appears to be more closely than the Laffer curve that arises from a
model based on Cagan-type money demand. The difference was due to the fact that they
assume different rates of inflation.
Money supply seems to be a less attractive method of government financing in
industrial countries but averagely, it is five times higher in developing countries than in
the industrial economies. In the 1990s, average seigniorage revenue represented 14.85%
of total government revenues for developing countries compared to only 1.64% for
industrial countries. (Aisen and Verga, 2007).
Confirming previous results by Cukierman (1992); Aisen ang Verga (2007) found
that greater political instability leads to higher money supply. On the other hand, Easterly
and Pfutze (2005), in their empirical analysis on the relationship between fiscal deficit
and inflation found a positive relationship between fiscal deficit and money supply.
Egwaikhide (1991) examined the determinants of fiscal deficits. He finds that
inflation, revenue instability (or slow growth of revenue) and increased government
participation in the economy has been important determinants of budget deficits. Ojo and
Okunrounmu (1992) investigated the role of fiscal policy in developing countries with
specific reference to Nigeria and observed that the narrow revenue base of Nigeria that
could not withstand the weight of public expenditure and investment led to more money
supply. They found that as fiscal deficit financed by borrowing from the banking system
increased, macroeconomic instability and the public debt burden escalated.
Lack of correlation across countries between deficits and inflation and between
deficits and interest rates is primarily attributable to the different ways in which countries
finance their public deficits. Any notion that fiscal deficits and inflation display a simple
relationship fails for two reasons. The first is that countries make different choices about
seigniorage to finance their deficits because they differ in the extent to which other means
of finance are available. The second reason is that money creation and inflation are
nonlinearly related (Easterly and Pfutze, 2005).
According to Easterly, William R., Paolo Mauro and Klaus Schmidt-Hebbel (1995),
studying inflation is different from studying money supply, especially for developing and
high inflation countries, Aisen and Verga (2007) corroborated Easterly et al (1995), the
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correlation between inflation and money supply in their study fluctuates significantly
depending on the rate of inflation. While it is positive most of the time and for most of the
countries, it declines with the level of inflation and becomes negative for inflation rates
above 400% per year. Thus, it is misleading to assume that the determinants of inflation
are necessarily the same as those of money supply.
Cukierman (1992) used a probit model to show evidence that higher political
instability and ideological polarization lead to higher money supply. Similarly, Aisen and
Verga (2007) employed more direct measures of political instability such as number of
cabinet changes, executive changes or government crises taking place in a year in about
100 countries. They used a dummy variable for democratic regimes as a proxy for
ideological polarization. Their result also shows that money supply is an increasing
function of political instability.
Ignacio (2008) analyzed the evidence of the causal long-term relationship between
budget deficit, money growth and inflation in Colombia considering the standard money
(M1), the narrowest money (MO-base) and the broadest money (M2) definitions of
money supply. Using a vector error correction (VEC) model with quarterly data over the
last 25 years, the study found a close relationship between inflation and money growth on
the one hand, and between growth and fiscal deficit, on the other. (Chimobi and Igwe,
2010).
Tekin-Koru and Ozmen (2003) investigated the long-run relationships between
budget deficit, inflation and monetary growth in Turkey considering two alternative
trivariate systems corresponding to the narrowest and the broadest monetary aggregate.
They found that while the joint endogeneity of money and inflation rejects the validity of
the monetarist view, lack of a direct relationship between inflation and budget deficits
makes the pure fiscal theory explanation illegitimate for the Turkish case. Consistent with
the policy regime of financing domestic debt through commercial banking system,
budget deficits led to a growth not of currency but of broad money in Turkey. This mode
of deficit financing, leading to a creation of near money and restricting the scope for an
effective monetary policy, may not be sustainable, as the government securities/broad
money ratio cannot grow without limit (Ibid).
In addition, Chaudhary and Parai (1991) used a rational expectations macro model of
inflation to find out the effect of the anticipated budget deficit on inflation rates for the
Peruvian economy. They concluded that the country's huge budget deficit as well as high
rates of growth of money did have a significant impact on the inflation rate (Ibid).
Mohammad and Naved (1995) studied money supply, deficit and inflation in
Pakistan based on the monetarist and quantity theory approaches to inflation and came
out with the findings that suggested that the domestic financing of budget deficit
particularly from the banking system, is inflationary in the long run. The results provided
support for a positive relationship between budget deficit and inflation during acute
inflationary period, i.e. 1970s. They also found that money supply is not exogenous rather
it depends on the position of international reserves and fiscal deficits.
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Chimobi and Igwe (2010) posited that there was a long-term relationship between
inflation and money supply. It also indicated that money supply in the Nigerian economy
determined the extent of budget deficit. Poterba and Rotemberg (1990) provided some
cross- country evidence on the joint movements of inflation and other tax revenue. In
general, their result is not favourable to the hypothesis that money supply has been set on
the basis of optimal finance considerations. Although, they found that there exists a
positive relationship between tax rates and inflation for the United States and Japan,
while it is a negative relationship for France, Germany and the United Kingdom (Ibid).
Omoke and Oruta (2010) analyzed the causal long term relationship between
budget deficit, money growth and inflation in Nigeria. The results point to a close
long–term relationship between inflation and money supply. With regard to the role of the
fiscal deficit, the VEC estimates provide evidence that a one percentage increase in the
fiscal deficit (as a share of GDP) leads to an increase of almost 0.94 percent in the money
supply (M2) growth rate. The results from the test indicated that Money supply causes
fiscal deficit which means that the level of money supply in the Nigerian economy
determines whether there has been or there will be fiscal deficit. Inflation and budget
deficit revealed a bilateral/feedback causality proving that the changes that occur in
inflation could be explained by its lag and also the lag values of budget deficit; in the same
vein changes that occur in budget deficit is explained by its lagged values and the lagged
values of inflation.
Cevdet, Emre and Suleyman (1996) used annual Turkish data to analyse the
existence of a stable long-run relationship between budget deficits, money growth and
inflation; and the results according to them was affirmative but concluded that a
significant impact of budget deficits on inflation could not be refuted under the
assumption of long-run monetary neutrality. However, utilizing an unrestricted VAR
model using quarterly data corresponding to the post-bond financing period, the results
were suggestive of a weakened link from the other variables to inflation. A further check
using an ARIMA approach validated the same result and it is shown that the inertia in the
inflation process was increasing over time. De Haan and Zelhorst (1990) analysed the
relationship between government budget deficit and money growth in the developing
countries. The overall conclusion of their study did not provide much support that
government budget deficit influences monetary expansion and, therefore, create
inflation.
3. The Empirical Model
The model of this paper is different from previous studies (Buiter, 2007; Easterly and
Pfutze, 2005); because their studies were based on cross country data; but modifies
Chimobi and Igwe (2010) model that based its analysis on the Nigerian economy. In
analysing the relationship among money supply, fiscal deficit and inflation, ordinary least
square (OLS) method was employed. Data covering 1980 – 2010 were sourced from
Central Bank of Nigeria Statistical Bulletin (2010). The model is specified as:
Inft = a0 + a1 Inf(-1)+a2 log M2t + a3 log Bdt + a4int.ratet + a5exc.ratet +et ……...……
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(1)
where
Inft is inflation at time t
Inf(-1) is lagged inflation
M2t is money supplyat time t
Bdt is growth rate of budget deficit at time t
Int.rate represents interest rate at time t
exc.rate is echange rate at time t
a0 is the constant term
et is the random error term.
4.

Results and Discussion

Table 1: Stationarity Test Results (Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test)
Variables
M2
Bd
Int.rate
Exc.rate
Inf.

t-statistic (5%)*
t-statistic (10%)**
-2.967767
-2.622989
-2.967767
-2.622989
-2.967767
-2.622989
-2.967767
-2.622989
-2.981038
-2.629906

Order of Integration
1(1)
1(1)
1(1)
1(1)
1(1)

Note: (a) All the variables are stationary at first difference. The asymptotic critical
values of the Augumented Dickey Fuller unit root tests are in their respective level of
significance.
(b) * and ** denote the rejection of the null hypothesis at 5% and 10% levels of
significance respectively.
Sources: Author's Computations with E-Views7
It is common to test the stability of time series data in economic analysis before the main
estimation. Most economic variables are not stationary at levels hence, they have to be
differenced (Gujarati, 2003). From the unit root test on Ut the MacKinnon approximate pvalues show that the variables are stationary at first difference. Therefore, it is inferred
that they all have a short-run relationship at both 5% level of significance using the taustatistic. It is therefore, necessary to estimate the short run dynamism of the model.
A formal test that shows the functional relationship of equation (1) was estimated and the
results are presented in Table 2 below.
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TABLE 2: EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Variable
Inflation(-1)
Money supply
Budget deficit
Interest rate
Exchange rate
R2
F statistic
D-Watson statistic

Coefficient
-129795.8
(-0.801330)
-0.337895
(2.061594)
-36.58165
(-5.358582)
-129795.8
(-0.801330)
25186.53
(0.782477)
0.6486
3.9
1.2

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.
Source: Author's Computation with Eviews7.
The results presented in Table 2 are the OLS estimates of the relationship among inflation,
deficit budget, interest rate, exchange rate and money supply. Standard error is used in
deciding if the estimates are significantly different from zero or statistically reliable. The
rule of thumb of standard error asserts that the significance of coefficient must be less
than half of the coefficient of the regressor, that is, SE(b0) < b0/2 etc. From the estimated
results above, it is observed that lagged inflation value, budget deficit, interest rate and
exchange rate are statistically significant while (M2), money supply is not significant at
5%. By implication, changes in all the regressors affect inflation while a change in M2
leaves it unaffected.
The adjusted - R2 of 60% shows that the model has a good fit, with 60% of inflation rate
being explained by budget deficit, interest rate, exchange rate, money supply and
previous year inflation rate while the remaining percentage (40%) is explained by factors
not captured in the model. The F-statistic reveals the overall significance of the
explanatory variables at 5% level of significance. The Durbin Watson statistic shows that
there is no evidence of the error term being serially correlated.
5. Conclusion
Past empirical studies of the association between inflation and its regressors in Nigeria
are negative with a close short term relationship, but the findings of this study show that
despite high reliance on money supply in Nigeria, the relationship between money
supply, interest rate, lagged inflation, budget deficit and inflation is highly negative,
implying that there is no strong support for a positive association between inflation and its
explanatory variables. In addition, the results depict that lagged inflation, interest rate;
budget deficit and exchange rate are the drivers of inflation in Nigeria. The policy
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implication of these is that since all the estimated variables are monetary phenomena,
adequate monetary policy should be employed to balance the role money supply plays in
enhancing budget deficit, interest rate and consequently moderate inflation in stabilizing
the economy.
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APPENDIX
Null Hypothesis: D(LNM2) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
Test critical
values:
1% level
5% level
10% level

t-Statistic

Prob.*

-5.012208

0.0003

-3.679322
-2.967767
-2.622989

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(LNM2,2)
Method: Least Squares
Date: 06/27/13 Time: 15:06
Sample (adjusted): 1982 2010
Included observations: 29 after adjustments
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

D(LNM2(-1))
C

-0.958895
0.262067

0.191312
0.077832

-5.012208
3.367107

0.0000
0.0023

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.481987
0.462801
0.313256
2.649499
-6.451803
25.12223
0.000029

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

0.002884
0.427398
0.582883
0.677179
0.612415
2.011656
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APPENDIX
Null Hypothesis: D(BD) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
Test critical
values:
1% level
5% level
10% level

t-Statistic

Prob.*

-4.141238

0.0032

-3.679322
-2.967767
-2.622989

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(BD,2)
Method: Least Squares
Date: 06/27/13 Time: 15:07
Sample (adjusted): 1982 2010
Included observations: 29 after adjustments
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

D(BD(-1))
C

-0.824127
-31811.02

0.199005
31156.20

-4.141238
-1.021017

0.0003
0.3163

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.388446
0.365796
165034.4
7.35E+11
-388.5164
17.14985
0.000304
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Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

-8559.366
207233.5
26.93217
27.02646
26.96170
1.953360
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APPENDIX
Null Hypothesis: D(EXC) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
1%
level
5%
level
10%
level

Test critical values:

t-Statistic

Prob.*

-4.756475

0.0007

-3.679322
-2.967767
-2.622989

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(EXC,2)
Method: Least Squares
Date: 06/27/13 Time: 15:08
Sample (adjusted): 1982 2010
Included observations: 29 after adjustments
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

D(EXC(-1))
C

-0.913930
3.988914

0.192144
2.659106

-4.756475
1.500096

0.0001
0.1452

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.455909
0.435758
13.56286
4966.682
-115.7258
22.62406
0.000059

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

0.068621
18.05587
8.119020
8.213316
8.148552
2.005961
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APPENDIX
Null Hypothesis: D(INT) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
Test critical values:
1% level
5% level
10% level

t-Statistic

Prob.*

-8.539328
-3.679322
-2.967767
-2.622989

0.0000

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(INT,2)
Method: Least Squares
Date: 06/27/13 Time: 15:09
Sample (adjusted): 1982 2010
Included observations: 29 after adjustments
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

D(INT(-1))
C

-1.460512
0.519704

0.171034
0.783722

-8.539328
0.663123

0.0000
0.5129

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.729784
0.719776
4.205020
477.4191
-81.76515
72.92012
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

-0.052414
7.943566
5.776907
5.871203
5.806439
2.166743

Null Hypothesis: D(INF) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant
Lag Length: 3 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7)

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
Test critical values:
1% level
5% level
10% level

t-Statistic

Prob.*

-4.995583
-3.711457
-2.981038
-2.629906

0.0004

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(INF,2)
Method: Least Squares
Date: 06/27/13 Time: 15:09
Sample (adjusted): 1985 2010
Included observations: 26 after adjustments
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

D(INF(-1))

-2.235740

0.447543

-4.995583

0.0001
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Abstract
Nigeria experienced several years of economic stagnation from the late 1970s to early
2003. With the introduction of the International Monetary Fund's guided Structural
Adjustment Programme it was assumed that this will lead to accelerated economic
growth. However, things got worst with the economy growing at a snail speed while
population was growing faster leading fall in general welfare of the citizenry. Guided by
the National Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy (NEEDS), Nigeria
introduced several reform programmes in 2003 aimed at improving the macroeconomic
environment, enhancing efficient infrastructural services delivery, strengthening public
expenditure management and reducing high governance costs through rationalization of
institutions. The success of all these programmes depends on efficient public expenditure
management. The process and implementation of the annual budget which, usually
contain promises of economic, social, political and environmental realities and is also the
only instrument that gives authority for public expenditures to be incurred to realize these
promises needs to be strengthened. To realize these objectives and promises there is the
need to anchor on good governance, accountability transparence and advocacy efforts
among others.
This paper therefore, reviews the various reform measures, their implication and
assessed the achievements and most importantly on the implications for budget group
advocacy. The paper argues that for the reforms to achieve their objectives there is the
need for the active Involvement civil society organizations and beneficiaries in the
process of formulation, implementation and monitoring of budgets. This is based on the
premise that CSOs are better placed as pressure groups to ensure that reforms and
budgets are pro-people, meet sect oral requirements and ensure accountability in
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governance.
Key Words: Economic Reforms, Governance, Achievements, CSOs Advocacy
1. Introduction
The Nigerian economy since 1960 witness massive Government intervention in all
sectors as the major catalyst of the development process. This policy saw government
investing in the provision of social and infrastructural services, agriculture,
manufacturing, distribution etc. The public system became therefore, the prime mover of
the economy and this became an official policy in the 1970s when in the development
plan it was categorically started that “the federal government will occupy the
commanding height of the national economy in the quest for purposeful national
development and providing leadership and administration necessary for the attainment of
a national sense of purpose”. The economy was therefore littered with inefficient projects
and programmes, which became the conduit pipes for siphoning public funds, high level
corruption and lack of transparency (Okonjo-Iweala and Osafo-Kwanko, 2007; and
Adewuyi, 2006). The situation became worst during the military administration, where
decisions were taken without due consultation and resources expended without due
process. The cost of governance became over bloated. Following decades of economic
stagnation and monumental corruption in the Nigerian economy and the body polity was
therefore in need of fiscal discipline and good governance to ensure moral standards,
good administration, sensibility and rule of law as laid down by the constitution and laws
(Landi, 2009). Nigeria embarked on a comprehensive reform programme during the
second term of the Obasanjo's administration. The programme was based on the National
Economic Empowerment Development Strategy (NEEDS) and focused on four main
areas: improving the macroeconomic environment, pursuing structural reforms,
strengthening public expenditure management and implementing institutional and
governance reforms (Okonjo-Iweala and Osafo-Kwanko, 2007). Several reform
measures were therefore, introduced to ensure cost effectiveness in governance,
accountability and transparency (Obaka, 2011). The whole focus of government was
redefined as contained in the National Economic Empowerment Development Strategy
(NEEDS), which sought to lay down a solid foundation for sustainable economic
development through poverty reduction, employment generation, wealth creation and
value reorientation (NEEDS, 2004). The NEEDS is the action plan for all the reforms and
providing the basis for budgeting. Budgeting in Nigeria has been treated as a closed
process, falling within the responsibility of the Executive and the Legislature, without the
involvement of the public. This has led to questions on whether the budgets actually
reflects the priority needs of the people, the transparency of the implementation, and if the
citizens actually get the value for money for approved budget items. Civil Society
Organizations serving as watch dogs of the people and agents advocating for
transparency and accountability have not been involved in the reforms and most
especially in the allocation of resources through the budgeting process in Nigeria.
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2. Theoretical Background and Literature Review
The neoclassical theories, see investment as the driving force for sustainable
economic growth, as such postulate that without high levels of domestic savings, broad
based human capital, good macro-economic management and limited price distortions,
there would be no basis for economic growth (Wilson, 2005). In the same vain it has been
argued that, if a reform system facilitates wealth creation via the market system, then the
implication is that it is favourable to rapid development, which tallies with the
neoclassical view that there is direct relationship between reforms and economic
development. In such circumstances, the reformed sectors become major forces in
maximizing accretion and formation of capital for reinvestment in productive economic
activities (Lin and Gunde, 2003).
The neoclassical theory has an implicit assumption that in an open, competitive
market, a firm is expected to earn a socially acceptable profit without any external
subsidy or protection, given normal management. Firms that are not viable are expected
to fail. They therefore, with the support of the World Bank and International Monetary
Fund (IMF) stress private enterprises, open markets as such push for the maximization of
the role of the private sector in determining the political, economic and social priorities of
the State. This is the foundation principle behind the Nigerian government adoption of the
various reform measures. According to African Development Bank (ADB) (2009),
Nigeria, before the economic reforms faced three major challenges consisting of (i)
maintaining macroeconomic stability, particularly by containing the emerging fiscal and
external deficits while stabilizing the naira in the context of declining internal reserves
and capital inflow; (ii) maintaining the banking sector soundness; and (ii) addressing the
power sector bottlenecks, so as to create an enabling environment for private activities, in
order to sustain growth in the non oil sector, create jobs and reduce poverty. In the same
vain Sanusi (2012) submits that the economic reforms were undertaken to ensure that
every part of the economy functions efficiently in order to ensure the achievement of
macroeconomic goals price stability, full employment, high economic growth and
internal and external balances to achieve the vision 2020 objective of becoming one of the
20th largest economy by the year 2020.
Several researches have been conducted to assess the impact and effects of the
reforms on the Nigerian economy and some of the objectives enumerated. Sanusi (2012)
and Idowu (2012) reveals that the banking sector reforms have had positive effects on the
development of the sector. However, the consolidation threw more people into the pool of
the unemployed. Similarly, Oke and Adeusi (2012) observed a positive effect of the
Capital market reforms and economic growth in Nigeria. Ogbonna and Ebimobowei
(2012) observed a positive and significant relationship between tax reforms and
economic growth. An examination of the electricity sector by ADB (2009) indicates that
there is still a wide gap between demand and supply of power, which has far reaching
implication for improving the business climate and sustaining economic growth. George
and Oseni (2012) attribute the cause of high rate of unemployment to the inadequate and
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unstable power supply to industries. Most of these studies did not examine the role that
CSOs can play in making the reforms effective, especially with the current spade of
corruption and mismanagement of resources. Recent studies have argued that for reform
measures to be effective and realize their objectives, they need to be accompanied by
legal, regulations and sound advocacy. (Wilson 2005, Currie 2003)
4.

Macroeconomic Reforms
The Nigerian economic performance prior to the introduction of reforms was
generally poor, with human development indicators compared to those of least developed
nations. In 1992 to 2002 the average GDP growth rate was 2.25% where as the average
population growth rate was 2.8% per annum leading to deteriorating standard of living.
The economy was over dependant on oil as the major source of foreign exchange
earnings. This situation led to the introduction of external volatility into the Nigerian
economy affecting both revenue and expenditure of government and contributing to the
abandonment of projects. According to Okonjo-Iwuala and Osafor-Kwanko (2007), the
central objective of the macroeconomic reform was to stabilize the Nigerian economy, to
improve budgetary planning and execution, and to provide a platform for sustained
economic diversification and non-oil growth. A major challenge was to de-link public
expenditure from oil revenue earnings by introducing appropriate fiscal rule. An oil price
based fiscal rule was introduced in which government expenditure was based on a
prudent oil price bench mark any increase in oil prices was channeled to the special excess
crude account.
Government budgets were based on conservative oil prices of $25 per barrel in
2004, $30 per barrel in 2006 despite high prices realized during these years. This limited
the transmission of external shock into the Nigerian economy, improved governments
fiscal balances and improved public savings. Over the period 2003 2006 foreign reserves
increase by more than fivefold, from $7.5 billion at the end of 2003 to about $38 billion in
2006. A fairly disciplined monetary policy was also embarked upon by the central bank
thereby reducing inflation from 21.8 percent in 2003 to 10percent in 2004, but later rose
to 11.6 percent in 2005. Overall improvement in macroeconomic stability did provide a
platform for improved growth rate average of 2.3 percent. Oil revenue management was
further complemented with the debt management of government, leading to debt relief by
the Paris club. Public debt declined from 74.8 percent in 2003 to about 14.2 percent in
2006 of GDP (Okonjo-Iweala and Osofor-Kwanko 2007).
The budgetary process of preparation and implementation was strengthened in order
to improve the efficiency of government spending and service delivery to the citizenry.
The current improvements are being supported by the preparation of fiscal strategy paper
laying out options and a trade offs for budgetary spending, as well as improved
management of government finances by cash Management Committee chaired by the
Finance Minister. In addition, Medium term Expenditure Frameworks (MTEF) and
Medium Term Sector Strategies (MTSS) were introduced to ensure that sectoral spending
programmes reflect development priorities and also remain within the projected
resources (Okogu, 2011). Government also introduced the practice of preparing an
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annual budget implementation report which reviews the strengths and weaknesses in the
execution of each year's budget. Attention has also been focused on pro-poor budgeting to
enable the country achieve the MDGs. Annual savings from dept servicing and surplus
accounts are being channeled to poverty reduction programmes.
Structural Reforms
A broad range of structural reforms were introduced to improve the domestic
business climate, enhance competitiveness, attract investment, deregulate and reduce
government activities in various economic sectors and to address various structural
constrains to growth. The reforms include the following among others:
Privatization
A major aspect of globalization is the commercialization and privatization of industrial
concerns which literally translates to the 'transfer of government owned shareholding in
designated enterprises to private shareholders, comprising individual and corporate
bodies (Ajayi, 2007).The privatization programme was aimed reducing public
involvement in private enterprise to reduce the financial drain on the treasury by non
performing public enterprises and improve efficiency, reducing government role to
policy making and maintenance of law and order. According to Currie (2003)
privatization has been advocated using arguments propelled by ideology and economics
which claims that the reduction of state ownership and control of the means of production
and allocation of resources is a necessary condition for transition to a market economy, to
democracy and accountability. This is based on the assumption that state ownership is
economically inefficient, and leads to budget deficits. Currie (2003) further points out
that these believe have been supported by World Bank findings that private ownership is
linked to greater efficiency through agency costs by providing managers with adequate
incentives to achieve production efficiency; can produce gains due to a shift from
monopoly to competitive markets; is considered more efficient by subjecting the firm to
the scrutiny of capital markets; and leads to the removal of public sector constraints on
efficient behaviors.
The Nigerian Government based on the above arguments, privatized about 116
enterprises between 1999 and 2006 both viable and loss making enterprises such as
Nigerian Telecommunication Agency (NITEL), Power Holding Company of Nigeria
(PHCN), Steel Rolling mills and Hotels (Okonjo-Iweala and Osafo-Kwanko, 2007).
Privatization has been accompanied by deregulation of various economic sectors to
encourage private sector participation e.g. Telecommunication, power, and downstream
petroleum sectors.
The privatization and commercialization of public enterprises has been seriously
challenged due to lack of transparency in the process as well favoritism of political
cronies of people in government without due consideration to value for money. The
resultant effect has been negative on the on the economy. Most of the companies
privatized are not functional and have laid off all their employees including steel rolling
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mills located in Ajeakuta , Jos, Delta, and Katsina. Others are Jebba Paper mill, Styer and
Peugeot Automobile of Nigerian (PAN) Assembly Plants, Baccita and Savana sugar
companies, where many workers have been laid off to the unemployment market.
Power Sector Reforms
Electricity as source of energy is very critical and vital to the growth and
development of any economy. African Development Bank (ADB) (2009), points out that
any gap in electricity supply and demand has far reaching implication for improving
business climate, sustaining economic growth and the social well being of Nigerians.
ADB (2009) estimates that only 45% of Nigerians have access to electricity, with only
about 30% of their demand for power being met. Per capita power consumption in
Nigeria was estimated at 82 kilowatts (kW) compared with an average of 456kW in other
sub-Saharan African countries and 3,793kW in South Africa (Okonjo-Iweala and OsafoKwanko 2007). The major objective of the sector reform has been to address the power
sector bottleneck to create an enabling environment for private sector participation, in
order to sustain economic growth, create jobs and reduce poverty.
A major component of the reform was the unbundling of the Power Holding
Company of Nigeria (PHCN) into18 companies responsible for power generation,
transmission, and distribution. The Nigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission
(NERC) was empowered by law and made responsible for the regulation of tariffs and to
supervise the electricity industry effectively.
Through power sector reform the Nigerian government was able to at the initial
point to bring foreign investments into the electricity sector. The quality of electricity
services improved and employment opportunities were created. However this gain did
not last for long as the services of the sector declined dramatically to the lowest level.
Daily Trust of 26 May (2011) reports that despite large resources sank in the sector
guzzling $25billion in the last 12 years, the increase in the country's generation capacity
in the last four years has not exceeded 1000 mw with national capacity currently
estimated at 4000mw for a population of over 150 million compared to South Africa
generating 40,000mw for a population of 47 million people and Brazil with 100,000mw
for a population of 201 million. George and Oseni (2012) in their study of the relationship
between electricity power and unemployment rates established that the major cause of
unemployment in Nigeria can be traced to inadequate and unstable power supply to the
industrial sector and this is applicable to all sectors.
Banking Sector Reform
Banks as financial intermediates play vital role in mobilizing and allocating resources
within an economy and in the International financial markets. The Nigerian banking
sector prior to the reforms was weak, fragmented and often financing short term arbitrage
opportunities rather than productive investments (Okonjo-Iweala and Osafo-Kwanko
2007; Alo, 2010). The capital base of most banks was weak, poorly managed and the
sector was bedeviled by the Nigerians syndrome of corruption (Idowu, 2012 and Sanusi,
2012). The sector was poorly supervised. Banks requested to raise their minimum capital
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base from N12 million for merchant banks and N20 million for Commercial Banks in
1992 to N25 Billion with December 2005 at the date line. The number of banks in
operation reduced from 89 to 25 banks after consolidation and mergers and later to 18 in
2012 (Idowu, 2012). The major reasons for reforming the banking were to safeguard
depositor's funds, stabilize the sector to avoid systematic collapse and improve
availability of credit to the private sector (Okonjo-Iweala and Osafor-Kwanko 2007,
Sanusi (2012). Three bills were sponsored to the national assembly to strengthen the
banking sector and their supervisors. The CBN/BOFI Act amendment bill aimed at
improving the autonomy of the Central Bank in the Monetary policy decisions; the
Nigerian Deposit Insurance Corporation (NDIC) Act established a comprehensive
framework for addressing the case of private depositors who may be affected by
liquidation process; and the Micro finance Act which seeks to support development of the
microfinance industry in Nigeria.
The reforms of the insurance sector were similarly initiated to strengthen the sector.
After the consolidation the number of Insurance companies reduced from 104 to 71 after
the spade of acquisitions and mergers (Obaremi, 2007). The major aims of the Insurance
Companies reforms were; to increase the industry's low retention capacity, which had
stunted its growth as government concerned about low local underwriting capacity for
big ticket risks in the oil and gas, aviation, marine and other special risk sectors and was
determined to dam the huge foreign exchange outflow engendered by the situation;
attract foreign capital infusion into the industry for enhanced premium growth and
profitability; a consolidation that will produce companies capable of meeting claims
among others (Obaremi, 2007).
The reforms of the banking and Insurance sectors succeeded in bringing stability to
the sector and general confidence in the financial system. However, the effects on the
unemployment market have been enormous painful (Alo, 2010). The acquisition of the
Oceanic Bank by Ecobank inflated the unemployed workforce by 4000 people, Access
Bank acquisition of Intercontinental Bank relieved 1500 workers among several others
(Mordi, 2012).
Trade Policy
The Nigerian trade policy before the reforms was once described as complex,
restrictive and opaque (WTO, 2005). As a policy objective, the liberalization and deregulation of the exchange and control regimes were designed to facilitate and enhance
trading activities and to create conducive environment easy transactions that are
predictable, consistent and sustainable for efficient resource allocation (Omoke, 2005).
Under the reforms measures government liberalized its import tariff regime and adopted
the Common External Tariff (CET) of ECOWAS. Under the new ECOWAS tariff
structure, Nigeria adopted a four ban arrangement with duty rate of zero, 5, 10 and 20
percent for capital goods, raw materials, intermediate products and finished products
respectively (Okonjo-Iweala and Osafo-Kwanko 2007). Few import prohibition were to
be eliminated progressively. Omoke (2005), in his assessment of the impact of the trade
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reforms on rural poverty observed that trade liberalization reduces real wage and rural
income leading to higher labour demand and worsening inequality. However, he
observed that currency devaluation raised the domestic price of imports leading to better
terms of trade for urban import competing sector. Adewuyi (2006) also reveals that trade
policy reforms produced positive effects on technical efficiency of the manufacturing
sector.
Institutional and Governance Reforms
Corruption has been a major cancer that permeated the Nigerian economy since the
oil boom of the 1970s. Corruption and poor governance affected growth and public
service delivery in the country as well as distorting the climate for doing business and
served as tax on private investments. In a corrupt environment, resources for human
capital and other needed investment, such as infrastructure, health, water, education and
women empowerment are diverted thereby promoting poverty. People overseeing public
resources pocket same for selfish reason at the expense of the majority of the people. Poor
households are argued to be disproportionately hurt in communities were corruption is
most prevalent (Landi, 2009).
The reforms set out to tackle corruption in two ways: Embedding anti-corruption
measures in a comprehensive reform programme as the battle against corruption was
perceived to be an integral part of a broader exercise of economic reform needed to
stimulate growth and address poverty in the country and conducting diagnostic studies to
identify specific area in which corruption had high negative impact on the public purse
Okonjo-Iweala and Osafo-Kwanko (2007). Government focused the reforms in the
following areas:
1. Fiscal Responsibility Act: The act calls for the establishment of a fiscal
Responsibility Commission and compels the disclosure of information relating to public
revenue and expenditure, monitoring and enforcement of the law. It also mandates the
Attorney General of the Federation to prosecute infraction of the law. The Commission is
expected to undertake fiscal and financial studies, analyses, make rules, disseminate
results, standards, and practices to the general public. Labour and Civil Society
Organisations are to be represented in the council. The Act also codified the MTEF and
Budget framework, pegs allowable deficit and provide for a consultative process. It
provides for time for auditing and publication of audited government operations,
framework of borrowing and debt management for all tiers of government.
2. National Procurement Act: Establishes the National Council on Public
procurement as Bureau of public procurement fashioned after Burget Monitoring and
Price Intellegence Unit/Due process. Codifies in detail the procurement procedures,
encourages open competitive bidding.
3. National Assembly Budget Act: Establishes the National Assembly Budget Office
to support legislators and Committees in data gathering analysis and budget
implementation monitoring.
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4.

National Budget Law bill.

Civil Service Reforms
The Nigerian civil service prior to the reforms was oversized, poorly remunerated,
weak capacities, resulting in poor service delivery. Civil servants generally received low
pay and several fringe benefits such as free housing, free vehicles, and various
allowances that often led to waste and misuse of public resources. The reform measures
included the verification of staff and payroll records; right sizing of ministries;
monetization of all benefits; and introduction of integrated Personnel Payroll System
(IPPS). The reforms of the civil service aimed at re-professionalizing the civil service and
increase its focus on service delivery. It was also aimed driving the human resource
development process and form an effective utilization policy. To achieve these objectives
government strengthened the Center for Management Development (CMD),
Administrative Staff College (ASCON) and Industrial Training Fund (ITF) to train and
manage manpower development.
5.

The General high impact areas of the Reforms
The general impact of the reforms on the economy has been very limited. The
reforms have had adverse effects on unemployment and poverty levels in Nigeria. The
civil service reforms might succeeded in reducing the number of civil servants with over
35,000 officials severed, and 8000 ghost workers removed (Okonjo-Iweala and OsafoKwanko, 2007) but this has had very little effect on the costs of governance. The savings
made in personnel costs of civil servants have been transferred to National Assembly
members as allowances, oversight function allowances and constituency projects as well
as bloated number of presidential Advisers and Ministers. The NBS, statistics on
unemployment figures show that the number of unemployed rose from 12.44 million in
2009 to 13.9 million, 16.74 million in 2011 and 39.28 million in 2012 (Mordi, 2012).
Public procurement: Government introduced a value for money audit, or due
process mechanism, in public contract. The due process mechanism has promoted open
tenders process with competitive bidding for government contracts. All project above
N50 million require approval (i.e. due process certification) a data base of international
prices was developed to ensure competitive pricing of contracts. Government also
publishes a public tender's journal periodically as a means of reducing patronage in the
award of the contracts. Certification of government projects is also required before final
payments are made.
Public Expenditure Management; To improve transparency at all levels of
government, a monthly publication of federal, state, and local government shares of
revenue from the federation account was introduction in January 2004. The publication
has provided the public with enough information to demand for transparency and
accountability at all levels of government finances including the 774 local government
areas. This also provides room for open dialogue at all tiers of government with regards to
public revenues and expenditures.
Lack of transparency in the Nigerian oil and sector, particularly under previous
military administration, presented a major challenge for economic governance. In 2003
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Nigeria was among the first countries to adopt the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI) to help improve governance of the sector. As a means of improving
transparency in the sector an independent audit of the oil and gas sector for 1999-2004
was commissioned. The audit report revealed that 99.8 percent of the revenue in the oil
sector was accounted for (Okonjo-Iweala and Osafo-Kwanko, 2007).
Government also introduced two institutions to tackle corruption in the domestic
business environment. The economic and financial crime commission (EFCC) and the
independent corrupt practices and other related offences commission (ICPC). The two
institutions have been pursuing cases of corrupt practices such as internet fraud, 419, and
corruption in public offices as well as private sector organizations.
Overall recent economic and governance reforms appear to be yielding positive
result despite strong opposition from those who were benefiting from the previous state
of the economy and will prefer a status quo. Several new laws and bills were promoted
and passed to strengthen the implementation of the reforms. Some are more specific to
strengthen the budgetary process and entrench accountability and transparency in the
process as well involves the people in the preparation, implementation and monitoring
and need to be implemented fully.
6.

Budget Advocacy
Advocacy can be defined as a deliberate process, based on demonstrated evidence,
to directly or indirectly to influence policy makers, decision makers, stakeholders and
relevant audience to effect a change in decisions that could lead to a positive impact on the
society (UNICEF, 2009). It is a process that seeks to inform and influence target policy
makers by recommending policy options, strategies, promoting particular policy
implementation design and evaluating a chosen policy option to ensure the achievement
of established objectives and goals.
Advocacy can be carried out using an inside track approach of advising/lobbying
and building support for proposals around an upcoming debate or reforms, it may be a
much more public media driven effort to push public policy makers buy your ideas,
mobilization of people to support your proposed ideas, use of evidence/science based
arguments, activism or confrontations to force government to accept an option (Fox and
Hansen 1995). It is therefore, a political process by an individual or group which aims to
influence public policy and resource allocation decision within political, economic, and
social systems and institutions. It may be motivated from moral, ethical or faith principles
or a desire to protect an asset of interest.
Budget advocacy, therefore, is a process of influencing policy makers on issues of
resource allocation on identified issues and sectoral allocations. It is concerned with
issues of adequacy of sect oral allocations, operational effectiveness and efficiency in the
provision of social services to meet the needs of the citizenry in a transparent and
accountable manner. Budget advocacy issues include participation of the people in the
process (Landi, 2009).
Implication for Budgetary Advocacy
The comprehensive economic reforms pose a challenge to civil society
organizations in taking the gospel of accountability and transparency to all tiers of
government. The Civil Society Organizations need to embark of vigorous campaign to
ensure that the reforms are efficiently implemented and meet the needs of the down
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trodden masses and the vulnerable groups. They are expected to amplify the voices of
people who are not heard and their critical needs; raise issues that are neglected and
sectors; confront government on resource allocation and accountability; pressurize
government to address and change policies that adversely affect the less privileged; and
create new public spaces for people participation in policy making.
For CSOs to be able to carry out these functions the organizations need to strengthen
their capacities. The civil society organizations apart from participating in the budgetary
processes of identification of priorities, implementation and monitoring and evaluation,
they also carry out the following functions: Building capacities for officers involved in
the process of budget preparation at all tiers of government; advocate for the participatory
process of budgeting to be entrenched at all levels of government; mobilization of the
public to take interest in the process resource allocation, budgeting, implementation and
monitoring; networking to share information on best practices; capacity building for the
civil society organizations; ensure that the Fiscal Responsibility and Public Procurement
Acts are implemented at all levels of government; providing forums for budgetary
debate; and ensure that Civil societies Organisations and Legislatures become the
monitors of the public purse (Fox and Hansen, 1995).
7.

Conclusion
The economic reforms in Nigeria have resulted in the improvement in some
macroeconomic indices such as inflation, volatility in naira exchange rates and economic
growth rate from 3 percent in 1990 to 7.1 percent in 2010. However the growth in the
economy has not translated to improving the living standards of the people, instead
Nigeria is witnessing increase in the number of unemployed and those living in abject
poverty. There is need to reexamine governance reforms with the view to reducing cost in
governance, enshrine transparency and accountability in the use of public funds to reduce
the level of corruption to ensure efficient and effective delivery of goods and services to
the people. There is also a need for government to revisit some of the reform measures
such as privatization and commercialization to ensure that genuine entrepreneurs acquire
the companies being privatized. Another area of urgent attention is to accelerate the
reforms in agriculture and industry to enable them absorbs the unemployed labour force
in the economy. Civil Society Organisations have a critical role to play in sensitizing
government and citizens for a participatory system of governance that will ensure
transparency and accountability in managing national resources for sustainable
development. A strong democracy depends on the strength of CSOs of a country as the
advocates and defenders of the society and the citizens against the state and the market.
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Abstract
The paper reviewed the existing literature on financial management systems or practices
that served as deterrent factors to sound financial performance in Nigerian Universities
and beyond. The purpose was to determine the factors that negatively affect sound
financial performance and to suggest possible solutions to address the problems. Several
related papers depicting the influence of good financial management systems, financial
practices such as budgeting, cost analysis, financial controls, and recruiting exercise on
the financial performance of the universities were reviewed. Some of the problems
discovered in the paper are the issue of perpetrating fraud activities and the issue of
budgeting. The paper suggested setting up a policy to identify man-power need,
recruitment of personnel based on merit and putting in place an efficient internal control
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system to detect and prevent the fraudulent acts. The recommendations also include the
mandatory budget preparation and its thorough implementation. In conclusion,
protecting the universities against financial misuse is one way to assure their sound
financial performance.
Key words: Financial control, Financial crisis, Financial performance,
Forecasting
Introduction
The issue of finance is paramount to every organization, whether for-profit or notfor-profit oriented. So it is in educational institutions. Finance is the art and science of
managing money and it is concerned with the process of exchanging value for value
between individuals, businesses and government (Gitman, 2003). School finance is as
important as good curriculum and human resources. The sources of fund, its allocation
and the necessary control for efficient and effective managing of funds of the
organization operations are of great concern to university authorities. It determines the
sustainability, development and the smooth running of the universities operations.
The late 1990s witnessed unprecedented financial distress in higher education
institutions in the world, culminating into the World Bank declaration in 1994 that
universities all over the world, were in deep financial crisis (Johnstone, 1998). The paper
highlighted five (5) major causes of financial crisis:
a) Surging enrollment pressure and inadequate universities capacity to meet the
growing demand.
b) The general rising costs due to world economic situations.
c) Increasing scarcity of public revenue due to expansion in the government
responsibility, e.g. Global Warming.
d) Political situation particular to each country (For instance, the situation in
Zimbabwe).
e) Budget cutback by government, such as in the case of California Government,
which has put strain on the higher educational institutions in California.
The present phenomenon in higher education all over the world is the problem of
finance that beset both public and private institutions, including government parastatals
(Johnstone, 1998). It is a situation whereby educational institutions experience shortage
of financial resources, brought about by economic situation in the world and other
financial management issues. In the United States, public schools are being forced to cut
programs due to financial inadequacy (NBC Nightly News, 2008).
An Episcopalian seminary outside Chicago denied intake of new students and
informed its teaching staff that their appointment will be terminated next year (2009),
because the school could not find solution to the financial crisis that threatened the
survival of the institution (Bartlett, 2008). A report also claimed that in India, higher
education institutions are depending on Alumni for funds. This was due to the
government's inability to pay grants for a period of 3 years (The Times of India, 2003).
The students of David High School in California went on private fund-raising activities
on behalf of the school in order to fill the gap of the budget shortfalls (NBC Nightly News,
2008).
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The rate of financial crisis in public and private educational institutions has risen to a
very alarming level and has become an issue of great concern for school administrators,
board members, government, and other stakeholders. Students and staff of schools
afflicted with financial crisis are troubled, because the schools are in trouble. It is
becoming increasingly challenging for educational institutions to match revenue with
resources demand and growth (Chung-Hoon, 2005). Schools are closing down; many
others are swimming in debts, while others are seeking ways to get out of financial mess
(Bartlett, 2008; The Times of India, 2003). This situation has posed major challenges to
the financial performance of the schools, thereby deterring the institutions from
achieving its mission.
The issue of financial crisis confronting educational institutions is very worrisome.
The current situation demands a drastic solution. Universities that train and produce
financial and accounting experts such as Associate Chartered Accountants, Associate
Chartered Institute of Bankers, and others are operating below the standards of what they
profess and teach. The principle of living within one's means as taught in personal finance
should be applied to the institutions' financial operations as well. The concept of
operating within the available resources should not be a strange concept in financial
system of educational institutions.
The financial challenge level is a stage in which the institution lacks sufficient
liquidity to meet its day-to-day operational needs. It is common in most educational
institutions, but care needs to be taken, in order to prevent the situation from developing
into full blown financial crisis. The second level is financial difficulty, in which, the
institution experiences pervasive condition of austerity. In other words, there are
insufficient resources to cover its expenditure, resulting into permanent budget deficit.
The third level is the full blown stage of the previous two stages. It is a stage, whereby the
institution can no longer support itself financially, or perhaps cannot meet its short-term
and long-term obligations, due to increasing operating cost and accrued debt in its
account. At this stage, the institution is liable to close down or seek financial help outside
its operations. This study endeavors to review the current financial management practices
and discover how such practices influence financial performance. Then
recommendations are being made for improved financial management systems.
The Problem
Considering the increasing poor financial performance in the Nigerian universities,
which begins with financial inadequacy, moves on to insufficient or lack of liquidity and
finally financial crisis, it becomes essential to identify those deterrent factors that prevent
sound financial performance in Nigeria universities. Based on the parameter of the
problem stated above, the study attempts to answer the following research questions:
1. What are the specific factors responsible for poor financial performance in
selected universities in Nigeria?
2. What are the effects of the financial management practices of selected Nigerian
universities on their financial performance?
3. What are the solutions to the problems of poor financial performance of
universities in Nigeria?
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The basic assumptions of this study are as follows:
a)
Proper financial system, coupled with acceptable financial management
practices, will reduce the risk of financial challenges or crisis in higher institutions. This
also includes proper implementation of plans, budget and other activities, and matching
the institution's objectives with available resources in its system.
b) A higher institution can only achieve its objectives when it is adequately funded
by all stakeholders in the society. The involvement of the entire stakeholders is
important since the government can no longer fully support the Public Higher
Institutions.
c) It is clear that Public Higher Educational Institutions cannot meet the current
demand for the populace, thereby necessitating the establishment of the private
ones.
Based on the background of these assumptions, it becomes easier to argue that a
stable financial system is required in order to provide a safe haven for the funds held for
transaction purposes and secure methods for settling transactions, because stability is
maintained and sustained through prudent financial management system. The goal of the
financial management systems is to maximize the use of funds available in the system, in
order to meet the desired objectives of the institution (Ross, Westerfield & Jordan, 2006).
This is achieved by defining the sources of funds, allocation of funds, developing
accounting methods suitable for the institution, defining operating procedures,
evaluating the financial activities over time and reporting of such activities for necessary
improvement.
The shortage of financial resources in public and private educational institutions is
forcing many to employ cost-cutting and loan acquisition strategies (Edwards, 2006).
The looming financial crisis facing private educational institutions are the result of
dwindling enrolment figures, raising inflation rate, economic hardship, the high unit cost
in higher education which has made budgeting and its implementation difficult, creating a
gap between resources and school needs. Financial crisis has resulted into inadequate
capacity to meet the growing demand, resulting into a declining number of qualified
professors, low salaries rate, low morale and low job satisfactions (Kerlin, 1992). This is
due to poor financial performances leading to financial crisis. The current situation is an
indication that universities' financial performance is at the lowest level of operation.
Many of the higher education institutions are using several methods of cost-cutting,
based on wrong assumptions, on the pretence of cost-saving. Many school administrators
believe in the concept of “more students-more money”. But more students and more
money is an indication of more expense or cost. The cost increases as the number of
students increase over time. Then, there will be the need to hire more teaching staff, since
there is a likelihood of adding more programs due to increase in demand. The institution
will also have to consider the teachers-students ratio, depending on its policy statement.
As the institution expands its program, more courses are likely to be introduced, creating
the need for more classrooms and other amenities, thereby increasing operating cost. All
these moves strain the limited resources available in schools. The figure below simplifies
this concept.
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Figure 1 Vicious Cycle of Cost Analysis
Another strategy based on wrong assumption is the practice of contracting teaching
staff. In most cases, it is even more expensive compare to having a permanent professor
on ground. The common practices for most education institutions nowadays are the issue
of seasonal and part-time appointments. It has become the norm as a result of cost-cutting
measure. Full-time teaching position becomes more difficult to obtain. Increasingly,
corporate discourse is recasting the university as a service industry, undermining the
autonomous critical vision that lies at the heart of academic freedom. There is an
increasing need for both public and private educational institutions to source funds
externally, so as to balance up their operations. The conceptual framework presented
above is based on the concept of financial management systems as prescribed by Nickels,
McHugh and McHugh (2005) in their book titled, “Understanding Business (7th ed.).
The Purpose of the Paper
The purpose of this paper is to find out various financial management practices in use
in selected Universities in Nigeria, examine their respective levels of financial
performance, and determine the effect of their financial management practices on their
financial performance. The research aims at discovering the relationship between sound
financial systems and financial wellness of the universities. It adopts assessment style by
looking at various ways by which the selected institutions finance their operations; their
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sources of funds and its uses, the management of financial systems, and the control
needed for implementation of the lay-out principles. It also sets out to determine deterrent
factors that result into financial crisis.
Related Literature Reviewed
This section consists of the review of related literature for the study. The authors
reviewed major available articles related to the study in the areas of the various aims and
objectives of educational institutions, previous financial crisis experiences of higher
education institutions in the world and the level of financial crisis confronting higher
educational institutions in Nigeria.
Aims and Objectives of Educational Institutions
There is a common saying that when you train a man or a woman, you train the world.
This presupposes that educating an individual has a lasting effect on the community
where he or she lives. The concept of education mainly refers to the process of imparting
and acquiring knowledge, skills, and abilities in specific areas. Education is the key to
social and physical development of the society. Ngondiep (2007) argues that higher
education is important to the advancement of a society, as it equips the nation with good
education towards national development. The importance of education to individuals
and to nations cannot be overemphasized. It has been described as a tool for lifting people
from the syndrome of poverty, thereby reducing the threat to peace and insecurity
(Asmal, 2002).
Teaching and research are two of the most important missions of higher education
institutions (Reimer, 2004). Therefore, improvement in quality and growth of education
systems is central to viable strategy for social development, economic growth, and global
peace. The universities' system needs to move from an educational administration
characterized by political systems, bureaucratic methodology, hierarchical organizations
and situation ethic, to one that is associated with management systems, operated on
systemic approach, human-scale organizations, and on moral absolute (Ngondiep, 2007).
By doing this, education institutions will be able to encompass a vision and a mission
statement, and set specific goals and objectives, beneficial to the entire stakeholders in
the education sectors.
The universality of higher education makes it a unique industry in that, regardless of
the geographical location, higher education institutions around the world have the same
basic orientation to teaching, research, and community service (Altbach, 2004). Though
they may vary in terms of specific objective, their goal is to attract students, develop
competencies in them, with different emphases on teaching and research, regional and
international scope, vocational and comprehensive courses, and finally, regardless of
their mission, they want to be financially fit and sound to survive as an institution (Sarrico
& Dyson, 2000).
While some consider education as a privilege, Asmal (2002) considers it as a
fundamental right, since it creates the avenue for sustainable livelihoods, raises
agricultural and industrial productivity, provides basis for sustained and equitable
development, improves health and nutrition levels, reduces family size and raises the
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level of community participation in both local and national decision-making process.
Thus, in the 21st century where poverty has deprived many from this desirable education
opportunity, the issue of financing educational institutions is central to the survival of the
even development of our society.
Financial Crisis in Higher Education Institutions
Several countries have experienced financial crisis in the past. The Russian Crisis of
1998, Argentina of 1999 2000 and Asian financial crisis of 1997-98 that affected
Thailand, Philippines and South Korea, just to mention a few are the examples of
economic financial crisis. The same form of crisis is affecting the educational institutions
today. Financial crisis in educational institutions is the inability of the education
institutions to break-even in their operations, making it difficult to live up to their
responsibility to students, staff and the community in general.
The importance of higher education towards national development cannot be
undermined. Education has been described as one of the key factors to remedy the
poverty problems facing the populace (Asmal, 2002). This calls for all and sundry to take
active part in making it possible for education institutions to live up to their responsibility.
To do this, higher education institutions need adequate and stable funding to maintain
their capacity, in providing quality education for the masses.
The current financial crisis facing higher education institutions is a threat towards
achieving its fundamental objectives of aiding development in the society. For higher
education institutions to accomplish their mission of teaching, researching and
community services, they need adequate funding of their operations. Several schools are
closing up, others are closing programs, while some are barely making up to their
financial obligations. The financial crisis has taken its tolls on both public and private
educational institutions (Steiss, 2003; Saint, 2003). The reason for such financial crisis in
public higher education institutions is due to government budget-cut resulting from an
increase in government responsibilities, for instance, curbing terrorist, the issue of global
warming, which led to drastic reduction of financial support to public higher education
institutions.
The state of the financial crisis calls for the introduction of sound financial systems
that procure safe and healthy financial security for higher education institutions (Prowle
& Morgan, 2005). The situation demands for the establishment of financial management
model that will serve as a guide, for financial personnel in the universities, on ways to
avoid or lessen the occurrence and effect of financial crisis.
Financial Crisis in Nigerian Universities
The last decade witnessed a drastic drop in the quality of education in Nigerian
Universities. The university system experienced poor performance in the area of
teaching, researching, learning and other community services (Saint, 2003; Steiss, 2003).
This could be traced to various reasons such as:
a) Military intervention in governance, which resulted in dwindling financial aids
or grants to public universities.
b) Emigrations of qualified and experienced academics professors resulting in
brain-drain.
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c) Unfavorable political situation.
d) Global economic situation leading to the implementation of Structural
Adjustment Programs (SAP).
e) Unstable Government policies regarding education.
The Structural Adjustment Programs, subsequent to the economic crisis in Nigeria,
have further shrunk government funding of university education. This led to the
introduction of tuition fees and education levies, which just barely accounts for 10% of
the universities budgets (Aina, 2002). According to Steiss (2003), the main problem of
the universities can be largely traced to the issue of insufficient funding (Aina, 2002;
Saint, 2003). Once it became apparent that the Government, at both Federal and State
levels, could not continue to support the universities, it was suggested that alternative
means be pursued. This led to the emergence of private universities in the country. The
first of such charter was awarded on April 29, 1999, to three private universities,
including Babcock University, a Seventh - day Adventist Institution of Higher Education.
Over the years, it has become obvious that both public and private universities are
needed to provide required education services for citizens. The institutionalization of
financial systems is needed to address the situation. This situation serves as motivation
for the study of financial management practices as related to financial performance in
higher education institutions in Nigeria.
The levels of crisis experienced by various higher education institutions vary,
depending on the magnitude of the needs or situation. There are three levels of financial
crisis defined in this study. They are: financial challenge, financial difficulty and financial
crisis (Prowle & Morgan, 2005).
Methodology
This section presents the methods the researcher employed in the formulation and
writing of the paper. The paper mainly discusses several financial practices as related to
educational institutions in Nigeria and beyond. Authors employed theoretical
documentary methods to analyze deterrent factors that are responsible for dwindling
financial situations in Nigeria Universities. The methods is considered suitable because
of the expository nature of study into the survival of tertiary education sector in Nigeria,
especially the university system, due to increases and expansion in terms of numbers of
institutions, programs, courses, staffing and students intake all of which call for
efficiency, and prudency in the management of financial resources. The literature
reviewed here consists of relevant papers and articles written in different parts of the
world in which similar problems have been identified.
Deterrent Factors affecting Financial Performance
This section presents the factors deterring the educational institutions from
experiencing sound financial performance. The study is based on the review of literature
related to the topic of discussion. The findings allow for suggestion of possible solution to
the problems as stated in the paper.
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Fraud and Mismanagement
The increasing acts of fraud have been described as one of the key factors affecting
sound financial performance in Nigerian universities. It is a situation whereby the
institution's resources, especially financial resources are used or siphoned out of the
university system, for personal or group interest not relating to the institution's
operations. Literature review pointed out that this situation was as a result of negligence
on the part of universities management. This is due to the error in selection and
recruitment of bursary staff, without the proper consideration of personnel's personality
and track records (Akpomi, 2005). Such practices considered as internal factors enlisted
are payroll manipulation, embezzlement, forgeries and impersonation, and
misappropriation. The paper suggested setting up a policy to identify man-power need,
recruitment of personnel based on merit and putting in place an efficient internal control
system to detect and prevent the fraudulent acts.
Misuse of funds also account for cases where educational institutions financial
performance run into quos. This is a situation where someone or a group of people in the
organization settles their personal bills or conduct business, using the institution funds.
This happens mostly at times when the management never admits it could ever happen.
This results to organization suffering tremendous financial loss and damage to its
reputation (Goehner, 1999). Protecting the universities against financial misuse is one
way to assure its sound financial performance.
Lack of Proper Planning through Budgeting
Budgeting is one of the functions of the management in any institution. It is like
setting a road-map for the institutions, or perhaps, conducting an educated guess of the
financial needs of the institution. Controlling a budget is not an easy task. It demands
strictness and thorough discipline (Borgia, 1996). The process of formulating budget
requires detailed estimate of income reasonably accurate, diligent estimate of the future
cost based on the evaluation of the past cost records, and the determination to keep both
the income and cost under tight control (A & C Black, 2006; Wikipedia, 2007). The
problem here is that several institutions failed to make financial plan, which is preparing
budget. Those who make budget failed to implement it, while others failed to make an
accurate budget. All these end up in poor financial performance. It is therefore not enough
to make a budget, but also important to make an accurate and workable one, ensure its
proper implementation. The implementation of the budget should be accompanied by
setting up viable financial control, both internal and external sources.
Inadequate Financial Control
Research revealed that lack of standardized cash management system, improper
disbursement of cash, loopholes in the purchasing department, unscrupulous internal
audit system, failure of external auditor to confirm or refute the internal auditor's
statements or reports where and when necessary, summing up to inadequate financial
control are key factors to imbalances in the higher education financial status.
The findings include the external factors that deter sound financial performance in
Nigerian educational institutions include economic situations that make forecasting
exercises difficult, dwindling enrolment figure, political situations in the country,
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government policy, budgetary systems and environmental factors or hazards. The study
also identified the following financial practices that encourage deterrent factors and
perpetration of financial impropriety in Nigerian Universities:
a) Chaotic accounting records.
b)
Operational incompliance with budget outlay.
c)
Non-functional Internal Audit Department.
d)
Undue reliance of management on certain staff based on integrity.
e)
Poor service conditions.
f)
Inability to live within one's means or income.
g)
Non-rotation of officers.
h)
Inadequate staff development.
i)
Influence of colleagues.
j)
Societal influence.
k) Poverty.
l) Negligence on the part of the University's management.
m) Administrative error in recruitment exercise.
n) Inability to admit inconsistency or abnormality.
o) Ignorance on the part of the Management.
Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations
This paper has reviewed the existing literature in order to determine those factors that
impede sound financial performance of the universities. The paper concludes that
financial crisis is on the increase in the Nigerian universities and, thus, emphasizes the
need to implement proper financial management systems, adherence to financial
practices that improve the financial performance and the application of prudent financial
practices.
It is considered pertinent that the institution plan financially, by preparing budget for
its operations, exercising good budgeting procedures, implementing the budget properly,
and setting up control systems in order to detect and prevent financial crisis. Managing
the cost and expenses should be the work of all those who are connected to the institution,
not just the financial officers of the universities alone.
Due to emerging incidents of fraud and mismanagement of funds in the universities,
it is advised that sound financial control must be put in place in order to minimize or
prevent the acts of fraud and mismanagement. Most importantly, financial reports should
be made available within the appropriate time frame to monitor the financial activities of
the institution.
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Abstract
The aim of the study was to look at the long and short run impact of financial
liberalization on the credit to the private sector of the Nigerian economy, from 1970 to
2009, using the Autoregressive Distributed Lagged (ARDL) technique, built on the
McKinnon Complimentary Hypothesis; within which the study further investigates, the
possibility of credit crunch in the Nigerian financial system. Upon investigation the
results reveals that there exist a cointegrating relationship among the specified variables
in the model and discovered that current financial liberalization effect on the credit to
private sector indicated a positive but insignificant effect in both the short run and long
run. While, past (lag one) financial liberalization variable suggested a negative effect in
the short run. The consistency in the significant positive effect of the total financial
deposits that proxied total saving in both the long and short run, confirms the conclusion
of the World Bank News Report in 2010 that credit crunch did not exist in the Nigerian
financial system. The study therefore attributed the failure of financial liberalization to
affect credit allocation to inconsistency in reform implementation, and political and
institutional settings of reforms. Hence, recommends commitment in financial
liberalization implementation and improved stable macroeconomy; pointing to the fact
that, given the absence of credit crunch, there is great need for improved screening of
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intended credit loan seekers (potential borrowers) and close monitoring of already
granted loan investment to avoid if not minimise cases of adverse selection and moral
hazard given the high level of asymmetric information induced by the current unstable
macro-economic environment, inadequate data management and poor supervision and
regulation from regulator authorities resulting to cases of misappropriation of loans,
poor corporate governance, unrecoverable loans, and finally illiquidity in the financial
system therein compromising the benefits of credit flow to the private economy.
Key words:
Investigation, Impact, Financial Liberalization, Credit, Private
Sector, Crunch, Possibility.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Priori to the introduction of Structural Adjustment Programme (SAM) in Nigeria in
1996, the Nigerian financial sector was characterised by rigid exchange and interest rate
controls, mandatory sectoral allocation of bank credit and quantitative ceiling in bank
credits to the private sector, all of which engendered distortions and inefficiencies that
resulted to low direct investment. Funds were inadequate, the Nigerian currency was
overvalued and the monetary and credit aggregates moved rather sluggishly that the
economy was found engulfed with a general respite. With the introduction of SAP,
financial liberalization measures were adopted which included interest rate deregulation,
exchange rate liberalization and other deregulations (Ogwuma, 1993; Ojo, 1993).
Financial liberalization generally, involves the elimination of credit controls,
deregulating interest rates, erasing of entry barriers into the financial services industry,
development of capital markets, increased prudential regulation and supervision, and
liberalization of international capital flows. Such liberalizing reforms are expected to
increase competitive efficiency within the financial market in at least three ways. First,
improved allocation efficiency, for example, the elimination of regulations and price
distortions allow savings to be directed to highest yielding (risk-adjusted) form of
investment. Secondly, higher operational efficiency as increased competition reduces the
cost of financial intermediation. And thirdly, dynamic efficiency, as the reform measures
generate an improved range of financial products and services adaptable to changing
consumer needs. Stulz (1999) and Mishkin (2001) assert that financial liberalization
promotes transparency and accountability, reducing adverse selection and moral hazard
while alleviating liquidity problems in financial markets.
Several studies have assessed the impact of financial liberalization on savings,
investment and growth in the economy both from theoretical, analytical and empirical
point of view. Not surprisingly, the debate on the relative merits of domestic and external
liberalization has a long history. In early literature on the subject, McKinnon and Shaw
(1973), put forth that financial liberalization leads to a more efficient allocation of
resources, higher level of investment and higher economic growth. They argue that
higher interest rate brought about by liberalization would stimulate savings, which in turn
would lead to higher level of investment and economic growth. Fry (1978, 1995) reported
that, across a sample of 14 Asian countries savings and interest rate are positively related.
Thus, if financial liberalization would induce increased interest rate, then saving should
increase. Other supporters of this view are Levine (2001), Bekaert et al (2004), and
Fowowe (2008). Financial liberalization, which leads to large capital inflow, can also
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have short term implications for savings and growth. Bandiera et al (2000) have argued
that the impact of financial liberalization on savings comes through the related changes in
the availability and cost of credit, expected income growth and increased wealth due to
higher property value. In the light of this, Eichengreen and Leblang (2003) contend that
the effect on growth is negative. However, recent researchers and empirical evidences
show that though financial liberalization results in higher interest rates and financial
deepening, it does not necessary lead to higher savings and investment. Okpara (2010) in
his study on the effect of financial liberalization on macroeconomic variables, in Nigeria
used three alternative test; parametric paired sample statistic t-test, non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed rank test to test for macroeconomic variable sensitivity to financial
liberalization and the discriminating analysis to determine the direction of the variables in
response to financial liberalization. His findings led him to conclude that though financial
liberalization has a positive effect on economic growth, its effect on savings was a
reduction. Thus he inferred that increased saving might not necessarily be the ultimate
aim of the policy.
The work of Shahnoushi, et al (2008), using data from 1961-2004 in Iran to test for the
presence or absence of long run causality relationship between financial development
(the study's proxy for financial liberalization) and economic growth, using ADF test for
number of co-integration, and Granger Causality test for determining short and long run
relationship. Their result found no mutual relationship between financial development
and economic growth. They therefore concluded that financial development is not an
effective factor in economic growth.
As opposed to the above two empirical findings, the result of Rehmat et al (2010) using
ARDL-Bounds Test Approach to test for co-integration between rate of interest, financial
liberalization and domestic savings behaviour in Pakistan from the period 1973-2007,
revealed that the real interest rate, financial liberalization and economic growth
positively affect savings in Pakistan. However the line of debate, many emerging
economies including Nigeria have embraced variety of financial reforms geared towards
liberalizing the financial sector and have had mixed results. Starting from 1986, the
Nigerian financial system began deregulation and by 1992, substantial changes had taken
place. Consistent with trends in other developing countries, institutions and markets are
growing and developing, leading to an increasing role being played by financial system in
the development of the Nigerian economy. However, unlike previous investigations that
focus on the effects of liberalization on Nigeria's financial sector using savings, economic
growth and the behaviours of financial indicators, this paper is interested in uncovering
the effect of financial liberalization on a bridge variable between savings and economic
growth; that is “the volume of credit” channelled from the financial sector to the private
economy, after suggesting a measure of financial liberalization.
Coming from the intuition that a good number of empirical studies (some already cited
above) suggest a negative relationship between financial
development/reforms/liberalization on economic growth and savings, or instances where
the effect on savings may be positive but simultaneously suggesting a negative
relationship on economic growth vice versa (see. okpara, 2010). Thus, there is a good
reason to investigate the effect of these financial liberalization changes on the bridge
variable between the mobilised funds (savings) and economic growth (investment =
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growth and development). In the process of doing this, we will seize the opportunity to
delve into whether or not credit shortage (or credit crunch as popularly called) exist in the
Nigeria financial system. The study covers the period of 1970 to 2009.
2.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Liberalization reforms are predicated upon the need for reorientation and repositioning of
an existing status quo in order to attain an effective and efficient state. There could be
fundamental bottle-neck that may inhibit the functioning of the institutions for growth
and the achievement of core objectives in the drive towards enhancing and sustaining the
economic and social imperatives of human endeavor. Carried out through either
government institutions or private enterprises, reform becomes inevitable in the light of
the global dynamic exigencies and emerging landscape. Consequently, the banking
sector, as an important sector in the financial landscape, needs to be reformed in order to
enhance its competitiveness and capacity to play a fundamental role of financing
investment. Many literatures indicates that banking sector liberalizations are propelled
by the need to deepen the financial sector and reposition for growth, to become integrated
into the global financial architecture; and involve a banking sector that is consulting with
regional integration requirements and international best practices. Banking liberalization
reforms involves several elements that are unique to each country based on historical
economic and institutional imperatives, for example, Rahila et al (2010), examined the
long run and short run association among Investment, Savings, Real Interest rate on Bank
Deposits and Bank Credit to the Private sector, accompanied with the impact of Financial
Liberalization (which they measure using a dummy variable, 1- to capture the presence of
liberalization and 0- for no liberalization) on key macroeconomic variables in Pakistan
for the period 1973 to 2007. Their use of such traditional dummy of extremes (0 and 1)
neglects the fact that financial liberalization effect is better measured on a scale level to
capture the dimensional changes of liberalization policies that reflects its degree of
openness/liberality. They applied an ARDL- Bound Testing Approach for co-integration
of annual time series data. To test the order of the variables, DF-GLS and NG-Perron
Tests were employed. Their result showed that private investment is positively affected
by savings, real interest rate on bank deposits, bank credit to private sector and public
investment in the long run in a developing country like Pakistan. The coefficient of real
rate of deposit, though positive and statistically significant, but its value is very small
(0.005). Nevertheless, its positive sign proves the complementarity hypothesis that high
real deposit rate of interest promotes the capital formation (investment) by increasing the
supply of credit through savings (McKinnon-Shaw, 1973).
Poonam et al (2011), sort to answer the question- Do financial sector reforms necessarily
result in expansion of credit to the private sector? How does bank ownership affect the
availability of credit to the private sector? Empirical evidence is somewhat mixed on
these issues. They used the Indian experience with liberalization of the financial sector to
inform this debate. Using bank-level data from 1991- 2007, they ask whether public and
private banks deployed resources freed up by reduced state pre-emption to increase credit
to the private sector. They found that even after liberalization, public banks allocated a
larger share of their assets to government securities than did private banks. Crucially, they
also found that public banks were more responsive in allocating relatively more resources
to finance the fiscal deficit even during periods when state pre-emption (measured in
terms of the requirement to hold government securities as a share of assets) formally
declined. These findings suggest that in developing countries, where alternative channels
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of financing may be limited, government ownership of banks, combined with high fiscal
deficits, may limit the gains from financial liberalization reforms. Tressel and
Detragiache (2008) used data for 90 some countries over the period 1973-2005 to see if
financial reforms resulted in financial deepening, defined as an increase in bank credit to
the private sector as percent of bank assets. They find that the evidence is very contextdependent, differing over the long run and shorter horizons, for developing and
developed countries, and across countries with different political institutions. Overall,
they find that the effect is positive for developing countries in the short run, and is
stronger for countries that have political institutions that offer stronger protection of
property rights. Their results suggest that the effect of financial liberalization reforms on
the availability of credit to the private sector may also depend on the state ownership of
banks and the size of the fiscal deficit.
Ogiogio (1994) examined the attitude of commercial banks towards risk before the 1987
deregulation of the economy and assessed the level of commitment by the banking sector
to funding national economic development. His study tries to show that if a bank has a
stable deposit portfolio and high and timely repayment for its loans and advances, it
obviously has the capacity for high risk lending. This is required to support investment in
sectors, such as agriculture and manufacturing, for rapid and sustainable economic
growth. Thus, a bank's attitude towards risk management is conditioned by the nature of
the flow of its deposits and its loan repayment history. Ogiogio concluded that Nigerian
banks are risk averters because of the decentralisation of management of assets and
liabilities portfolios. In his view, if both portfolios are managed by the same set of
individuals, there would be a strong evidence of significant potential for high risk lending
or risk attraction and high profitability among Nigerian commercial banks.
Historical Summary
In order to maintain price stability and a healthy balance of payments position, monetary
authorities depended on the use of direct monetary instruments such as credit ceilings,
selective credit controls, administered interest and exchange rates, as well as the
prescription of cash reserve requirements and special deposits. The use of market-based
instruments was not feasible at that point because of the underdeveloped nature of the
financial markets and the deliberate restraint on interest rates. The most used of these
direct controls was the fixing of interest rates and issuance of credit rationing guidelines
for commercial banks to the private sector. This was to stimulate the productivity of core
sectors and stem inflationary pressure. The fixing of interest rate at relatively low levels
was done mainly to promote investment and growth. Occasionally, special deposits were
imposed to reduce the amount of free reserves and credit creating capacity of banks.
Minimum Cash reserves were stipulated for the banks in the mid-1970s on the basis of the
total deposit liabilities, but since cash ratios were usually lower than those voluntarily
maintained by the banks, they proved less effective as a restraint on their credit. The
monetary control framework, which relied on heavily on credit ceiling and selective
credit controls, increasingly failed to achieve the set monetary targets as their
implementation became less effective with time. The rigidly controlled interest rate
regime especially the low levels of the various rates, encouraged monetary expansion
without prompting the rapid growth of the money and capital market. The low interest
rates on government debt instruments did not sufficiently attract private sector savers and
since the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) is required by law to absorb the unsubscribed
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portion of government debt instruments, large amounts of high-powered money were
usually injected into the economy.
The Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) introduce in July 1986, against the crash in
international oil market and the resultant deteriorating economic conditions in the
country. It was designed to achieve fiscal balance and balance of payments visibility by
altering and restructuring the production and consumption patterns of the economy,
eliminate price distortions, reducing the heavy dependence on crude oil export and
consumption good import. Other aims were to rationalize the role of the public sector and
accelerate the growth potentials of the private sector. The main strategies of the
programme were the deregulation of the external trade and payments arrangements, the
adoption of a market-determined exchange rate for the national currency, substantial
reduction in complex price and administrative controls and more reliance on market
forces as a major determinant of economic activities (Okafor, 2009). The objectives of
monetary policy since 1986 have remained the same as in the earlier period the
stimulation of output and employment, and the promotion of domestic and external
stability. In line with the general philosophy of economic management under SAP,
monetary policy was aimed at inducing the emergence of a market-oriented financial
system for effective mobilization of financial savings and efficient resource allocation.
The main instrument of the market-based framework is the Open Market Operations
(OMO). This is complemented by Reserve Requirements and Discount Window
Operations. The adoption of a market-based framework such as OMO in an economy that
had been under direct control for long, required substantial improvement in the
macroeconomic, legal and regulatory environment. First introduced in 1987, the market
determined interest rates ruled until 1991 when interest rates were capped. But after only
a year of controls, market forces were permitted once more to determine all interest rates
in 1992 and 1993. Although indirect monetary instruments (Open Market Operations)
were initiated in 1993, some measures of controls such as sectoral credit allocation
guideline continued to be applied in 1994. Since 1994, the pre-reform policy of controls
has been retained. In detail, The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) made attempt at
restructuring the financial system prior to the introduction of Open Market Operations in
1993; Bank deposit and lending rates were deregulated at the beginning of the Structural
Adjustment Programme in 1987. In 1991, the CBN in a reaction to rising nominal lending
rates in the market for loans prescribed a maximum margin between the bank's average
cost of funds and their maximum lending rates as well as their minimum level for their
savings deposit rates, interest rate determination was still supposed to be market-related
through its link to the cost of funds. Regarding bank licensing and regulation, in order to
promote competition in the money market, the procedure for licensing new banks was
streamlined and liberalised in 1987. Consequently, the number of banking institutions
(DMBs and Merchant banks) increased from 41 in 1986 to 50 in 1987, 119 in 1993,
dropped to 115 in 1996. However, when prudential measures such as the increase in the
requirement in bank paid-up capital in 1989 and the reform of their accounting procedure
(1990) appeared insufficient to restrain the immoderation of the sector, government
placed total embargo on the bank licensing in 1991 to halt this growth. Profitability of
investment and access to credit and foreign exchange were among the major motives for
bank ownership; the new banks were generally small and undercapitalized a situation that
later led to an upward review of banks minimum operating capital in 2004. The embargo
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placed on bank licensing is yet to be lifted. Between 1998 and 2004, the number of banks
in operation ranged between 89 and 90. However by 2005, the number plummeted to 25,
then 24 in 2009, following the increased bank capital base of N25 billion.
Chart 1: Total Number of Banks 1970-2009.

Source: Authors' Computation, Data sourced from the CBN Bulletins
The competitiveness that resulted from the entry of new banks and the liberalization of
interest rate brought about sharp rise in nominal deposit and lending rates, from 3% and
7% to 14% and 17.5% that is a growth rate of 366.7% and 150% respectively from 1970 to
1987. The increase was however moderated by the occasional reimposition of interest
rate ceilings. Nevertheless, the average deposit and lending rates doubled in the third year
of the reform. A peculiar feature of the reform programs in Nigeria is the associated
inconsistency in policy implementation.
Banking Reforms and Selected Macroeconomic Variables in Nigeria
Considering the shift from a regulated banking system to a market based one that is from
1970-2009, this section embarks on a fascinating exercise to assess the how well some
selected macroeconomic-financial indicator have performed given the effects of these
banking reforms overtime. The development of the financial sector requires a set of
indicators that can be used for effective policy formation, implementation and evaluation.
As such, there is no precise definition in the literature of financial sector development
(Emmanuel, 2006). However, Fry (1978) observed that the key to financial sector
development is the reduction and ultimate unification of the fragmented financial
markets. This involves a complete set of indicators mainly covering credit
intermediation, liquidity management and the risk management characteristics of the
financial system. Goldsmith (1969) used a set of measures, which he called the “financial
interrelations ratio”, in tracing the close relationship between the financial sector and
economic development. It is hard to directly find an indicator that can directly measure
the development of financial sector. This study therefore analyses the roles of the
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indicators that are studied in the recent literatures (Emmanuel, 2006, Nzotta, 2004; 2009)
that encompasses all the qualities of a well developed financial sector. The measures are
explained as follows; Broad Money (M2) as a ratio to Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
Private Sector Credit as a ratio of GDP, Total Commercial Bank Credit, Total Commercial
Bank Credit to the Small and Medium Scale Enterprises (SMEs), Currency Outside Bank
as a ratio of Broad Money (M2), Interest Rate Spread, Real Interest Rate (and inflation),
Liquidity Ratio, and Total Savings as a ratio of GDP. The assessment period will be
broken into three segments 1970-1986 representing the Pre-SAP era (era of credit
control, interest regulation, and other forms of regulations, while 1987-2004 represents
the post SAP liberalization reform era and 2005-2009 the Consolidation era.

Table 2: Financial-Economic Indicators in Nigeria: 1970 2009

M2/GDP (%)
Private Sector
Credit/GDP (%)
Currency
Outside
Bank/M2 (%)
Interest Rate
Spread*
Real Interest
Rate
Inflation
Savings/GDP
(%)
Liquidity Ratio
Total
Commercial
Bank Credit
(N’million)
Total
Commercial
Bank Credit to
SMEs
(N’million)
Credit to SMEs
as a Percentage
of Total
Commercial
Bank Credit. (%)
Commercial
Bank Credit to
Agriculture,
Forestry and
Fishery (%)

Pre-SAP Reforms
1970 – 1986
Era of direct controls,
selective credit control,
fixed interest rate and
exchange rates, restricted
entry into sector-Direct
Regulations
26.7

Post- SAP Reforms
1987 – 2004
Elimination of all credit controls,
interest and exchange rate
deregulations, indirect controls and
universal banking.
Deregulated/Liberalized system

14.3

14.3

23.7

↓

Post Consolidation &
AMCON Eve 2005-2009
Increased capital base,
consolidation in the
banking industry, Review
of bank booksPrudentially Regulated
30.1 ↑
25.4 ↑

25.0

26.1

ꜛ

13.4

↓

2.51

10.1

↑

13.9

↑

6.2

↑

-4.4

-3.6

15. 5

25.75

↑

11.16 ↓

11.2

9.9

↓

14.3

57.08

46.1
↓
1992-2004

43.7 ↓
2005-2009

488,308.3

6,542,982.0 ↑

45,039.8

23,395.7 ↓

↑

SME advocacy and records
started in 1992

15

17.8

0.6

17 ꜛ

5

↓

↓
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Commercial
Bank Credit to
Manufacturing
(%)
Commercial
Bank Credit to
Real Estate (%)
Commercial
Bank Credit to
Mining and
Quarrying (%)

46

62 ↑

36

↑

34

2↓

25 ↑

2

9ꜛ

34 ↑

Source: Authors' Computation. Data sourced from CBN and World Bank Database*
Note: the Credit to SME Campaign stated in 1992.
M2/GDP(%)
“One of the expected effects of financial-bank sector reforms according to theory and
some empirical findings is what is often known in the financial literature as Financial
Deepening,” (Nzotta, and Okereke, 2009, Emmanuel, 2006). Financial deepening
implies the ability of financial institutions to effectively mobilize savings for
investment purposes. The growth of domestic savings provides real structure for the
creation of diversified financial claims. Financial deepening represents a system free
from financial repression. Financial deepening generally entails an increased ratio of
money supply (M2) to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Nzotta and Okereke (2009).
The logic here is that the more liquid money is available to an economy, the more
opportunities exist for continued growth of the economy. Deep and matured financial
markets are indispensible for economic development, Levine (2002). In Nigeria, the
ratio worsened from an average of 26.7 per cent in the pre reform era to 23.7 per cent in
the reform era, and then experienced an upward turn on the average of 30.1% from 2004
to 2009.
Savings/GDP
Total Savings as a ratio of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a direct measure of savings
mobilization in an economy. It is expected that the ratio should improve with
improvement in financial intermediation activity of the financial system. If financial
savings is interest elastic, the negative real deposit rates would lead to poorer savings
mobilization. Emenuga (2006) reported the findings of Soyibo and Adekanye (1992)
which identified that real interest rate had a weak influence on real savings. The report
further showed that the era of financial liberalization could not make any difference to
the tenuous link. Over the reform period, the rate of real resource mobilization declined.
The Savings/GDP ratio dropped from 11.2 per cent on average the in the regulated pre
SAP-liberalization era to 9.9 per cent in the post liberalization SAP era and then
increased during the consolidation exercise period 14.3%.
Private Sector Credits
The ratio of credit to private sector to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has been
classified as a measurement of financial sector widening as reported by
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Emmanuel,(2006) citing De Gregorio and Guidotti (1993). However, this ratio is
reported by the Central Bank of Nigeria as Financial deepening (CBN, Statistical
Bulletin, 2009). The higher the ratio, the more widening (or deepening as the case may be)
the financial sector is assumed to be. The reasoning underpinning such assumption is that
the private sector utilization of credit is usually more efficient than that of the government
sector, (Emmanuel, 2006). The post reform and pre-SAP reform period earned an
equilibrating positive average of 14.3 per cent. An average of 14.3 per cent before
liberalization and 14.3 per cent after liberalization, whose effect disappears considering
frequent downward fluctuations in the post reform era, compared to the steadiness before
liberalization reforms. This indicates a relative nearness to narrowing of the financial
sector in Nigeria. This is very instructive as it contradicts the much touted impact of
Nigeria's financial sector reform on economic development. This conforms to what
Nzotta and Okereke, (2009), Emmanuel; (2006: 2002) refer to as nominal growth in the
number of banks that did not affect the financial sector positively, much less the economy.
The increase in credit to the private sector economy is in line with the total credit allocated
by the commercial banks. However, this seems not to be reflective on their (commercial
bank) credit to the Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs).

Charts 2: Total Commercial Bank Credit and Credit to SMEs

Source: Authors' Computation
Interest Rate Spread
The financial sector reforms of deregulation and liberalization is expected to narrow the
spread between deposit and lending rates as a result of competition that was expected to
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ensure in the financial sector following liberalization. The interest rate spread
(lendingdeposit rate margins) has been dramatically high in Nigeria in the post-reform
period than in the pre-reform era.
Charts 3: Interest Rate Spread 1970 2009

Source: Authors' Computation.
The prevalence of very high lending rates and systematic increase in the lending-deposit
rate margins/spread in the post reforms period is essentially harmful to savings and
economic growth. Under the reform programmes, an initial increase in the spread
between lending and deposit rate was expected, as banks needed time to adjust their cost
structure during the changing environment; the competitiveness that resulted as new
banks entered into the industry and the liberalization of interest rates brought about sharp
rise in nominal deposit and lending rates. The increase was however moderated by
occasional reimposition of interest rate ceiling and embargo on bank licensing.
Nevertheless, the average deposit and lending rates doubled in the third year of the
reform. Surprisingly, the competition for deposits which drove nominal interest rates up
could not ensure a cheaper cost of intermediation. The nominal interest rate spread rather
worsened (implied by a widening in the spread as depicted in chart 3). This is an
indication that the reform did not improve the availability of loanable funds. The spread
was expected to narrow as more efficient business practices were embraced sequent to
increasing competition and as credit demand stabilised. But more than a decade after
reforms were started, the spread between the two interest rates continued to widen in
Nigeria. The problem of continual increase in lending rates and low deposit rates during
the post reform period is one of the most attention-grabbing effects of financial sector
reforms in Nigeria. For instance, from Table I, the spread widened by over 7.59
percentage points on the average from 2.51 per cent during the pre-SAP deregulation
reform period to 10.1 per cent in the post-SAP deregulation reform period, and widened
even further after consolidation by 13.9%. Higher spread was one of the strategies
employed by the banks for survival; which can be checkmated only by being seldom
regulation by the Central Bank of Nigeria.
The impact of the wide spread in interest rates on investment and growth, which is
majorly resulted by a stagnant savings deposit rate and an increasing lending rate, causes
investors to seek alternative sources (such as corporative and other informally credit
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units) where investible credit loans and advances are cheaper. Such credit constraint not
only limits investment productivity (especially in the real sector) but also limits the
overall level of output in the economy. The savings deposit rate, which on the other hand,
is suppose to encourage savings habit of the populace in the formal sector, seem not to
serve this purpose as financial institutions exploit the disadvantage of the depositor's lack
of investment alternatives, as a result of the unfriendly (and unsecured) investable
economic environment.
It is obvious from the above exercise that the expectation of Liberalizing the financial
sector, given the seasons of a liberalised or deregulated banking system as we had with the
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) 1987-2004, only brought with it hazardous
effects on the economy as depicted by the financial-economic indicators; wider interest
rate spread, high inflation, deteriorating savings, negative real interest rate, a nominal
private sector to the private sector growth and worst of all is a neglecting fall in the
allocation of credit to the Small and Medium Scale Enterprises (SMEs), and the credit
allocated to the real sectors of the economy.
Theoretical Framework & Methodology
McKinnon's Complementarity Hypothesis
McKinnon and Shaw were the first to challenge seriously the conventional wisdom of
direct controls on interest rate movements, domestic credit controls (bank specific credit
ceilings and selective credit allocations), high reserve requirements, and commercial
banks serving in the role of capital institutions. In particular, the policies of imposing
ceilings to priority sectors at low interest rates which were seen to impede financial
deepening and hence to intercept and weaken an important set of impulses that would
foster economic development. The low interest rate policy pursued by many developing
countries in the past was in accordance with Keynesian and Neoclassical theories that
predicted that this practice would promote investment and economic growth. Implicit in
this policy was the assumption that the cost of capital and not the availability of loanable
funds is the binding constraint for capital formation. In their (McKinnon and Shaw)
separate works, they argue that the pursuance of such policies (i.e. low and administered
interest rates, selective credit control and concessional credit practices) have led to
widespread financial repression in developing countries. The repressed financial market
discourages savings, retard the efficient allocation of resources, increase the
segmentation of financial markets and create financial disintermediation of the banking
system. The McKinnon-Shaw thesis of “financial repression” became the new orthodoxy
in the 1970s and 1980s and has brought a shift of emphasis in policy priorities as well and
also influenced the thinking of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank. This influence is quite evident from the financial policies embodied in their
stabilization packages. The essential message of the McKinnon-Shaw thesis is that a low
or negative real rate of interest discourages savings and hence reduces the availability of
loanable funds (credit), constrains investment, and in turn lowers the rate of economic
growth. On the contrary, an increase in the real interest rate may induce the saver to save
more, which will enable more investment to take place. This suggests a basic
complementarity between the accumulation of money balances (financial assets) and
physical capital accumulation. The complementarity hypothesis rests on two key
assumptions;00
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All economic agents are restricted to self finance.

D u e t o i n d i v i s i b i l i t y, i n v e s t m e n t r e q u i r e s t h e p r i o r i
accumulation of money balances. Hence, the more
attractive the
process of money balances accumulation, the
greater will be the
inducement to invest.
The complementarity hypothesis of McKinnon provides a useful formulation through
which the success of financial liberalization policy can be gauged (Khan and Hasan,
1998). The complementarity hypothesis is examined using the dual model. First, the
demand for Real Money Balances (M/P) depends positively upon Real Income “Y”, the
Real Rate of Interest on Deposit “d-πe”(d = deposit rates, πe = expected rate of inflation),
and the Real Average Return on Physical Capital “C”.
M/P = ψ (Y, d-πe, C)
ψY > 0, ψd-πe > 0, ψc > 0
---------- (1)
The positive association between the average real return on physical capital and the
demand for money balances represents the complementarity between capital and money
as given by the functional relationship above (time scripts are omitted for simplicity). The
equation suggest that the demand for money is given not only by the transactions and
speculative motive of holding cash but also by the need to finance real capital formation
in countries, where institutional credit or alternative finance are constrained. There is also
the need to hedge against inflation in such a way as to preserve the real value of money
balances.
The complementarity works in both directions: money supply has a first order impact in
determining investment, hence the complementarity can be accomplished by specifying
an investment function given by;
I/Y = ƒ(C, d-πe)
ƒC > 0, ƒd-πe > 0
-------------- (2)
The investment to income ratio “I/Y”, must be positively related to the real rate of return
on money balances. This is because if a rise in the real return on bank deposits “d-πe”
raises the demand for real money and real money balances are complementary to
investment, it must also lead to a rise in the investment ratio. The complementarity
hypothesis specifically requires that ψC > 0, and ƒd-πe > 0
McKinnon's model is however, restrictive in that, there is no role of intermediation by
financial institutions from saving (money includes current and time savings) to the
creation of credit. This is very unlikely even in under-developed financial markets. Since
the indirect effect of real deposit rates on investment is due not only to self finance, but
also to the credit creation from money, where the real supply of credit increases paripassu money demand (Fry 1980). Moreover, the level of credit may contain two types of
information about the process of financial intermediation. First, changes in credit may
reflect an ability of financial intermediaries to make loans perhaps due to changes in
monetary policy. In this case, firms, which are unable to obtain funds in the capital
market, may become credit constrained leading to lower levels of investment. Secondly,
changes in credit may reflect shocks to the intermediation system itself. In practice,
financial liberalization undertaken in many developing countries initiates various forms
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of deregulations in financial markets, the creation of financial innovations, or changes in
the solvency of borrowers or lenders, which has implications for economic activity that
may be transmitted through changes in the quantity of credit (Moore, 2009). In this
respect, the availability of credit to business will affect the investment ratio
independently of the self-finance motive of holding money; hence the variable of
“Credit” is specified in the investment equation (2). By specifying credit along with the
real rates of deposit in the investment equation, the two channels of funding sources could
be indentified: one is self-finance portrayed by the effect of real deposit rates, and the
other channel is through credit intermediation by financial institutions.
From an empirical perspective, since it is impossible to compute a sensible measure of the
real return on physical capital “C”, McKinnon (1973) suggest that it could be replaced by
the investment to income ratio “I/Y”, which is very likely to vary directly with the average
real return on physical capital (Pentecost and Moore 2006) the models now become:
m/p = ψ(y, i/y, d-πe)
ψi/y > 0 --------------------------------------- (3)
i/y = ƒ(d-πe, dc)
-------------------------------------- (4)
where: m/p = In(M/P), i/y = In (I/Y), y = InY and dc is the ratio of domestic credit to
private sector to GDP. The models 3 and 4 form the basis for empirical estimation.
Augmenting the Investment Model:
In the seminal work of McKinnon's (1973) complementarity hypothesis, government
fiscal action has little role in affecting directly aggregate capital accumulation, since the
public policy is limited to the control of the real return on holding money, (i.e. real interest
rate: d-πe). Further restrictions apply to the specified assumptions about investment in
small self-financing domestic enterprise. The model described are also derived from the
assumptions of a closed economy, even though empirical materials are usually drawn
from small open economies, and so their rates of capital formation are unlikely to be
determined solely by tiny self-financing units. Virtually many developing countries are
highly dependent on foreign trade and are open to corporate investment from abroad.
Hence, a rise in investment may not be always due to a rise in the savings ratio when
foreign trade or foreign capital flow are brought into the picture. McKinnon (1973) also
fails to take account of the effect of financial development and the different income levels
across countries (as these are treated as constant). Relaxing the assumptions or
restrictions by augmenting the long run investment models with several factors, which
are likely to contribute to the share of financing domestic capital formation; first, we
consider financial development, which develops financial innovations and deregulates
some restrictions in the capital market, widening the scope for alternative investment
opportunities and also remove barriers to foreign banks. This is likely to impact on the
transmission mechanism between deposit rates and investment. As a proxy variable, this
study explicitly includes the financial liberalization index, which captures the degree of
liberalization in the financial markets of; equity/capital, exchange and money markets
and the progressional changes involved overtime. The augmented investment model is
now given by:
i/y = ƒ(d-πe, dc, v); ƒv > 0 ------------------------------------------- (5)
where v is the vector of additional explanatory variable: financial liberalization index.
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Equation 5 thus, replaces equation 4. Working with equations 3 and 5.
m/p = ψ(y, i/y, d-πe) ----------------------------------------------------- (3)
i/y = ƒ(d-πe, dc, v) -------------------------------------------------------- (5)
Substitution for i/y in equation 3:
m/p = ψ(y, ƒ(d-πe, dc, v), d-πe) ------------------------------ (6)
Implicitly: equation six becomes:
m/p = ψ(y, dc, d-πe, v)
; ψy > 0, ψdc > 0, ψv > 0, ψd-πe > 0 — (7)
Equation seven is the functional form for empirical estimation of this study.
Where: m/p = is the accumulated real money balances proxied by the ratio of Total
Financial Saving to Gross Domestic Product (SAV/GDP). y = is the real income proxied
in the study with the Real Gross Domestic Product (RGDP). dc = the ratio of Domestic
Credit to Private Sector to Gross Domestic Product (CrPVT/GDP). d-πe = Real Rate of
Interest (RINTr). v = vector of additional explanatory variable; the financial
liberalization index (FinLB)
Substituting our proxies and expressing in mathematical log form.
L(SAV/GDP) = α0 + α1LGDP + α2L(CrPVT/GDP) + α3RINTr + α4FinLB + μt ---- (8)
where; μt is the error term, L (in front of variables) is the Logarithmatic/log indicator for
growth rate (it is not included for real interest rate because of the presence of negativity,
and financial liberalization index) and α0-α4 are the parameters coefficients. α0, α1 …α4 > 0
Equation 8 is the basic mathematical equation derived from the complementarity
hypothesis hypothesis - theory for the study”. However, leaning on the preposition that
increased savings, propels higher volume of credit allocated to the private sector
economy {that is Cov(Savings,Credit) >1, and ΔCredit/ΔSavings >1},equation 8 can be
specified in terms of the credit to the private sector as a ratio to the gross output of the
economy as the dependent variable to determine the effects of the degree in financial
liberalization and the effect of savings (total financial deposits in the custody of financial
intermediaries) on credit to the private sector, therein revealing if credit crunch exist and
if liberalizing the financial sector has paid-off. Thus the estimating equation:
L(CrPVT/GDP) = α0 + α1LGDP + α2 L(SAV/GDP)+ α3RINTr + α4FinLB + μt ---- (9)
α0, α1 …α4 > 0
3. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK: ARDL-Bound Test; Justification.
To estimate the long run and short run relationship among the running variables, one
would need to use an appropriate co-integration technique for empirical analysis. Most
studies have used the Johanson-Juselius technique (1972) and Engle Granger (1987) cointegration techniques. Johansen-Juselius technique requires that all the series should
have the same order of integration. While applying any co-integration technique, the first
step is to detect the order of integration of each of the variable in the model which
apparently rest on the unit root test. To outfit this obscurity and pre-test of unit roots,
Pesaran and Shin (1995), Pesaran and Pesaran (1997) and Pesaran et al (2001) delineated
a fairly new co-integration technique i.e. Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL)
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approach. Contrary to other single equation co-integration procedures, this technique has
certain econometric advantages. First, as the Engle-Grander method experiences
endogeneity problems and failure to test hypothesis on the estimated coefficient in the
long-run, Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach avoids such problems.
Secondly, short run and long run parameters of the model are estimated simultaneously.
Thirdly, each and every variable is presupposed as endogenous. Fourthly, the
econometric methodology does not face the dilemma of finding the order of integration
among the variables and of pre-testing for unit root. Hence, Autoregressive Distributed
Lag (ARDL) approach of Pesaran et al is applicable even if the underlining variables are
of I(0), of I(1) or mutually co-integrated, as all other methods entail that the variables in a
time series regression equation are integrated of the same order, essentially one i.e. the
variables are I(1). The statistic underlining this procedure is the familiar Wald or Fstatistic in a generalized Dickey-Fuller type regression, which is used to test the
significance of lagged levels of the variables under consideration in a conditional
unrestricted equilibrium Error Correction Model (ECM) (Pesaran et al, 2001). One more
reason to use the ARDL approach than other co-integration technique is its extra
robustness and better performance for a small sample size as in this study.
Model Specification
The methodology of this study is designed to evaluate the impact of the financial
liberalization and real interest rate on the macro-economy's savings, credit to private
sector and growth in Nigeria. In order to capture both short-and long-run dynamics, we
employ an Error-Correction model that follows the ARDL-Bounds Testing approach to
Cointegration introduced by Pesaran et al. (2001). Two critical values are given by
Pesaran et al (1997) for the co-integration test. The lower critical bound assumes that all
the variable are of order I(0), while the upper assumes that all the variable are of order
I(1).
The ARDL approach involves estimating the conditional error correction version of the
ARDL model for variables under estimation. The Augmented ARDL is given by the
following (Pesaran and Pesaran 1997: Pesaran and Shin, 2001):
------------------------------------------------- (9)
Equation 8, when specified for Total Domestic Financial Savings to GDP ratio, in the
form of a conditional ARDL (Autoregressive Distributed Lag) model in such a general
form becomes:
k1
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1L(SAV / GDP)t1  2LGDPt1  3L(CrPVT / GDP)t1  4RINTrt1  5FinLBt1  t               (10)

In the above equations, the terms α1-α5 with the summation signs represents the error
correction or short run dynamic, while the terms with λs represents the long run
relationship, εt is the error correction term or white noise, α0 is the intercept or drift, the Ls
in front of specific variables as in equation 8, are Log indicators, Δs are the first
differences, and ks are the respective specific optimum lag orders of the variables
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entering the ARDL-ECM. The financial liberalization index/ measure, is majorly
regarded as a policy dependent variables thus we consider it to be exogenous variables in
the study.
The implementation of the ARDL approach estimation is as follows. First we have to
estimate the optimum lags of each variable by imposing a maximum lag of three {this
choice is on the basis of the short time frame and number of variables as recommended by
Narayan,(2005)}and then choose the combination of lags that minimizes the Schwarz
Information Criterion (SIC) and maximizes R-squared (R2) via regression. The full
information estimate of the optimum model is the basis of further analysis. First, at these
optimum lag combination, we test whether the lagged (one) variables- long run
parameters, are jointly significant .i.e. if the null hypothesis of no cointegration, against
the alternative hypothesis of the existence of a long run-cointegrated relationship using Ftest such as;
Ho: λ1 = λ2 = ……λn = 0
H1: λ1 = λ2 = ……λn ≠ 0
The F-test statistic tests the joint significance of the coefficients on the one period lagged
level of the variables in equations 10. The asymptotic distribution of critical values is
obtained for cases in which all regressors are purely I(1) as well as when the regressors are
purely I(0) or mutually cointegrated. As said earlier, these hypotheses can be examined
using the standard Wald or F-statics. The F-test has a non-standard distribution which
depends upon; (i) whether variables included in the ARDL model are I(1) or I(0), (ii) the
number of regressors, (iii) whether the ARDL contains an intercept and/or a trend and (iv)
the sample size (Narayan, 2005). The F-Statistic has two sets of critical values (compiled
by Pesaran et al. (2001)). One set assumes that all variables are of order I(0) and the other
set assumes that they are all of order I(1).
Decision Rule
If the calculated F-statistics “falls Above the Upper Bound Critical Value”
(corresponding to all I(1) variables) of F-Tabulated developed by Pesaran, then “the null
of no co-integration can be rejected”. This implies that co-integration or long run
relationship exists. If the computed F-statistics “falls Below the Lower Bound Critical
Value”, then “the null hypothesis of no co-integration cannot be rejected”: this implies
that all variables are I(0), the variables are deemed not to be co-integrated. If it “lies
between the two Bounds”, the “result seems inconclusive”. And an alternative test
required. (Pesaran et al., 2001; Narayan, 2005; Rahila et al., 2010).
Next, we create a lagged error-correction term (ECMt-1) out of the fitted values of the
lagged long-run variables (the λ terms), and replace the individual lagged terms with the
ECMt-1. If, when the equation is re-estimated at the SIC-minimized lags, the coefficient on
the ECMt-1 is negative and significant, we can say that there is a long-run relationship
among the variables. If cointegration is established, we can form long-run coefficient
estimates from Equation (1) by normalizing the estimates for λ2, λ 3, λ 4, λ 5, on the estimate
for λ1. In the third step, once cointegration is established, the conditional ARDL (k1, k2, k3,
k4, k5) long-run model for the dependent variable(s) can be estimated. This involves
employing the optimal lag orders of the ARDL (k1, k2, k3, k4, k5) model in the five variables
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using Schwarz Information Criteria (SIC). In the fourth and final step, we obtain the
short-run dynamic parameters by estimating an error correction model associated with
the long-run estimated (ECMt-1).
To check for the common problems encountered in regression model such as; spurious
regression, unit root test will be implemented, to ensure variables do not exceed I(0) or
I(1), collinearity test for multi-collinearity, and a test for stability (CUSUM and
CUSUMSQ) diagnosis test will be carried out as the estimation of the equation unfolds.
Data Source
The study relies on historical quantitative data, which are available in secondary form;
sourced majorly from the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) Annual Statistical Bulletins
from 1970-2009. However, the data on real interest rate for Nigeria, used in the study was
derived from the official website of the World Bank Database; the reliability of this source
is based on the fact that the monetary authority in the country has no published data for the
Real Rate of Interest, but affirms the trends observed in the report of World Bank (as
observed in CBN journals and articles).
Most of the studies that involve financial liberalization use individual financial
liberalization policies i.e. real interest rate, credit to private sector as a ratio to gross
domestic product, M2 as a ratio to GDP, etc. Such studies treat the partial financial
liberalization as a full liberalization. To avoid paying for the penalty of losing full
liberalization information, this study follows Fowowe (2008) to track specific financial
liberalization progression. The financial liberalization index used to capture the degree of
liberalization in this study. It is useful for reducing the dimension of the information set
and extracting the major relations from it. This method has been used in the financial
liberalization literature to obtain an index which measures the different phases of the
deregulatory and institutional building process. What we do is identify seven major
indicators of moves towards liberalization which are: Bank
Denationalization/Privatization and Restructuring Most of the studies that involve
financial liberalization use individual financial liberalization policies i.e. real interest
rate, credit to private sector as a ratio to gross domestic product, M2 as a ratio to GDP, etc.
Such studies treat the partial financial liberalization as a full liberalization. To avoid
paying for the penalty of losing full liberalization information, this study follows
Fowowe (2008) to track specific financial liberalization progression. The financial
liberalization index used to capture the degree of liberalization in this study is computed
out from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). It is useful for reducing the dimension
of the information set and extracting the major relations from it. This method has been
used in the financial liberalization literature to obtain an index which measures the
different phases of the deregulatory and institutional building process. What we do is
identify seven major indicators of moves towards liberalization which are:
1.
Bank Denationalization/Privatization and Restructuring
2.
Interest Rate Liberalization/Deregulation
3.
Prudential Regulation and Introduction of Indirect Controls
4.
Direct/Selective Credit Abolition
5.
Deregulation of Bank licensing/Free Entry Into Banking
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6.
Exchange Rate Liberalization and Deregulation of Entry into Foreign Exchange
Market, and
7.
Capital Market Liberalization.
Fowowe (2008) used the first five as measures of liberalization, in his empirical work,
thus negating liberalization in the exchange and capital markets, which are major
components of financial development in all economies). We then allocate to each of the
seven component variables a value of zero (0) for no liberalization and it becomes one (1)
for the presence of liberalization depending on the progress made for each specific
liberalization policy component. This gives a matrix of seven (7) dummy variables and
the index for financial liberalization is the addition of the variables component for each
year; thus reflect the intensity/degree of liberalization. (see Table 2, in appendix for
details of components).
4.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Unit Root Test
While the bounds test for cointegration does not depend on the pre-testing of the order of
integration, to satisfy the curiosity and quell the anxiety of spurious result from regression
which is obtainable from regressing non-stationary series, and also to scrutinize the
integrating level of the variables which is to ensure that the variables are not of order I(2).
As put by Ouattara (2004), in the presence of I(2) variables the computed F-statistics
provided by Pesaran et al. (2001) are not valid because the bounds test is based on the
assumption that the variables are I(0) or I(1). Therefore, the implementation of unit
root tests in the ARDL procedure might still be necessary in order to ensure that none
of the variables is integrated of order 2 or beyond but fall within the computed Fstatistics range provided by Pesaran et al (2010). And also determining the optimal lag
length of the variables based on the Schwarz Information lag length Criterion (SIC)
[which is an alternative to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and imposes a larger
penalty for additional coefficients]; it is therefore proper for us to conduct a
comprehensive standard test like the DF-GLS and Ng-Perron. Most empirical work
extensively applies the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and/or Phillip Perron (PP)
test(s) to find the order of integration on variable. However, due to their poor power
properties, both tests are not reliable for small sample data set. These tests (ADF and PP)
seem to over reject the null hypothesis when it's true and accept it when it is false. While
the newly proposed test such as the Dickey-Fuller Generalized Least Square (DF-GLS)
de-trend test developed by Elliot et al (1996) and Ng-Perron test following Ng-Perron
(2001) seem to solve this arising problem (Rahila M, et al. 2010).
The results of the DF-GLS and Ng-Perron unit Root test for checking for stationarity of
the data, selection of the optimal lag based on the Schwarz Information Criterion (and
imposing a maximum lag of 3) and the determined order of integration is shown in the
Table 5.3:
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Table 3: DF-GLS Unit Root Test (Optimal Lag Length Selection: SIC)
Variables

At Level (with intercept, no trend)
Lag
DF-GLS
Length
t-statistic
1
-1.059173
0
0.628132
0
2.25067
0
-3.809840***
0
-0.502907
At First Difference (with intercept, no trend)

L(SAV/GDP)
L(CrPVT/GDP)
LGDP
RINTr
FinLB
Variables

L(SAV/GDP)
L(CrPVT/GDP)
LGDP
RINTr
FinLB

1%

5%

10%

-2.627238
-2.625606
-2.625606
-2.625606
-2.625606

-1.949856
-1.949609
-1.949609
-1.949609
-1.949609

-1.611469
-1.611593
-1.611593
-1.611593
-1.611593

Lag
length

DF-GLS
t-statistics

1%

5%

10%

0
0
0
3
1

-3.956053***
-4.258340***
-5.358386***
-1.253165***
-6.613282***

-2.627238
-2.627238
-2.627238
-2.632688
-2.628961

-1.949856
-1.949856
-1.949856
-1.950687
-1.950117

-1.61146 9
-1.611459
-1.611469
-1.611059
-1.611339

Order
Of
Integration
I(1)
I(1)
I(1)
I(0) and I(1)
I(1)

Source: Authors' Computation
Note: ***, ** and * Indicate critical values; 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively.

The result from the Dickey-Fuller Generalized Least Square (DF-GLS) shows that all the
variables are stationary at difference I(1), as their absolute DF-GLS t-statistics values
exceeds the critical values at one, five and ten percents. However, at level only the real
interest rate variable (RINTr) was stationary at level I(0), the remaining variable were
non-stationary at level but became stationary after taking their first difference i.e. I(1).
Similar conclusion can be drawn from the Ng-Perron Unit Root Test for stationarity,
order of integration and optimal lag length based on the Schwarz information criterion.

Table 4: Ng-Perron Unit Root Test (Optimal Lag Length Selection: SIC)
Variables

At Level (with intercept, no trend)
Lag length
Mza
L(SAV/GDP)
1
-8.04493
Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.
-8.10000
L(CrPVT/GDP)
0
3.64737
Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.
-8.10000
LGDP
0
3.23198
Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.
-8.10000
RINTr
0
-11.2420*
Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.
-8.10000
FinLB
2
0.74430
Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.
-8.10000
Variables
At First Difference (with intercept, no trend)

L(SAV/GDP)

Mzt
-1.57983
-1.980000
0.98185
-1.980000
3.28817
-1.980000
-2.18152*
-1.980000
0.71728
-1.980000

MsB
0.19638
0.23300
0.26900
0.23300
1.01738
0.23300
0.19405
0.23300
0.96369
0.23300

Mpt
4.47976
3.17000
13.9837
3.17000
103.207
3.17000
2.89173
3.17000
61.7668
3.17000
Order
of Integration

Lag length

Mza

Mzt

MsB

Mpt

0

-16.9043*

-2.60064*

0.15385

2.52244

Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.

-8.10000*

-1.980000*

0.23300

3.17000

L(CrPVT/GDP)

-17.2019*

-2.78195*

0.16172

1.96496

Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.

0

-8.10000*

-1.980000*

0.23300

3.17000

LGDP

-18.2211*

-2.97898*

0.16349

1.48658

Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.

0

-8.10000*

-1.980000*

0.23300

3.17000

RINTr

-54.8596*

-5.23733*

0.07547

0.44662

Ng-Perron Critical Values a t 5% Sig.

2

-8.10000*

-1.980000*

0.23300

3.17000

FinLB

-34.8191*

-4.17213*

0.119382

0.70464

-8.10000*

-1.980000*

0.23300

3.17000

1

Ng-Perron Critical Values at 5% Sig.

I(1)
I(1)
I(1)
I(0) and I(1)
I(1)

Source: Authors' Computation. Note: * indicates significant at 1%.
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Like the DF-GLS, the Ng-Perron Unit Root Test verifies that all five variable are
integrated of order one {I(1)} and also the real interest rate been the sole variable
stationary at I(0). Divergence in the two tests is evidence in their estimated maximum lag
length 3 and 2 for DF-GLS and Ng-Perron respectively. Thus we impose a maximum lag
length of 3 in determining the combination of optimal lag lengths on each variable that
minimises the Schwarz Information criteria (SIC). This conforms to the automatic lag
selected by the software analytical package.
Cointegration Test-Bounds testing procedure:
The unit root tests results indicates that we can implement ARDL models for equations 10
using the upper bound critical values reported in Pesaran et al (2010) for determination of
cointegration. The first step in the ARDL bounds testing approach is to estimate
equations 10 by ordinary least squares (OLS) in order to test for the existence of a
long-run and short run relationship among the variables by conducting an F-test for the
joint significance of the coefficients of the long run lagged one levels of the variables.
The estimates obtained from the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL)-Bound Test
analysis for the equation models are shown below.
The calculated F-statistic is computed for the joint significance of variables with λs signs
in the above equation 10. When one lag is imposed, there is a strong evidence of existence
of cointegration among the variables. The FCrPVT/GDP (LCrPVT/GDP| LSAV/GDP, LRGDP,
RINTr, FinLB) = 4.43382 for ARDL (1,0,0,0,1) is higher than the upper bound critical
Value 4.01 at 5% significance level (Peseran et al, 2001), Therefore, there exist a cointegrating long-run relationship among the variables.
Null hypothesis: the regression parameters are zero for the variables
LCrPVT/GDP(-1), LSAV/GDP (-1), LRGDP(-1), RINTr (-1), FinLB (-1)
Ho: λ1 = λ2 =λ3 = λ4 = λ5 = 0
H1: λ1 = λ2 =λ3 = λ4 = λ5 ≠ 0
Asymptotic test statistic:
Wald chi-square(5) = 21.1691, with p-value = 0.00019002
F-form: F(5, 27) = 4.43382, with p-value = 0.0157237
Source: Authors' analysis
We therefore proceed to analyse the long and short run coefficients of the variables.
ARDL Model Long-Run Result for Model 10
Table 5: Long-run Model 10: OLS, using observations 1970-2009 (T = 40)
Dependent variable: LCrPVT/GDP
Const
LSAV/GDP
LRGDP
RINTr
FinLB

Coefficient
0.0350659
0.783536
0.0656019
0.00571088
0.0185411

Std. Error
0.272167
0.081865
0.0339981
0.00186076
0.0187131

t-ratio
0.1288
9.5711
1.9296
3.0691
0.9908

p-value
0.89822
2.64e-011
0.06180
0.00413
0.32858

***
*
***

Note: ***, ** and * Indicates significant at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.
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R-squared
Schwarz criterion

0.893271
-26.43343

Adjusted R-squared
Durbin-Watson

0.881073
1.495819

Source: Authors' Computation
The long run results of the growth rate of Credit to Private Sector as a ratio of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), shows that the growth rate of total financial domestic savings,
real interest rate and growth in GDP do affect the credit to private sector. The coefficient
of growth rate per financial savings is positive (≈ 0.783536) and highly significant at 1
percent. That is a 1 percent change in the financial savings per GDP leads to a 78%
increase in the volume of financial credit to private sector per GDP. This is in conformity
with the apriori expectation of a positive relationship, and suggests the possible absence
of credit crunch in Nigerian financial system the long run, as reported by the World Bank
News Report (2010), following the global financial meltdown/crises of 2007/08 and
domestic banking crises 2009/10. The coefficients of real interest rate (RINTr) and
growth rate of Gross Domestic Product (LRGDP) were also significant at 1% and 10%
respectively. However, their values where very small and indicates a positive effects
(0.00571088 and 0.0656019 respectively) on the credit to private sector. The
appropriateness of the explanatory variable is backed by the goodness of fit R2 and the
Adjusted R2. The curiosity aroused by the DW value is settled on the fact that if there are
lagged dependent variables on the right-hand side of the regression or its parent's source,
the DW test is no longer valid (Johnson and DiNardo 1997).
The Schwarz criterion is minimal at -26.43343, where the value of the goodness of fit of
explanatory variable to the explained, stands at 89.3%, supported by the R-squared
adjusted. This implies that 89.3 percent variation in the growth of credit to the private
sector in the long run, can be attributed to the variables of; gross domestic output (GDP),
which encourages larger financial savings (LSAVGDP) in response to the Real interest
rate (RINTr) and financial liberalization (FinLB). The remaining 10.7% variation in the
dependent variable is accounted for by other factors embedded in the error term.
If total financial savings increases by a unit change, the credit to private sector increases
by approximately 78.4 percent. Same also, a unit change increase in GDP, translates to
credit to private sector growth by 6.56 percent. The real interest rate in the model (with
LCrPVT/GDP as the dependent variable), suggest a positive relationship to the credit to
the private sector in the long-run. The coefficient of financial liberalization- though
positive, it is not significant. This lead us to the conclusion that despite the advantages of
financial liberalization, its benefits is yet to bring about significant positive increases or
changes in the volume of credit to the private sector. Inferring upon this, we deduce that
the continued liberalization of the financial system though indicating a positive long run
impact on financial widening (or financial deepening as the case may be), its
manifestation on deriving benefit is yet to be accomplished.
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ARDL (1, 0, 0, 0, 1) Model ECM-Short Run Result for Model 10.
TABLE 6: Short Run: OLS, using observations 1972-2009 (T = 38)
Dependent variable: ΔLCrPVT/GDPt

Const
ΔLCrPVT/GDPt-1
ΔLRGDPt
ΔLSAV/GDP t
ΔRINTr t
ΔFinLBt
ΔFinLIBt-1
ECMt-1

Coefficient
0.01215
0.202141
0.0121899
0.761112
0.00543122
0.00605432
-0.0691372
-0.60375

Std. Error
0.0222528
0.101799
0.0564202
0.108167
0.00152739
0.0249711
0.0263332
0.145065

t-ratio
0.5460
1.9857
0.2161
7.0365
3.5559
0.2425
-2.6255
-4.1619

p-value
0.58910
0.05627
0.83041
8.04e-08
0.00127
0.81008
0.01349
0.00024

*
***
***
**
***

Note: ***, ** and * Indicates significant at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.

R-squared
F(7, 30)

0.779178
15.12226

Adjusted R-squared 0.727652
Schwarz criterion -36.08857

Source: Authors' Computation
The error correction model or the short run dynamics of the ARDL (as sometimes called),
as shown in the table 6 above, demonstrates that the lagged error correction term (ECMt-1)
is negative and highly significant at 1 percent. Its coefficient -0.60375 implies a fairly
high speed of adjustment to equilibrium after a shock. Approximately 60.4% of
disequilibria from previous period shocks are adjusted into long run equilibrium in the
current period. The significant negative coefficient of the ECMt-1, further buttress the
existence of long run relationship among the variables. The result of the short run shows
that the change in the total financial savings (ΔLSAV/GDPt) has a significantly high
positive effect on credit to the private sector in the short run. The coefficient of changes in
total financial savings of 0.761112 implies that given one shot increase in the total
financial savings ceteris paribus brings about approximately 76.1 percent increase in
credit to private sector in the short run; again no credit crunch. Similar effect is observed
on the changes in credit to private sector when the change emerges from the real interest
rate (ΔRINTrt). Highly significant also at 1 percent, its effect on the credit to private sector
in the short run is minimally positive (0.54%). Other things constant, previous financial
liberalization policies (lagged one = ΔFinLBt-1) unlike the long run (reported in table 5
above), seem to have a minor negative effect, (significant at 5 percent) on the changes in
credit to private sector in the short run. Its value -0.0691372 empirically reveals that a 1
percent increase in the financial liberalization index (ΔFinLBt-1) leads to approximately
0.8528 (i.e. 10-0.0691372) percentage decrease in ΔLCrPVT/GDPt. This switch in effects,
from significantly negative in the short, run to an insignificantly minor positive in long
run, is attributable not only to the manner of inconsistency in the implementation of
liberalization policy reforms, but also the undeveloped nature of financial institutions and
functioning of financial mobilization and allocation, given the reform environment
(Nzotta and Okereke, 2009). Current liberalization indicated an insignificant positive
effect.
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Past period Credit to Private Sector (ΔLCrPVT/GDPt-1) also had a positive impact on the
current credit to private sector (ΔLCrPVT/GDPt) in the short run by approximately
20.2%, significant only at 10 percent. The reliability and explanatory power of the shortrun dynamic estimate is depict by its goodness of fit R2 at 77.91%, further supported by a
high adjusted R2 of 0.727652. This implies that the explanatory variables in the short-run
model account for approximately 78% variation in the change of the dependent variable,
while the remaining 22% is accounted by variables not explicitly included in the model
but comprised in the random or error term.
According to Pesaran and Shin (1999), the stability of the estimated coefficient of the
error correction model should also be geographically investigated. A graphical
representation of the Cummulative Sum (CUSUM) and the Cummulative Sum of Square
(CUSUMSQ) of the Recursive Residual is shown below to indicate stability in the
coefficient over the sample periods:

Variance Inflation Factors
Minimum possible value = 1.0
Values > 10.0 may indicate a collinearity problem
ΔLCrPVT/GDP (-1) = 1.389, ΔLSAVGDP = 1.428, ΔLRGDP = 1.072, ΔRINTr =
1.698, ΔFinLIB = 1.171
ΔFinLIB (-1) = 1.302, Ecm (-1) = 1.182
5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The aim of the study has been to look at the impact of financial liberalization on the credit
to the private sector of the Nigerian economy, from 1970 to 2009. Within which we
investigate, the possibility of a long and short run relationship among the variables in the
study using the Autoregressive Distributed Lagged (ARDL) analysis, built on the
McKinnon Complimentary Hypothesis (a dual model of the demand for Real money
balance and investment model) and also whether or not credit crunch exist in the Nigerian
financial system. Upon investigation of the long and short run impact of financial
liberalization, using the ARDL-bound test approach, the results reveals that there exist a
cointegrating relationship among the specified variables in the model. Furthermore, we
discovered that current financial liberalization effect on the credit to private sector
indicated a positive but insignificant effect in both the short run and long run. While, past
(lag one) financial liberalization variable suggested a negative effect in the short run. The
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consistency in the significant positive effect of the total financial deposits that proxied
total saving in both the long and short run, confirms the conclusion of the World Bank
News Report in 2010 that credit crunch did not exist in the Nigerian financial system
following the global financial meltdown; as the coefficients of savings on total private
sector credit were 0.78 and 0.76 in the long and short run respectively. The Real interest
rate prove to be a significant positive determinant to the level of credit allocated to the
private sector in both long and short run though its magnitude is minute. Thus we
conclude that despite the possibility of financial liberalization supposedly increasing
efficiency in the financial sector, our empirical results suggest that financial liberalization
is yet to bring about significant positive effect on the volume of credit to the private sector.
A battery of explanations has been advanced for the obvious failure of financial
liberalization programmes to address the problems of Nigeria's financial system. The
recurrent rationalization is the incompleteness of the reforms. This study argues that the
persistent poor financial performance was due to lack of progress on some of the financial
liberalization reform measures. In conformity, Nzotta and Okereke (2009), Soyibo
(1996) opines that improper pace and sequencing in the initial reform years led to the
crisis and eventual collapse of the financial system, necessitating several policy reversals
in Nigeria. The crisis made policy consistency and credibility critical issues. It is obvious
that Nigeria's difficulty in sustaining a consistent policy stance was partly attributable to
unstable general economic and political conditions. The study, therefore have ascribed
the failure of financial liberalization in Nigeria largely to the political and institutional
setting of reforms. The argument for this position is that the abrupt financial liberalization
led to the development of opportunities for speculative rent seeking that replaced
traditional forms of rent-seeking that are based on political patronage. In sum, the faulty
design of the reform programme, with respect to timing, pace and sequencing led to
instability. Thus, we recommend, a great need for macroeconomic stability and
commitment in policy implementation. In addition to stable macroeconomic conditions
and adequate regulatory and supervisory arrangement, it is important that more
sophisticated and solvent banking institutions with positive net worth in contestable
financial markets are present. The absence of such conditions only leaves interest rate
deregulation ineffective if competition (which narrows interest rate spread) is not
heightened in the financial system regardless of the bank consolidation. However, in the
absence of such, the Central Bank may manage interest rate in the interim, moving to
market determined rate within the long run. The Central Bank can induce competition
among the DMBs when deregulation is implemented by establishing Unit Banks

(Owned and Controlled by the Central Bank) to operate at commercial
banking level, lower lending rate relative to other DMBs and indirectly
reducing the spread by increasing deposit rate, thereby inducing further
savings, credit availability and economic growth.
And finally, given the absence of credit crunch in the Nigerian financial system, the study
advocates for improved screening of intended credit loan seekers (potential investors)
and close monitoring of already granted loan investment to avoid if not minimise cases of
adverse selection and moral hazard given the high level of asymmetric information
induced by the current unstable macro-economic environment and poor supervision and
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regulation from regulator authorities resulting to cases of misappropriation of loans,
unrecoverable loans, and finally illiquidity in the financial system.
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APPENDIX
Table 1: Raw Variables
(M2/GDP)
(%)

(PRVTSCRDT/GDP)
(%)

REAL
INTEREST
RATE (%)

REAL GROSS
DOMESTIC
PRODUCT
(=N= MILLION)

1970

8.5

6.7

-29.27

4,219.0

6.5

1971

15.7

7.5

5.6

4,715.5

5.7

1972

16.9

8.7

4.0

4,892.8

6.4

1973

17.6

8.7

1.6

5,310.0

6.8

1974

12.5

5.1

-25.7

15,919.7

6.0

1975

19.7

7.8

-14.0

27,172.0

8.5

1976

22.2

9.2

-6.9

29,146.5

8.5

1977

25.1

12.1

-4.3

31,520.3

8.2

1978

23.1

13.1

-6.3

29,212.4

8.7

1979

24.4

12.9

-3.3

29,948.0

9.9

1980

30.4

15.0

-3.5

31,546.8

11.6

1981

33.9

20.3

-6.3

205,222.1

13.8

1982

36.9

23.7

6.8

199,685.3

15.3

1983

39.3

23.0

-5.3

185,598.1

17.8

1984

39.2

21.6

-5.7

183,563.0

18.4

1985

38.7

20.8

5.5

201,036.3

18.4

1986

39.6

26.5

11.6

205,971.4

20.2

1987*

32.0

20.8

-24.1

204,806.5

17.7

1988

32.7

18.3

-3.9

219,875.6

16.7

1989

21.7

13.7

-16.6

236,729.6

11.0

1990

25.7

13.2

16.9

267,550.0

11.1

1991

28.0

13.5

-0.1

265,379.1

12.1

1992

24.2

15.0

-32.1

271,365.5

10.3

1993

29.0

14.0

-13.7

274,833.3

12.4

1994

29.7

16.8

-5.7

275,450.6

12.1

1995

16.5

10.9

-22.9

281,407.4

5.6

1996

13.7

9.6

-12.5

293,745.4

5.0

1997

15.3

11.4

16.2

302,022.5

6.3

1998

19.4

13.8

25.1

310,890.1

7.4

1999

21.9

14.3

7.1

312,183.5

8.7

2000

22.6

13.0

-12.2

329,178.7

8.4

2001

27.8

18.1

11.5

356,994.3

10.3

2002

23.1

13.8

-5.1

433,203.5

8.6

2003

23.4

14.3

8.6

477,533.0

7.7

2004

19.8

13.4

-1.3

527,576.0

7.0

2005

19.3

13.8

-1.5

561,931.4

9.0

2006

21.7

14.3

-2.2

595,821.6

9.4

2007

28.1

24.5

11.6

634,251.1

13.0

2008

37.7

33.2

4.1

672,202.6

16.9

2009

43.6

41.3

19.1

716,949.7

23.3

Year

Savings/Current GDP
(%)

Source: Central Bank Statistical Bulletin 2009.
Note: the GDP denominator is the GDP at current prices, it is the same
used in the CBN Estimation.
Table 2 : Financial Liberalization Index: Liberalization Variables and Years
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YEAR
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987*
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

BPDR

IRL

PRIDC

DSCA

FEB-DBL

EXCL-DFEM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CAPML-EDH
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

DEGREE OF
LIBERALIZATION
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
3
3
4
2
5
6
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6

Note: The table shows a summary of financial liberalization policy index derived using principal
component analysis. Each cell gives the presence or absence of liberalization in that variable. 0
indicating no liberalization and 1 indicating liberalization. The last column is the summation of the
total presence of liberalization among the seven variables; the study uses this as a proxy to measure
the degree of financial liberalization.
BPDR= Bank Privatization/Denationalization and Restructuring. IRL= Interest Rate
Liberalization/Deregulation. PRIDC= Prudential Regulation and Introduction of Indirect Policy
Controls. DSCA= Direct/Selective Credit Abolition. FEB-DBL= Free Entry into BankDeregulation of Bank Licensing. EXCL-DFEM= Exchange Rate Liberalization-Deregulation of
Foreign Exchange Market (introduction of autonomous exchange market and bureaux de change).
CAPML-EDH= Capital Market Liberalization- Establishment of Discount Houses.
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OUTLINE OF THE FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORMS IN NIGERIA
1986
1987

2006




Establishment Of The First-Tier And Second-Tier (Autonomous) Foreign Exchange Markets.
Deregulation Of Interest Rate
Bank Licensing Liberalized
Foreign Exchange Market Unified
Foreign Exchange Bureaus Established
Bank Portfolio Restrictions Relaxed
Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corporation Established
Banks Permitted To Pay Interest On Demand Deposit
Auction Markets For Government Securities Introduced. Continued Use Of Direct Monetary Policy
Instruments (Cash Reserve Requirements)
Capital Adequacy Standards Reviewed Upward
Extension Of Credit Based On Foreign Exchange Deposits Banned
Risk-Weighted Capital Standard Introduced And Banks Required Paid Up Capital Increased
Uniform Accounting Standards Introduced For Banks
Stabilization Securities To Mop Up Excess Liquidity Introduced
Bank Licensing Embargoed
Central Bank Empower To Regulate And Supervise All Financial Institution
Interest Rates Re-Administered
Interest Rate Controls Removed Once Again
Privatisation Of Government-Owned Banks Begun Again
Capital Market Deregulation Commenced
Foreign Exchange Market Reorganised (Devaluation Of Official Exchange Rate)
Liberalization Of Bank Credit Market, Thus Credit Controlled Dismantled
Licensing Of Three Discount Houses
Indirect Monetary Instruments Introduced (Open Market Operation)
Five Distressed Banks Taken Over For Restructuring
Reimposition Of Interest Rate Control
Reintroduction Of Exchange Rate Controls And Suspension Of Bureaux De Change
Review Of Central Bank Operation And Liquidation Of Banks
Liberalization Of Capital Flows
Continuation Of Interest Controls Initiated Fiscal Reforms
Exchange Controls Relaxed. Operation Of Bureaux De Change Permitted. Autonomous Foreign Exchange
Market Introduced.
Liberalization Of Capital Market Continues
Retention Of Interest Controls Continuation Of Fiscal Reform
Official Fixed Foreign Exchange Market Operated By Government Transactions. Continued Operation Of
The Autonomous Exchange Market
Abolition Of Mandatory Bank’s Credit Allocati on Of 20% Of Its Total Credit To Smes Wholly Owned By
Nigerians Took Effect From October 1, 2006
Interest Rate Determination Left For Market Mechanism.
New Anchor Interest Rate: MPR replaced MRR and was set at 10%; introduction of interest rate corridor.

2009
2010







Bank supervisory review
Revised Prudential Guidelines for banks
Review of Universal Banking
Sophistication of regulation and regulatory framework
Asset Management Corporation of Nigeria (AMCON)

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993
1994

1995

1996





































Source: Various Central Bank Articles and Reports
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Abstract
This study has assessed the consolidation of banking industry in Nigeria with lessons
drawn from Turkey and Malaysia. The objective was to establish disparities and suggest
the way forward for the sector in Nigeria. Historical cum ex pository analysis technique
was the methodology used for the study. As such, precedence of past occurrences was
used to cast light on the present and project the future. Results showed that although
much ground has been covered, the consolidation process in Nigeria was still ongoing.
However, important lessons drawn included the establishment of Asset Management
Corporation of Nigeria (AMCON) and co-existence of small banks alongside medium
and large banks. Consequently, the study recommended for the authorities, CBN and
NDIC, to ensure that the consolidation process spanned long-term gestation period in
order to tackle existing and potential challenges in the sector in particular and the
economy in general.
Key Words: Consolidation, Banking industry, Historical cum expository, Lessons.
JEL Classification: G21
1. Introduction
Banking is dynamic and it has evolved over the years, changing with developments and
needs of the society (Imala, 2005). The growth in the number of commercial banks in
Nigeria over time is filled with mixed results. In some form, this phenomenon has been of
tremendous benefit to the nation, the banking public and the bank owners. There has been
great improvement in the unemployment level in the economy. Increase in number of
banks provides jobs for some of the unemployed population; also the increase in the
number of branches has assisted in this area. Although there was a considerable and
undeniable increase in the number of banks in the economy, one cannot accept wholly
that there was a phenomenal and significant growth in the banking industry; as the growth
could be described as a case whereby the banks are spreading their tentacles but are not
deeply and firmly rooted and grounded in terms of asset base, capitalization and inability
to finance substantial or huge projects in the real sector of the economy (Adam, 2005).
Bank failures and liquidation due to insolvency and low liquidity level poses a great
problem and serious concern such that cannot make one to say with utmost confidence
that the Nigerian banking industry is sound and firm.
The inability of Nigerian banks to play actively and compete favorably in the global
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financial market is also a situation that raises concern about the strength of these banks.
The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) was also affected because of the inability of these
banks to manage the nation's foreign reserves, and to adequately finance government's
deficits; all these problems and inadequacies necessitated the regulatory authorities to
seek for an option to serve as a succor to ameliorate the situation. Consequently, the
banking sector reform and consolidation exercise was opted for. In a bid to tackle this
problem, the CBN mandated banks to recapitalize to a tune of ₦
25 billion minimum
capital base and consolidate.
It is against this backdrop that this paper attempts to investigate the likely impact of the
recapitalization and consolidation policy in the industry and provide an insight into the
challenges posed by the recent banking reform and examine some possible policy
options raised by bank consolidation, drawing lessons from Turkey and Malaysia. The
layout of this paper include the following: section 2 discusses an historical overview of
the banking regulation, challenges of the industry in Nigeria and bank consolidation and
reforms in Nigeria, while section 3 reviews the past consolidation experience of turkey
and Malaysia and a comparative analysis made in section 4 while section 5 presents the
conclusion and recommendations.
2. OVERVIEW AND POLICY REFORMS IN THE BANKING SECTOR
The era of formal banking regulation commenced with the opening of the CBN in 1959
(Hesse, 2007). The establishment of the CBN led to the adoption of monetary
management, strict laws and enabling regulations and improved institutional facilities for
supervision. The new enabling environment also encouraged the establishment of new
commercial banks (Anyanwu, 1993). For instance, between 1959 and 1960, eight new
banks were established, thus bringing the total number of commercial banks to 12. This
later increased to 17 by 1962. During this era, the following regulatory measures were
adopted; Government acquired controlling shares, first in the 'big three' commercial
banks; the policy of direct credit; Interest rate ceiling; and the paid-up capital of new
banks was substantially increased.
The second phase corresponds to the era of deregulation of the financial system resulting
from the introduction of the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP). The period of
deregulation (1986-1994) in which the government assigned an increasing role to the
market forces in the allocation of resources witnessed increasing number of financial
institutions in the system. The hitherto regulatory control inhibited growth, competition
and efficiency in the system. The resulting competitive pressure brought about by the
reforms while encouraging financial intermediation in the banking industry have also
tended to raise risk, sharp practices and hence led to distress in the system (Afolabi and
Mammon, 1996). The late 1980s and early 1990s were years of financial boom and
financial distress. This period, particularly 1990, experienced the most turbulent
financial crisis in Nigeria. This period of deregulation witnessed radial policy changes in
banks operations and regulatory environment in Nigeria. These policy changes include
liberalization of the foreign exchange markets and interest rates, the introduction of
prudential guidelines/accounting standards, increase in minimum paid-up capital,
creation of regulatory/supervisory institutions, and relaxation of mandatory sectorial
allocation of credits, enhanced autonomy and supervisory responsibilities for the Central
Bank of Nigeria.
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The banking policy reforms were introduced sequentially. With the creation of the
Nigerian Deposit Insurance Corporation (ND1C) in 1988, bank depositors were, assured
of immediate cash payments of up to maximum of N50, 000, in case of any bank failure.
One important development during this period was the promulgation of two banking laws
with effect from June 1991, the CBN Decree, No. 24 of 1991 and the Banks and Other
Financial Institutions Decree (BOF1D), No. 25 of 1991. This repealed the CBN Act of
1959 and the Banking Decree respectively. Following a further amendment of CBN
Decree in 1998 and 1999, the Decree significantly enlarged the powers of the CBN with
regards to the maintenance of monetary stability and a sound financial system. This also
granted autonomy to CBN in the formulation and implementation of monetary and
financial policies.
In 1990, the CBN issued the circular on capital adequacy which relate banks' capital
requirements to risk weighted assets. It directed the banks to maintain a minimum of 7.25
percent of risk-weighted assets as capital; to hold at least 50 percent of total components
of capital in reserves; and to maintain the ratio of capital to total risk-weighted assets at a
minimum of 8 percent from January, 1992. Effective from 1989, the minimum paid-up
capital for commercial banks was increased from N10 million to N20million; it was
increased further to N50 million in 1991. As at the end of 1997, paid-up capital have
increased to N500 milhon and again increased to N2 billion in year 2000. In 2001 the
CBN raised the minimum paid-up capital for a new bank from N1 billion to N2 billion and
in June 2004, the CBN announced that bank capital base had been raised to N25 billion
effective end December, 2005.
The banking sector reforms ushered in major and fundamental changes in the scope and
operations of financial institutions in terms of regulation and competition. Prior to
deregulation, monetary authorities were concerned with the channeling of credit to the
preferred sectors in order to stimulate growth. It is clear that banks have not taken keen
interest before now, in financing the real sector which may be due to poor capitalization,
risk aversion and preference for patronizing risk-less government debt instruments and
foreign exchange which yield more short-term returns than lending to the real sector
(Nnanna, 2004).
2.2 Challenges Facing the Banking Industry in Nigeria
The current banking sector reform in Nigeria was designed to promote the viability;
soundness and stability of the system to enable it adequately meet the aspirations of the
economy in terms of accelerated economic growth and development. Ebong (2005) and
Adedipe (2005) identified major challenges that the reform was targeted at:
o Weak capital base: Most banks in Nigeria had a capital base that was less than
US$10 million while the largest bank in the country had a capital base of about
US$240 milhon. This compared unfavorably with the situation in Malaysia where
the smallest bank had a capital base of US$526 million. The small size of most local
banks, coupled with their high overheads and operating expenses, has negative
implications for the cost of intermediation. It also meant that they could not
effectively participate in big-ticket deals, especially within the framework of the
single obligor limit.
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o

o

o
o

o

The challenge of ethics and professionalism: In a bid to survive the stiff
competition in the market, a number of operators had resorted to unethical and
unprofessional practices. Strictly speaking, some even went into some business that
could not be classified as banking. In appreciation of the enormity of the problems
caused by the failure to adhere to professional and ethical standards, the Bankers'
Committee set up a sub-committee on "ethics and professionalism" to handle
complaints and disputes arising from unwholesome and sharp practices.
Poor corporate governance: there were several instances where Board members
and management staff failed to uphold and promote the basic pillars of sound
corporate governance because they were preoccupied with the ailment of narrowly
defined interests. The symptoms of this included high turnover in the Board
management staff, inaccurate reporting and non-compliance with regulatory
requirements.
Gross insider abuses: One area where this was pronounced was the credit function.
As a result, there were several cases of huge non-performing insider-related credits.
Insolvency: The magnitude of non-performing risk assets was such that it has
eroded the shareholders" funds, of a number of banks, tor instance, according to the
2004 NDIC Annual Report, the ratio of non-performing credit to shareholders' funds
deteriorated from 90% in 2003 to 105% in 2004. This meant that the shareholders'
funds had been completely wiped out industry-wide by the non-performing credit
portfolio.
Over-reliance on public sector deposits: These deposits accounted for over 20% of
total deposits in the system. In some institutions, such public sector funds
represented more than 50% of total deposits. This was not a healthy situation from
the viewpoint of effective planning and plan implementation, given the volatile
nature of these deposits. On account of the huge reliance on public sector funds, a
number of players did not pay adequate attention to small savers who normally
constitute a major source of stable funds which should be channeled to finance the
real sectors. Instead, they concentrated on a few high net-worth individuals,
government parastatals and blue chip companies. It was in response to this situation
coupled with the need to accord the small and medium enterprises sub-sector the
priority it deserves that the Bankers' Committee came up with the Small and Medium
Enterprises Investment Scheme (SMEEIS) with a view to redirecting credit flow to
the sub-sector.

2.3 Bank Reforms and Consolidation: The Case in Nigeria
The current banks reform and consolidation programme in Nigeria are anchored upon
thirteen basic elements. These 13 point agenda are:
1) To increase the minimum capital base of banks from N2 billion to N25 billion with
December 31,2005 as deadline for compliance; making it 18 months ultimatum;
2) Consolidation of hanks through mergers and acquisitions;
3) Phased withdrawal of public sector funds from banks, beginning from July, 2004,
4) Adoption of a risk-focused and rule-based regulatory framework for the industry;
5) Adoption of zero tolerance in the regulatory framework particularly in the area of
information rendition/reporting. All returns by any bank
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6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

11)
12)

13)

must now be signed by the Managing Director;
The automation of the process for rendition of returns by banks and other financial
institutions through the electronic Financial Analysis and Surveillance System (eFASS);
Establishment of a hotline and confidential internet address to enable Nigerians
wishing to share confidential information with the Governor of the CBN to do so;
Strict enforcement of the contingency planning framework for systemic banking
distress;
The establishment of an Assets Management Company as an Important element of
distress resolution;
Promotion of the enforcement of dormant laws, especially those relating to the
issuance of dud cheques and the law relating to the vicarious liabilities of the board
members of the banks in cases of bank failure;
Revision and updating of relevant laws and drafting of new ones relating to effective
operations of the banking system;
Closer collaboration with the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission in the
establishment of the Financial Intelligence Unit and the enforcement of money
laundering and other economic crimes measures; and
Rehabilitation and effective management of Mint to meet the security printing
needs of Nigeria, including the banking system which constitutes over 90% of the
Mint's business.

Although, this consolidation programme has thirteen basic elements, it is those relating to
the minimum capital base for banks and mergers and acquisitions that have received the
most attention in ensuing public discourse on the subject (Ebong, 2005; CBN, 2004).
3
Review of Past Consolidation Experiences in Turkey and Malaysia
Bank Consolidation: The Experience of Turkey
The banking restructuring and reform started in Turkey in 2001 as a result of the 2000
banking crisis. Before this reform exercise, Turkey has about 75 banks operating in the
system; classified into two main subsets; deposit accepting (commercial banks permitted
to receive deposits from the public) and non-depository banks (not allowed by law to
accept deposits from the public, they are essentially development and investment bank).
Ownership of these banks fall into three categories: state, private and foreign. The foreign
banks are of two categories - those established in Turkey with foreign capital resources
and branches of foreign banks in the country. Foreign banks are subject to local banking
laws and regulations like their local counterparts. (Chibber 2001) noted that state owned
banks accounted for a large share (40%) of the banking market in turkey. Consequently,
their activities impacted greatly on the banking system.
Policies of Turkish Banking Reform Programme
The policies adopted by Turkey in its bank reforms are:
1. Restructuring of State-Owned Banks
State banks were not only inefficient, their financial conditions were also very weak and
their excess liquidity needs affected the entire banking system negatively, especially
because they sustained huge losses due to duty losses. The steps taken in restructuring
them are: Cancellation of existing duty losses suffered by banks through the introduction
of cash and bills; reduction of short term liabilities of these banks to the Central Bank of
Turkey and the introduction of cash and securities to strengthening these banks.
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2. Resolution of SDIF Banks
The Savings Deposit Insurance Fund (SDIF) being the deposit insurer took over 21
distressed banks. These banks were resolved through measures like: mergers, sales and
closures, provision of deposit and capital supports to the banks by SDIF, their overnight
obligations, except those with the Central Bank, were eliminated; reduction of short term
liabilities with the Central Bank; and transfer of bad assets to SDIF. As in the case of state
owned banks, a Joint Management Board was put in place to restructure the banks
operationally.
3. Strengthening of Private Banks
Here, capital enhancement by banks was not generalized and no specific amount was
imposed on all banks, but banks were required to maintain 8% capital adequacy ratio, and
those whose capital adequacy ratio was below 8% were told to recapitalize. Banks which
are unable to meet the minimum capital adequacy ratio from their legal reserves and want
to increase the capital adequacy may apply to the Banks Regulatory and Supervisory
Agency (BRSA) to participate in the banking sector recapitalization scheme. The
regulation also provides for mergers and acquisitions.
4. Strengthening of The Regulatory and Supervisory Framework
The SDIF which used to be an appendage of BRSA gained autonomy. Other regulatory
laws were enacted, tax incentives were given and as a way of reducing transaction cost
and to encourage banks to mobilize deposits, the Central Bank commenced the payment
of interest on banks required reserves in Lira deposits (Ogubunka, 2005).
Some Results from the Reform Programme

The number of banks decreased by about 36%, decline in the total number of bank
employees and 12% reduction in the number of banks branches.

Out of the 21 distressed banks transferred to SDIF for resolution, 13 were merged, 5
sold, 2 closed, and the remaining one is a bridge bank put in place to handle
distressed banks.

About 55% decline in the in non-performing credits (gross), and an improvement in
the liquidity position of banks, hence reduced liquidity risks and financial risks.

Enhanced capitalization of banks resulting for instance in the capital adequacy ratio
of 28.2% for private banks as at end of 2004.

Reduction in interest rates and in foreign exchange exposures, hence stabilizing
foreign exchange rate.

Declined dominance of state owned banks, increasing relevance and contribution of
privately owned banks and an evident growth in the banking sector (Ogubunka,
2005).
Bank Consolidation: The Experience of Malaysia
The Malaysian bank reform exercise started in April 1997 in an attempt to ward off the
effect of the Asian crisis that started in March 1997 in Thailand (CBN, 2005). In
achieving this feat, the authorities instituted a blanket guarantee for all bank depositors,
a programme of bank recapitalization, establishment of an asset management company
and bank restructuring and recapitalization agency as well as the introduction of capital
controls.
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Specifically, the key elements of the Malaysian banking sector reform centered on
beefing up prudential guidelines and the establishment of agencies as mentioned earlier
to consolidate recapitalize and rationalize finance and banking institutions by applying
least cost solution principles to minimize the injection of public funds. Accordingly
between 1999 and 2011, 54 banking institutions were consolidated into 10 banking
groups. A major reason for the outstanding success of the reform programme in Malaysia
is due to the state of the economy in terms of low inflation rate of 3.5%, restriction of
borrowing of foreign currency above certain level while most of the capital inflows into
Malaysia were of longer term nature in form of foreign direct investment. An important
point to note as a result of the Malaysian consolidation exercise is that losses were borne
by shareholders and not depositors (Uchendu, 2005).
Banking Sector Reforms and Consolidation in Nigeria: The Journey so far
The banks consolidation exercise in Nigeria which began in July 2004 has covered some
grounds. The results achieved so far are:
 The successful completion of the N25 billion recapitalization exercise and the
Merger and Acquisition exercise within a time limit of 18 months.
 The emergence of 25 stronger post consolidation banks out of 89 banks existing
before the consolidation exercise.
 The liquidation of 13 banks that could not recapitalize, merge or be acquired.
 Strengthening of the supervisory and regulatory framework of banks
4. Comparative Analysis
Lessons from Turkey
 Turkey's restructuring was from the on-set, properly focused to address weaknesses
observed in the banking sector.
 Although there was need for bank's recapitalization, only banks with capital
adequacy below 8% were mandatory required to bring same within line.
Consequently, there was no universal requirement for all banks to increase capital by
a common amount irrespective of their capital adequacy ratio. This is in line with best
practice.
 Again, despite the reforms, the structures of banking institutions largely remain the
same with banks of large, medium and small sizes co-existing.
 The government ensured that its banks were strengthened by cancelling existing
duty losses suffered by the banks.
 There was introduction of guidelines, laws and regulations as well as tax incentives
to support the reforms and motivate operators.
 There was no compulsion on banks to consolidate via mergers and acquisitions or
any-other form of arrangement. Banks were at liberty to choose whether or not to
merge, acquire or be acquired. That is one of the beauties of private sector freedom.
 A bridge bank was created which helped to reduce the number of casualties as only 2
banks were liquidated. This gave confidence to the banking public.
 An asset management company (AMC) was established alongside the opportunity
created for the transfer of bad loans to a department of SDIF for management. Also
the mode of establishment of AMCs made it possible for private sector participation.
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Lessons from Malaysia
 There was a financial sector master plan put in place with the main objectives to
complete the revisions to the regulations and supervision in order to bring them up to
international best practices, and to complete the programme of bank mergers.
 The merger programme was an integral part of the overall restructuring agenda,
 The existence of a strong core bank around which the programme could be focused.
 Limited period of forbearance was granted to banks to restore their capital adequacy
ratio.
 The introduction of tighter supervisory standards at the outset of the programme, and
close monitoring of the standards, was critical to ensuring that the larger banks really
would be strong banks.
 Losses were borne by shareholders and not depositors.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations
The reform process in Nigeria is not yet concluded, much ground has been covered with
the recapitalization and consolidation exercise. It is necessary for the regulatory and
supervision authorities at this stage to prevent falling into same pitfalls and to adjust in
areas where necessary.
The establishment of an asset management company as stated in the 13 reform agenda
should be hastened. Another important lesson to learn from turkey is the co-existence of
small banks alongside medium and large banks. The CBN and ND1C should look into
cases of banks that could not meet the ₦
25b recapitalisation and were also unable to
merge or be acquired, as stated earlier by the CBN Governor that such banks would be
turned into micro finance firms. Another precaution to be taken by the CBN is the security
of depositors funds in these banks that could not recapitalised.
The challenges of post consolidation are tasks that need to be carried out with utmost care
and caution, in order to fully enjoy the numerous prospects and benefits of the exercise.
The authorities should ensure that the reform process is not just a one-off thing, but should
be of long term gestation period, to be able to handle the challenges identified and those
that may likely arise in future.
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Abstract
The economic meltdown that resurged in the United States at the twilight of the first
decade of the twenty-first century provoked a global whirlwind that dislocated many
Western economies and plunged others into a state of flux. The after-shocks, echoed in
developing economy like Nigeria, precipitated instability in the financial and stockexchange markets. To ascertain the possible 'domino effect' of this recession on the
advertising industry, in order to examine the postulate that advertising was always the
first casualty of any economic slowdown, these researchers designed a qualitative indepth interview study that gathered and analyzed non-numeric data harvested from
sixteen advertising practitioners drawn from four randomly selected advertising
agencies. Findings showed that recession has affected how advertising is practised and
forced practitioners in advertising agencies to adopt belt-tightening but creative and
ethical measures to weather the storm.
Key words: Managing, Advertising business, Economic recession, Survey
1.

Introduction
The advertising business has, no doubt, evolved from a craft to a marketing
communication force that is considered indispensable to modern commercialism. One
by- product of this evolution is the role of advertising agencies. In the recent annals of
advertising, agencies are so intricately involved with the marketing communication
function that it may be difficult to fathom that advertising agencies evolved as media
brokerage firms mainly concerned with the wholesale purchase of space from print media
houses for retail to advertisers.
Indeed, the strategic contribution of advertising agencies to the marketing campaigns of
advertisers is so critical that it is now considered unfashionable in corporate circles for
manufacturers and service providers to rely exclusively on the wisdom of internal
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advertising departments. In essence, if the pre-occupation of any advertiser and the
expected consequence of advertising is to stimulate inelastic demand for brands, then we
can safely postulate that the obsession of advertising agencies is to create and place
creative advertisement that provokes an outward shift in the demand for its client's
brands.
In the views of Arens (2010), Belch and Belch (2009), the communication expertise and
managerial independence that professional copywriters and graphic artists, account
planners and media buyers bring to the handling of clients' brand management is viewed
as critical factors that tilt the pendulum in favour of external advertising agencies. Given
the crucial role that ad agencies perform in the modern advertising function, it is natural
that they consider themselves partners of their clients; a partnership that can only survive
if built on mutual trust and respect.
For this relationship to thrive, positive chemistry, seamless communication and
professional performance are considered sine quo non (Cunningham:1993). This
asymmetrical relation can at best be described as parasitic, with the agencies slavishly
kowtowing to every whimsical demand and bidding of the client. The inclination of
agencies to work, often mechanically, at the behest of their clients, most usually
undermines their much vaunted professionalism and independence. As it stands, it might
not be hyperbolic to say that 'when advertisers cough, agencies catch cold. The financial
solvency of advertisers directly affects the fortunes of advertising agencies.
In the fall of 2008, the global economy was hit by an economic recession. Though this
recession, which originated from the United States of America, was felt more by the
economies of the first world than those of the developing world, it nevertheless triggered
collateral reverberation in the economies of Africa. This was not unexpected as according
to Burnett ( 2002), in a truly globalized world, no country is completely insulated from the
problems of the other especially if that other is a significant other. While in the throes of
this economic down turn, the Nigerian economy was in July 2008 rocked by stock market
crash, with many banks receiving the direct hit.
Attempts to tame the situation saw the liquidation of many banks, the sack and
subsequent prosecution of some members of banks' board of directors for wrong doing
and the replacement of the managements of these banks. This crisis also ushered in a new
regime of regulations that saw bank becoming less zealous to lend money and the further
contraction of the macro- economy. This financial squeeze did not only affect the
advertising spend of banks as advertiser, but also that of the primary (manufacturing) and
service industries. This was a natural trajectory as according to Krugman, D. M., L.N.
Reid, S.W. Dunn & R. M. Bashan (1994), in the face of any recession, the first scapegoat
is usually advertising as advertisers attempt to reduce overall cost to cope with turbulence
in the economy.
Statement of the problem
Advertising agencies in Nigeria contribute, undoubtedly, to the gross domestic product.
By the end of 2011, about 70 advertising agencies were operating in the Nigerian
economy (see table 1). Some of these agencies are mega agencies employing hundreds
and recording billings in the region of a billion naira every year. Many are medium-sized
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agencies while some are one-man la carte agencies with specialized portfolios. Aside the
direct employment and taxes that these agencies provide, the advertising function also
subsidizes the cost of the media and consequently enrich freedom of information,
enhance standard of living by explaining in persuasive manners the intrinsic qualities of
different brands and thus enriching our culture by romanticizing the best of values.
Literature search reveals that the typical features of ad agency responses to macroeconomy down-turn are high-level of staff turn-over due to spending contractions by
clients, deep unethical behaviour and professional misconduct, all in desperate bids to
weather the storm and cushion the unsalutary effects of the meltdown. Most academic
and practitioners deplore this rash and rather myopic response which, if anything is bound
to deepen the economic valley, problematize the general sense of foreboding and suspend
the period of economic recovery.
The impact of the economic environment on advertising has received little scholarly
attention. This is the justification for this.
Research Questions
The study was framed by the following research questions which implicitly betray the
research objectives:
(1) What are the effects of the global economic recession of the twenty- first century on
the fortunes of Nigerian advertising agencies?
(2) What managerial strategies are these agencies using to cope with the economic
downturn?
(3) How are Nigerian Advertising agencies responding to the forces of globalization?
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Table 1: Advertising Agencies in Nigeria
Admirecoms limited

Admix Communications limited

Adpure

Advertising Place limited

Advertising Techniques limited

Adwork limited

Access Advertising limited

Alder Media limited

Applause communications ltd

Angels communications ltd

Alicia Virgins
communications
Bates Cross limited

BTAS Communications ltd

Bluebell Communications ltd

Bluebird Communications ltd

Brainy Brag limited

Campaign Palace limited

Campaign Services limited

CentreSpread FCB
Advertising
CSA Productions limited

Comex limited

Commstrat Associate Comm

Crystal Functions limited

CT & A Limited

CMBU limited

Drawn Functions Nigeria ltd

DDB Lagos

D.K.K. & Associates ltd
Franchise Communications ltd

Eminent Communications ltd
Frontpage Advertising ltd

Explicit Communications ltd
Goals & Ideas limited

Grant Advertising Nigeria ltd
Harmonee Concepts ltd
Kore &Company limited
Lowe Lintas limited
Marketage Communications
ltd
Meryt Advertising ltd
Novitas limited
Patcos Gino International ltd
PMI Direct limited

Guy Saries limited
Insight Communications ltd
Linesworth limited
Macsell Associates limited
Mart Link Advertising ltd

Hunters Publicity ltd
International Advertising serv
LTC JWT limited
M-Gold Communications ltd
McSeeks Associates ltd
Novelpotta Y & R
Palcomms limited
Pertcom Communications ltd
Prex limited

Pulsar limited

Media Plus International ltd
Olympia Advertising limited
Pemetad limited
Prima Garnet Communications
ltd
Reads & Mark limited

Rosabel Advertising limited

Richland Communications ltd

Ruyi Communications ltd

SO & U Saatchi & Saatchi
STB-McCann Lagos
TBWA/Concept limited
The Shops limited
Total Marketing
Communications
UB.40 Advertising limited

Solutions Communications ltd
Steve Rachael & Associates ltd
The Tall & Wide Company ltd
Tie Communications limited
Touchstone limited

SMP Communications ltd

Zepol Advertising limited

3600 Communications ltd

Rinet limited

Sunrise D’A

rcy

The Nucleus Company ltd
Tomark Services Nigeria ltd
Trustmark Communications

Source: Ajilore K.
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2.

Literature Review
The economic effect of advertising has always attracted debates and commentary
from advertising practitioners and economists. This is not unexpectedly. Afterall the
avowed objective of advertising and the motivation of marketers who invest resources in
it is to persuade people to prefer their brands and consequently promote the fortunes of the
company. In her analysis of the theory of imperfect competition, Robinson (1998)
admitted this much when she aver that “ the customer will be influenced by advertising
which plays upon his mind with studied skill and makes him prefer the goods of one
producer to those of another because they are brought to his notice in a more pleasing and
forceful manner.” To Murphy and Cunningham ( 2007) advertising precipitates
economies of scale and its attendant impact on the price of the product. However, all this
appear to be pontifications on the impact of advertising on the micro economic operations
of organisations. In the informed opinion of Wessel (2000), a recession is a business cycle
contraction, a general slowdown in economic activity. Frank & Bernanke (2001) assert
further that macroeconomic indicators such as gross domestic product, employment,
investment spending, capacity utilization, household income, business profits and
inflation fall, while bankruptcies and the unemployment rate rise. According to Courakis
(1981) recessions generally occur when there is a widespread drop in spending, often
following an adverse supply shock or the bursting of an economic bubble. Government
usually respond to recessions by adopting expansionary economic policies, such as
increasing money supply, increasing government spending and decreasing taxation.
In the light of these postulations, it might not be out of place to further interrogate
the concept of recession, a concept which lies at the heart of this empirical investigation.
The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), the authority tracking and dating
recessions in the United States of America, defines recession as ' as a significant decline in
economic activity spread across the economy, lasting more than a few months, normally
visible in real GDP, real income, employment, industrial production, and wholesaleretail sales'. In the terse definition of Frank and Bernanke (2001: 188) a recession is “a
period in which the economy is growing at a rate significantly below normal. They went
further to suggest that declines in component measures of economic activity such as
consumption, investment, government spending, and net export activity as some of the
attributes of recession.
In the view of Richard Koo (1998), under ideal conditions, a country's
economy should have the household sector as net savers and the corporate sector as net
borrowers, with government budget nearly balanced and net export near zero. When
these relationships become imbalanced, he posits further, recession can develop within a
country or create pressure for recession in another country.
Economic experts aver that low-skilled, low-educated worker and the
young are most vulnerable to unemployment during period of economic contraction.
Since the living standards of people depend on their income, it is natural that the loss of
jobs or depreciated income will negatively impact on the stability of families, and
individual health and well being. To offer deeper insight, Reh (2010) went further to
articulate the different types and shapes of recession possible. The V-shape recession is
described as a short-and-sharp contraction followed by rapid and sustained recovery. The
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U- shape recession typifies a prolonged slump in the gyration of the economy. The Wshape recession captures what is otherwise known as double-dip-recessions. Whatever
form or shape it takes, recession is typified by price instability, low capacity utilization,
unemployment and deep sense of despondency. In the throes of this economic valley, ad
agencies will be pressured by their client for cost-effective advertising campaign that can,
nevertheless deliver pre-campaign advertising objectives. This type of market
conditions will naturally constitute an uphill challenge for ad agencies that are hard
pressed to develop creative solutions to the communication challenges besetting the
client.
The advertising agency, like the function it performs, has certain peculiar structure that is
organically defined by the fact that its customers are exclusively corporate organisations.
Arens (2010: 109), citing the American Association of Advertising Agency (AAAA),
says that an advertising agency is “ an independent organisation of creative people and
businesspeople who specialize in developing and preparing marketing and advertising
plans, advertisements, and other promotional tools.” If the desire of any advertiser and the
avowed function of advertising are to build and sustain inelastic demand for products,
then advertising agencies are the agent provocateur. In her informed article on the
economics of advertising, Robinson ( 2005 ) states that “the customer will be influenced
by advertising which plays upon his mind with studied skill and makes him prefer the
goods of one producer to those of another because they are brought to his notice in a more
pleasing and forceful manner.” The talents behind these mind-bending advertisements
are housed in advertising agencies. However, unlike manufacturing organisations, ad
agencies are knowledge-based organisations whose essential resource are people with
their competencies.
This study will, no doubt, enrich the literature because while extant studies have
examined the operations of advertising agencies using varied variables, no study was
found which investigated ad agency from a purely economic perspective. Evans (1973)
conducted an empirical enquiry on three agencies using an in-depth technique. Motivated
by the need to ascertain the correlation between the size of ad agencies and their
performances, the study concluded that the size variable was not an indicator of agency
success as increased size complicates coordination. Management style that reflects its
operations and business environment is critical to success.
Apparently spurred by the debate on the unethical conduct of advertising practitioners of
the time, Krugman and Ferrell (1981), carried out a survey that was designed to find out
how advertising practitioners from both agency and advertisers side evaluate the ethical
conduct of each other. After gathering and processing quantitative data that were
spawned by 214 copies of questionnaire returned out of the 687 copies sent by mail to
respondents, the study found that respondents perception was that they had and practised
superior ethical standard and conduct than their peers, and that they are sometimes
pressured to compromise personal standard to achieve organisational goals.
Gray and Fam (2001) conducted a qualitative study involving advertising agencies in
New Zealand. Motivated by the urge to ascertain the perception of small firms' owners
and managers towards their advertising agencies, Gray and Fam (2001), after conducting
an intensive in-depth interview, found out that significant differences existed between
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firms that scored their agencies low and those that ranked their agencies high on criteria
such as agency services, attributes and selection criteria.
In the light of the influence of Western culture and approach to the practice of advertising,
Jeong, Tharp and Choi (2002), surveyed the opinion of 100 conveniently chosen
advertising managers from nine subsidiaries of global network agencies in South Korea.
The outcome suggests that these advertising practitioners preferred a localized global
advertising strategy that resonates with the indigenous population to a standardised
global strategy even though the latter is usually superior in creativity.
Intrigued by the increasing gulf between the theoretical modules incessantly postulated
by advertising scholars and practitioners approach to advertising management, Gabriel,
Kottasz and Bennett (2006) designed an empirical study whose purpose was to find out
the extent to which “ account planners” in UK advertising agencies use formal academic
models of how advertising works in the handling of their clients' brief. After analyzing
copies of 242 questionnaires, the researchers discovered that there was wide ignorance of
formal models of advertising and the reason offered was that the models were too abstract
and academic. Cardoso (2007) discovered, sequel to an empirical examination into
client-agency relationship, that agency complain about either superfluous or insufficient
brief from clients and the reluctance by clients to accept advertising approach that upset
conventions because they are perceived as too risky. Similarly, Sasser, Koslow and
Riordan (2007), executed a quantitative study involving 872 advert campaigns among
309 practitioners from advertising agencies and discovered that advertising campaign is
hinged on integrated media when there is solid consumer insight, pre campaign testing,
diverse media experience, and agency motivation.
Li, Dou, Wang and Zhou (2008) examined how market dynamism and competitive
intensity can moderate agency creativity on campaign outcome. Using qualitative data
from matched interviews of advertisers and agency creative teams in China, the study
revealed among other things that agency creativity impacts positively on campaign
outcomes while excessive creativity provokes negative results. The study also showed
that market dynamism and competitive intensity moderate the effect of agency creativity
on campaign outcomes.
After conducting in-depth interviews with account managers, account planners and
creative directors in agencies, Nyilasy, and Reid (2009) came to the conclusion that
models about how advertising works has no place among practitioners as the conventions
are viewed disdainfully as having only theoretical relevance. In a related empirical effort,
Patwardhan, Patwardhan and Vasavada-Oza (2011) conducted in-depth interviews of
154 respondents from 101 agencies in India to ascertain their initiation into and
assimilation of account planning approach of managing account or brand. They found
that structural variables like size and affiliation with overseas multinational agency
correlated positively with account planning initiation, but showed significantly declining
impact on assimilation. Organisational factors like leadership commitment and
organisational innovation were found to be more critical to account planning diffusion.
Concerned about the abandonment of the indigenous approach to advertising planning
and execution among Japanese advertising practitioners, Okazaki and Mueller (2011)
discovered through the use of in-depth interviews that the recession experienced during
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what is often tagged 'the lost decades', changes in the media landscape, the adoption of
American invented audience measures, economic uncertainty, were some of the
underlining forces behind the replacement of the indigenous 'soft sell' approach with
Western ' hard sell' approach to advertising.
In what appeared like a replication of the study by Nyilacy and Reid (2009), Stuhlfaut
(2011)
also investigated using in-depth design the use of creative code in the
development of advertisement among employees of advertising agency's creative
department. Contrary to the findings of Nyilacy and Reid (2009), this study concluded
that certain implicit theories about how to produce highly revered creative advert existed
among agency creative employees.
3.

Methodology
The study adopted a qualitative approach that was executed through in-depth
interview technique. The data gathering instrument was interviews guide that used openended questions
to elicit open-ended responses from 15 respondents who were
purposively chosen from the three advertising agencies that constituted the foci of this
study. Generating exclusively non-numeric data, the qualitative approach is considered
legitimate in this context. In his informed opinion, Creswell (2009) argue that qualitative
approach is fascinating as it uses the natural setting where participants experience the
problem under study, and focuses on learning on the meaning that respondents hold about
the issue and not that of the researcher.
The interview technique has been used as a legitimate method to study advertising
agencies. Aside the studies reviewed in this article, Hirchman (1989), Kover (1995),
Kover and Goldberg (1995) have, with great success, used in-depth interviews to
examine some dimensions of advertising agency operations. In-depth interviews with ad
professionals, in the opinion of Cardoso (2007), allow the researcher to submerge himself
in the field and systematize the reality of the ad professional environment.
The population of the study are 84 advertising agencies that, at the period of this
study, constituted the members of the Association of Advertising Agencies of Nigeria
(AAAN). After a random selection of agencies based on the AAAA members list, specific
management officers were purposively chosen from four advertising agencies based on
the number of years they had put into ad practice. It might be instructive to say that
Eminent Communications, Prima Garnet Communications, S O & U Saatchi & Saatchi,
and Rosabel Leo Burnett constituted settings for the interviews. Those interviewed had
practise advertising for not less than ten years. Each interview lasted between 60 and 90
minutes and all took place in the informants' offices. We allowed practitioners to express
themselves freely.
Even though magnetic tapes and blackberry phones were used to record the
sessions, extensive field notes documenting interviewees' gestures and gesticulations
were composed and later used to analyse the transcript. The transcript of the interviews
were generated and cross- analysis of the materials unfurled five discrete themes- ad
agency and economic recession, client-agency relationship, employee motivation
practice, ethics in advertising account management, ad agency and globalisation- and
these constituted the nuclei of discussion.
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4.

Discussion of Findings
The style of presentation is basically thematic. In other words, the themes were
generated from the narratives of the interviewees and then presented under headings that
reflect the content of their responses.
Advertising agencies and economic recession
A common thread bestrode the analyses of all respondents on the impact of the present
economic climate on the management of ad agencies. The consensus was that the
turbulent economic climate has directly impacted negatively on the fortunes of ad agency
by driving the cost of business through the roof and indirectly by nibbling into the
capacity of their clients to deploy adequate resources behind their advertising campaign.
The argument was pungently articulated by one the respondents who in contextualizing
the issue stated thus,
much has been said about the present economic situation in Nigeria but
the reality is that the Nigerian situation is a spin-off of the global scenario....
Nigeria got involved chiefly as a result of the impact of the global crisis on
the once flourishing Nigerian capital market. The situation was further
compounded by the latest reforms in the banking sector with all its attendant
ripple effects such as aggravating the ongoing stock market crisis, reduction
of development funds, net capital flows and general worsening of poverty.
Since the solvency of advertising agencies directly depends on that of their clients,
whose financial life lines have been crippled, it is just natural that the ripple effects
would reach the ad agencies. Another respondent, who virtually rehash the same
argument, observed that agencies now occupy a precarious position where they are
expected pre-pay the media for placement of advertisements on behalf of cashstrapped advertisers. The situation is so bad that some clients have renege on
agreements for upward review of agency compensation while some have suspended
their due advertising campaigns.
Client-agency relationship
It was also discovered that the harsh economic environment has affected client-agency
chemistry and precipitated a relatively high level of turn-over. The tolerance of
advertising agencies for non-performing account, described as an account that is not
yielding sufficient returns to justify agency investment, has been eroded. Given the
economic downturn, agencies now initiate the dissolution of an account. This was usually
the last resort after representations and entreaties have been unsuccessfully made to the
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client to make amends. A respondent put tellingly says” we don't easily terminate
business relationship except a client proves itself to be terminally unrewarding.”
Employee Motivation Practice
Results showed that when the business environment was healthy, it reflected in
investment generally in equipment and staff. This was executed through the review of
staff remuneration, purchase of high-tech equipment, foreign training and holiday
programmes, as well as varied allowances for medical treatment, children, and overtime
payment. However, all these incentives have either been slashed or outrightly eliminated
sequel to the recession. To one of the respondents “it is only logical that we do so or else
we would be running at a loss. We won't be able to break even at the end of the day so what
we do is that we cut down on motivation”.
Ethics in Advertising Account Management
All asserted that the unwholesome economic climate has not undermined their ethical
commitment to uphold the convention of the profession. Though a respondent, in what
appeared to be an affirmation of the findings of Krugman and Ferrell (1981), lamented
having to hypocritically compromise his personal moral code by managing an alcoholic
beverage account when in reality he abstains from the substance for religious and health
reasons, the general prevailing attitude was that the economic condition has not
provoked, and is no excuse for any professional ethical violation.
Advertising Agency and Globalisation
Findings showed that agencies response to the vortex of globalisation was affiliation.
Affiliation with international agencies with admirable brand management credentials
allow the local affiliate to tap into the international partner repertoire of experience and
connection. The name of the foreign partner is then added in the form of a prefix or suffix
to the name of the local affiliate. Examples like Lowe Lintas, Insight Grey, Rosabel Leo
Burnett, S O& U Saatchi & Saatchi, were cited. The reciprocal benefits of this partnership
invariably allow the international partner to harness the familiarity of the local affiliate
with the local market.
Conclusion
Undoubtedly, the recession that plagued the first decade of the twenty-first century has
affected the advertising function and agency business. Advertising agencies in Nigeria
have had to cut down on staff incentives, cope with decreasing revenue, and increasing
loss of accounts. However, it has also encouraged agencies to devise creative means of
weathering the storm and this include expanding into other areas of marketing
communication. All this has nevertheless not impacted on agencies' commitment to the
ethics of the profession.
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Abstract
The main objective of this paper was to determine the effect of economic globalization on
poverty in Nigeria. Globalization was viewed through trade globalization using
exchange rate, trade openness and net export and through economic globalization using
foreign direct investment while per capita income (PCI) was used to indicate poverty.
Time series data for 30 years were used and stationarity test was carried out using
Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test. ADF test showed that all the variables were
stationary at first difference except PCI which was stationary at second difference
(0.0000). OLS estimator was used and the results showed that foreign direct investment
and net export have positive and significant effects on PCI while trade openness and
exchange rate also have positive but not significant effect at 0.05 level of significance. It
was therefore suggested that the composition of trade in Nigeria needs monitoring such
that importation of raw materials would be more than importation of consumer/finished
goods and exports of processed goods should be encouraged. Exchange rate could also
have a significant effect on poverty if there is political will.
Keywords: Globalization, poverty, Foreign direct investment, Interest rate, Trade
openness.
JEL Classification: F15, F31, P33, P46.
1. Introduction
Globalization is a great economic event of this age that has brought opportunities to
millions in the society. If any nation is to maintain acceptable rate of growth and
development, it cannot afford to lag behind with the speed at which the effect of
globalization is spreading. It has been noted that this world has become a global village
because of the effect of globalization on the technological advancement and the world
economy at large (Hilary, 2001).
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Mostly in economic terms, economic globalization is perceived to mean massive increase
in global trade and internationalization of production and distribution strategies along
with unprecedented mobility of global finance capital pushed forward by the dazzling
advances in information technology. To Todaro and Smith (2006) Globalization is the
increased openness of the economies to international trade, financial flows and direct
foreign investment.
The concept of globalization is multidimensional /multifaceted which has had a mixed
outcome, that is, it could be viewed from economic, social and political dimensions.
Likewise the outcome can be beneficial or detrimental. For the purpose of this paper,
globalization is understood as increasing interrelationships between countries; that is,
what is happening within countries is increasingly related to what is happening
elsewhere.
The aim of this paper is to analyze the relationship between globalization and poverty in
Nigeria. The study tries to capture the impact of globalization on poverty through some
major components such as foreign direct investment, Net export, exchange rate, trade
openness as well as per capita income of Nigerian over a period of thirty-one years (19802010). The choice of the years under review is based on the findings of Pinelopi and Nina
(2006) who argue that for many countries, in the 1980s and early 1990s, trade
liberalization episodes represent a major part of their globalization. Also, they argue that
the trade barrier reductions that occurred during this period can be exploited to establish a
causal link between trade openness and changes in inequality. The study tries to examine
the role of Economic globalization through; foreign direct investment, exchange rate, net
export and trade openness on the individual Nigeria standard of living which is measured
by per capita income. This paper dealt with review of related literature, basic theoretical
framework, methodology, analysis and discussion, summary, conclusions and
recommendations in succession.
2.
Literature Review
Anti globalists argue that globalization adversely affects the poor and particularly poor
countries while those that believe in globalization claim that it has lead to poverty
reduction (Dreher, 2008). This paper is based on progressive social theory, which
believes that individuals are not a source of poverty, but traced poverty to the economic,
political and social systems that cause people to have opportunities and resources with
which to achieve income and well being.
Much of the literature on poverty suggests that the economic system is structured in such
a way that poor people fall behind regardless of how competent they may be. Partly the
problem is the fact that minimum wages do not allow single mothers or their families to be
economically self sufficient (Jenkins, 1999). The problem of the working poor is
increasing such as a wage problem linked structural barriers preventing poor families
from getting better jobs, complicated limited number of jobs and lack of growth in sectors
supporting lower skilled jobs.
Economic globalization is a very uneven process with unequal distribution of its benefits
and losses. This imbalance leads to polarization between the developed countries that
gain, and the developing countries that lose out (Obadan, 2006). In this regard, the place
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of Nigeria in the globalization agenda requires some in-depth study. Capability of
Nigerian economy is very weak due to inadequate domestic economic capacity and social
infrastructure needed to boost the country's productivity, growth and competitiveness.
The problem is also compounded by dependency on oil export which is taking over 80%
of the nation's export Obadan and Ekuerhare (1998) also included debt service burdens on
the list. He states further that these problems were exacerbated by political instability and
corruption, which results in distortion of investment choices and that eroded the
confidence of foreign investors.
The neoclassical and orthodox economists according to Mandle (1997) argue that
economic globalization through liberalization of markets promotes perfection in
economic organization and management which in turn push forward growth and human
welfare. An inspection to growth as well as its achievement, according to them, is through
integration of world economy which eventually leads to poverty reduction (Nuruzzaman,
2008). Contrary to the neoclassical argument, the anti-globalization camp argues that
economic globalization increases poverty and lead to worsening in\the distribution of
income (Hammed and Nazir 2000). This view is however not far from the truth based on
the evidence from the world poverty rate.
The number of poor people is shooting up every year around the globe. The total number
of poor people living below the absolute poverty line in 1980 stood at 17.1million and has
risen to 112.47million in 2010 (FOS, 2012). The implication of this was that the high
trend of economic globalization witnessed in the early 1980s has no positive impact on
poverty alleviation in Nigeria (Nuruzzaman, 2008). The interrelationship between
Nigeria and other nations of the world particularly since the discovery of oil has been
unprecedented although this has not transform into the expectation of poverty reduction
in the country.
The crisis in Nigeria according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF, 2006) is as a
result of structural distortions and constraints imposed on the economy due to overhauled
exchange rates, over-bloated public sector economic activities, import regulation, poor
investment management and low return on capital among others.
Considering that economic development is attained through the utilization of available
resources to enhance the social and economic well-being of the society, it is only the
people in any society that can generate and sustain economic development. This view
may be contrary to industrialization strategy approach which is outward oriented and
optimistic about export- led development (Todaro et al. 2006). Countries are expected to
provide essential services to the large spectrum of the society in a regenerating process of
discovery and widening the scope of its dispensation towards an integrated and cohesive
national economy in which linkages between various sectors and regions are entrenched
such that every member of the society is given a fair opportunity to advance his/her
material condition. It follows that industrialization is a necessary step towards attaining
economic development, which requires a sound and encompassing macroeconomic
policy implementation to flourish.
Generally, Economic globalization has been considered to affect the alleviation of
poverty all over the world and particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Economic
globalization poverty relationships have been explained by scholars in the past from
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different dimensions such as Alice (2005) in explaining threshold effect of globalization
on poverty through institutions. She explained that Globalization has improved the
situation of the poor in certain countries and regions but not in others and that SSA is the
region most affected by poverty where the impact of trade openness since the reforms of
the 1980s has been mixed. Also, the neo-liberal claims that with globalization, there is
gradual reduction in number of poor people across the globe. However, in order to see if
their claim holds or otherwise in the country, there is need for a study to examine the
impact of Economic globalization on poverty in Nigeria.
Atoloye (2007) described poverty in more specific terms as the level of deprivation that
encompasses a shortfall and inadequacies in basic human needs which prevent people
from achieving internationally acceptable level of wellbeing. Absolute poverty measures
refer exclusively to the wellbeing of those who are defined as poor, hence excluding the
overall society. He also noted that poverty was as high as 70% in 1990s. Anyanwu,
Oyefusi, Oaikhanan and Dimowo (1997) state that relative poverty pertains to the
position of an individual or household compared to the average income in the country. In
other words, poverty in this sense is determined by the relative overall income of the
population. According to Santarelli (2006) the most popular, easiest to understand and
simplest to compute poverty methodologies are: (i) the headcount poverty indices (HPI)
given by the percentage of the total population of individuals (household) with the
number income units (consumption) falling below the poverty line; (ii) the gap poverty
index (GPI) which measures the average level of consumption of the poor with respect to
the poverty line; (iii) and the family of indices (FI) which simultaneously considers the
percentage of the poor, their average consumption and the distribution of consumption
among the poor. From the above concepts poverty can be viewed as an antithesis of
wealth and growth.
The economic aspects of globalization usually receive the most attention; as it portrays
the image of a borderless world trade through revolutions of various forms of Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) such as internet, telephone and mobile satellite
facilities. However, not every nation is a full member of the global village. The developed
countries use their competitive advantage to boost their share of world trade and finance,
and so largely benefit from globalization (Khor, 1996 & UNCTAD, 2005). UNCTAD
2005 states further that the volume of flows to Africa is very low compared to flows to
other developing region. On the other hand, developing countries are losing out as they
experience a worsening of existing imbalances and distortions in the global economy
(Collier and Dollar, 2001). This view is shared by Zuma (2003) who argues that the
unequal distribution of political, economic and military power has meant that whilst
globalization created immense opportunities of wealth for some, it has produced two
contrasting global villages: one which is indeed prosperous, rich and democratic for a few
who live in it, and the other, in which the majority are poor, alienated and marginalized
with hardly any voice to determine their own destiny.
Empirically, to mention a few of researchers like Pinelopi et al. (2006), Quan and Rafael
(2000), Machiko & Howard (2002), have been using common data like FDI, Export and
Trade Openness to indicate globalization. To measure Poverty, however, we agree with
the fact that Human poverty index is the best indicator which is calculated using three
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basic dimensions as human development index - a long and healthy life, knowledge and a
decent standard of living. The formula for calculating HPI in developing countries is as
shown below;

HPI-1 =
where
P1: Probability at birth of not surviving to age 40 (times 100).
P2: Adult illiteracy rate.
P3: Unweighted average of population without sustainable access to an improved
water source.
α is the number of children under weight for age.
But due to absence of these data in Nigeria for the period under consideration, we capture
poverty level with Per Capita Income (PCI) which is the ratio of GDP to population.
3.
Methodology
The variables being used in this paper are macroeconomic in nature, where data
on Per Capita Income (PCI) are used as proxy for poverty, foreign direct investment
(FDI), total trade openness "Openness" refers to the degree of dependence of an economy
on international trade and financial flows. Trade openness is often measured by the ratio
of import to GDP or alternatively, the ratio of trade to GDP (Milton & Dickson, 2002).
For the purpose of this work, trade openness (TOPEN) is derived by {dividing sum of
imports and exports by GDP) which is in line with openness defined by Saibu and Oladeji
(2007), exchange rate (EXR), Net Export (NEX) are used as proxies to globalization. The
data are reliable and valid because they were extracted from CBN statistical bulletin,
National Bureau of Statistics, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD).
Time series data of 31 years were used in this analysis hence the need for
stationary test. This was carried out with Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test statistic
and the data were all stationary at first difference except PCI which was stationary at
second difference (see Appendix I). Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimator was used
with multiple regression analysis.
4. Data Analysis and Discussions
The basic assumption of this study is that if economic globalization as indicated by trade
openness, Foreign direct investment, exchange rate and net export is increased or
improved upon, then the wealth of the nation should increase using Per Capita income as
indicator for poverty.
The statement that was tested in this paper is stated below;
H0: Economic globalization has no significant effect on per capita income of Nigerians.
PCI = f(OPEN, FDI, EXR NEX).
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where: PCI = Per Capita income, FDI = Foreign direct investment, EXR = Exchange rate
NEX = Net Export, OPEN = Trade Openness.
PCI = β0 + β1FDI + β2TOPEN + β3EXR + β4NEX + μ
PCI = -1.6207+ 0.00014FDI + 0.7098TOPEN + 0.094EXR +1.51E-05NEX

Tabular Presentation of Regression Results
Coefficient
S.E.
tCal
Sig.
FCal
Sig.
R2
Adjsted R2

β0
-1.6207
(1.8553)
-0.8735
(0.3904)

FDI
0.00014
2.32E-05
5.8305
(0.0000*)

TOPEN
0.7098
1.1390
0.6232
(0.5386)
478.82
0.0000*
0.9866
0.9845
α = 0.05

EXR
0.094
0.0579
1.6229
(0.1167)

NEX
1.51E-05
2.68E-06
5.6201
(0.0000*)

Source: Regression Results (see Appendix II)
Discussions
In 1980 PCI was N0.83 and rose to N172.32 in 2010. Foreign Direct Investment also
increased from N3620.1million to N759,503 million in the same period, TOPEN was
N0.73million in 1980 and N22.4billion in 2010, EXR was N0.55billion in 1980, and rose
to N149.4billion in 2010. Likewise the net export rose from N5091.1 to N3,030,420.3.
With the appreciable figures of macro indicators mentioned above one will expect the rate
of poverty to reduce in Nigeria but unfortunately the gap between the rich and the poor
widened daily.
The above table shows that FDI has a positive (0.00014) and significant (p = 0.0000*)
relationship with Poverty as indicated by Per Capita Income (PCI) using probability
associated with t-statistics because it is less than the α level of significance (0.05) so also
net export has a positive and significant (p = 0.0000) relationship with PCI. If FDI and
NEX are increased, Per Capita Income will increase appreciably which in turn will reduce
poverty. These findings are in line with the submission of Dollar and Kraay (2001).
The result also shows that TOPEN and EXR have positive and but no significant effect on
PCI. Therefore, increase in TOPEN will increase PCI and reduce poverty but not in a
significant way. This is in harmony with the findings of Bourguignon and Verdier (2000)
on openness to trade and income distribution in which they concluded that there is no
strong evidence that openness to trade observed over the last two decades in developing
countries has had any significant impact on within country income inequality. They said,
openness to trade did not explain the surge in income inequality in many developing and
transitional economies in which manufactured exports and imports hardly changed.
However, these findings are at variance with Dollar and Kraay (2002) who found out that
trade openness has negative and significant effect on growth but in harmony with the neoliberal theory, trade openness has positive effect on growth of Nigerian economy. The
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insignificance can actually be explained by the composition of exports and imports if the
imports in Nigeria are majorly consumption goods which may not really contribute to
GDP and the exports as it is are made up of unrefined crude oil and unprocessed
agricultural product, then we can admit that trade openness may not have significant
effect on poverty level in Nigeria. Exchange rate has a positive effect on PCI but the effect
is not significant. Although, it may seem that the effect is not significant but we can say
that Nigeria's case will not be an exemption, all we need as a nation is political will to
make it work (Balogun, 2007).
The result also shows that 98.6% variations in PCI are explained by variations in Foreign
Direct Investment, Trade Openness, Exchange Rate and Net Export while the remaining
1.4% is explained by other factors that are not included in the model. The goodness of fit
of the model was measured by adjusted R2, this shows that the model is 98.5% fit in
explaining PCI. F-statistic value 478.82 shows that the overall model is statistically
significant at 5% level of significance using the probability associated with it. Therefore,
economic globalization has a significant and positive effect on per capita income of
Nigerians.
The model is fit to explain the effect of economic globalization on poverty in Nigeria
which supports the findings of Johnson (2007) that financial globalization will increase
per capita income of developing economies.
5.
Findings, Conclusion and Recommendation
Economic globalization is an important tool that can be used to unite the world together
and also eradicate poverty in developing economy due to the role it played in
transforming the world from disintegrated isolated economies into and bounded system
referred to as the global village. Based on the findings in this work, if the explanatory
variables are not present in Nigeria, per capita income will have negative value which
may be augmented by either local or foreign debts. All other variables have positive effect
on PCI. Statistically the model is fit to measure the effect of globalization on poverty in
Nigeria.
In conclusion, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and Net Export (NEX) have significant
effect on per capita income which is used as proxy to poverty in Nigeria. TOPEN and
EXR also have positive effect on poverty as measured by per capita income but there is no
evidence that they will affect poverty significantly. These conclusions are based on the
probabilities attached to t-test. However the probability attached to F-test shows that all
the independent variables combined together have overall significant effect on poverty.
The insignificance relationship between trade openness and per capita income calls for
the attention of policy makers because (TOPEN) should be a source of blessing which is
in harmony with the observation of Obadan (2006) that the developed world are more at
an advantage in globalization than developing nations, therefore, there is need to make
good use of openness to trade so as to enjoy the dividends of globalization. Government
should also strengthen existing poverty alleviation programmes such as; National
Poverty Eradication Programme (NAPEP) and, Youth Empowerment Scheme, (YES)
Rural Infrastructural Developments (RIDS) and Social Welfare Service Scheme
(SOWESS).
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